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ABSTRACT

The focus of this thesis is to investigate the use of art therapy in the treatment
of an individual diagnosed with schizophrenia.
In this qualitative narrative single case study, eleven art therapy sessions are
described using non-directive spontaneous art making with a 37-year-old man
residing in a psychosocial rehabilitation program.
The research study describes this client’s delusional world, and explores the
struggle of making sense of his traumatic experiences in early childhood.
The themes that emerge in this exploratory study are many and grief and
bereavement are the focus as the client uncovers the connections between
the past and the present.
The process of the art therapy sessions and the progression in the imagery
from chaos to serenity is described as the client moves from darkness into
light, and as we witness his exploration of space in the images of the
whirlwind that reappear throughout the sessions.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION

The background to this study is related to my interest and experience in working
with people diagnosed with schizophrenia which began 20 years ago while
working at St George Homes in Berkeley, California, an alternative treatment
center for schizophrenic and autistic adolescents.

It is there I witnessed and learned how the creative arts had a profound effect in
aiding the expression of the inner turmoil these youngsters experienced. It is
there I recognized that each individual has a story to tell, if we can only learn to
see, listen and hear the symbolic communication we are offered. As a trainee art
therapist, I was interested in what would surface, if anything, from the depth of
the inner world if the verbal dialogue was overridden by the art production. What
would emerge and how would the story unfold using the non-verbal approach of
art therapy?

In his book, Memories, Dreams and Reflections, C.G. Jung (1961) points out that
each patient has an unfolding story: a story that is not yet told, and as a rule no
one knows. “If I know his secret story, I have a key to the treatment” and Jung
makes a very valid statement when he writes “In therapy the problem is always
the whole person, never the symptom alone” (Jung, 1961, p.117).

This study investigated the use of individual art therapy in the treatment of a 37year-old man with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, who lives in a residential
psychosocial rehabilitation service. The study looked at the images produced in
the art therapy sessions and how those images created the emergence of a
story.

1

SCHIZOPHRENIA
Eugen Bleuler coined the term “schizophrenia” in 1911. The word schizophrenia
comes from the Greek words schizo, which translates as “split” and phrenia,
meaning “mind”. Bleuler (1911/1950) characterized this disorder as “a very
peculiar alteration of the relation between the patient’s inner life and the external
world” (p.63).

Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder that has been studied extensively; yet the
specific causes that influence the onset of the disease have been elusive and
highly controversial. It appears that several factors increase a person’s risk for
the illness. Strauss and Carpenter (1981) believe that these factors interact with
one another to influence the development and the course of schizophrenia, and
different factors assume importance at different stages in the individual’s
development. The controversial debate, after decades of research, has been the
question of whether the cause of the disease is related to genetic,
developmental, environmental, and neurophysiological or biochemical factors.

Genetic Factors

Genetic factors can play a part in forming the newborn infant’s predisposition to
developing the illness. The timing of the onset of illness in later life depends on
the extent of the person’s vulnerability and exposure to a variety of stressors
(http://www.openthedoors.com/english/02_02.html,

Retrieved,

April

4,2002).

Genetic studies based on families and twins (Heston, 1966; Kety, Rosenthal &
Wender, 1975; Gottesman & Shields, 1982; Kendler & Gruenberg, 1984) have
demonstrated that “having a schizophrenic parent can increase the risk of
inheriting the disorder” (Talbott, 1988, p. 284). The risk seems progressively
larger in relatives who are more genetically similar to the schizophrenic person.

Environmental/ Developmental Factors

Family dynamics as well as environmental pressures have been recognized to
cause what Meyer (1957) called a ‘schizophrenic reaction’.
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Sullivan (1962) stressed the importance of interpersonal relations between child
and parents, particularly the mother. Collis (1996) wrote that “familial
environmental factors such as the ‘schizophrenic mother’ were proposed by
Fromm-Reichman (1948) and Lidz (1957), and expanded by Bateson, Jackson
and Haley (1956), to include the ‘double bind’ theory that they observed in
schizophrenic families” (p.13, quotes and parentheses in original).

However later studies that investigated the interpersonal relationships between
child and parents in the schizophrenic have suggested that any disturbances in
the relationship are a result of the illness rather than a possible cause (Cannon,
as cited in Read, Perry, Moskowitz & Connolly, 2001). Read et al. (2001)
proposed a traumagenic neurodevelopmental model, where they “explore the
possibility that for some adults diagnosed schizophrenic adverse life events or
significant losses and deprivations can not only ‘trigger’ schizophrenic symptoms
but may also, if they occur early enough or are sufficiently severe, actually mold
the neurodevelopmental abnormalities which underlie the heightened sensitivity
to stressors so consistently found in adults diagnosed schizophrenic” (p.322,
quotes in original).

Manfred Bleuler (1978), in his book, “The Schizophrenic Disorders”, explored the
significant role of what he called ‘psychotraumatic’ experiences in schizophrenia.
His extensive research of long term patients included the examination of life
events and significant losses. Bleuler (1978) wrote that
among the few possibilities existing of rendering objective the conjectures about
relationships between certain psychotraumatic situations and schizophrenias,
investigations on the premature loss of a parent by death, separation, or divorce
play the most important role (p.478).

While he made the assumption that different types of psychic trauma play a role
in the genesis of schizophrenia, and while he pointed out how this trauma could
endanger personality development in individuals, Bleuler made an important
statement:
If there are no fully specific traumas in a human existence that are solely
responsible for the formation of schizophrenia, that does not necessarily
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exclude the possibility that there are certain such traumas that do constitute a
greater danger of the formation of a later schizophrenia than others do. To be
able to recognize such dangers will remain one of the great assignments for
schizophrenia research in the years to come (p.479).

Neurophysiological/Biochemical Factors

Some of the research into the causes of schizophrenia in the past two decades
have focused on the complications of pregnancy and delivery that may affect the
developing brain (Andreasen, 1984). New technologies such as the MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and CT (Computerized Tomography) have been
used in studies in order to establish a correlation between the clinical diagnosis
of

schizophrenia

and

anatomical

and

biochemical

abnormalities

(http://www.openthedoors.com/english/02_02.html, Retrieved, April 24, 2002).

This brief summary does not do justice to the extensive research done on the
etiology of schizophrenia, yet it is interesting to note what Arieti (1955) wrote
over fifty years ago. He noted that schizophrenia had been studied from
physiological and organic aspects, yet no organic nature of schizophrenia had
been demonstrated. Five decades later, after extensive investigations and
research, the controversy continues, and while research has provided clues
concerning how brain function is affected in schizophrenia, the findings cannot
be considered conclusive nor be used in the diagnostic criteria of schizophrenia
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994, DSM-IV.).

Symptoms

Schizophrenia is a mental disorder that interferes with a person’s ability to
recognize what is real. The major symptoms of schizophrenia are thought
disorder, delusions and hallucinations that often lead to disturbances in
perception, affect, cognition and sense of self (DSM-IV, 1994).

The schizophrenic disorders are characterized in general by fundamental and
characteristic distortions of thinking and perception, and by inappropriate or
blunted affect. These disturbances involve the most basic functions that give the
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normal person a feeling of individuality, uniqueness, and self-direction
(International Classification of Diseases, ICD-10, 1992,p.325).

The symptoms of schizophrenia are often classified as positive and negative
(Andreasen, Flaum, Swayze, Tyrrell & Arndt, 1990), and may be present in
different proportions at different periods of the illness.

Positive Symptoms

Positive symptoms are delusions, hallucinations, thought disorders, and bizarre
behavior.

Delusions are false beliefs, which an individual can firmly believe, despite the
absence of concrete evidence. People with delusions may believe that they are
being persecuted, that they have special powers or gifts, or that external forces
control their thoughts or actions. Often these delusions can be bizarre or
fantastic (http://www.openthedoors.com/english/02_01_01.html, Retrieved, April
24, 2002).

It is important to distinguish these delusions from a culture-specific point of view
that a society or group holds. For example, Littlewood (1989) showed how
Western concepts could misinterpret religious, ritual or healing practices of
specific cultures. Littlewood criticized ethnographers who explained shamanism
as a specific consequence of epilepsy, hysteria, fear and neurosis and also
psychoanalysts who have characterized the shaman as psychotic, and his
religion as organized schizophrenia. Littlewood (1989) cautions ethnographers to
understand fundamental elements of philosophy of health and medicine when
exploring different cultures, and to respect the spiritual, symbolic and artistic
dimensions of these cultures.

Joseph Campbell (1970) writes that

the shaman is a person who in early adolescence underwent a severe
psychological crisis, such as today would be called a psychosis. Normally the
child’s apprehensive family sends for an elder shaman to bring the youngster
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out of it, and by appropriate measures, songs, and exercises, this experienced
practitioner succeeds (p.163).

Campbell continues by quoting Julian Silverman’s paper on Shamans and Acute
Schizophrenia.
In primitive cultures in which such a unique life-crisis resolution is tolerated, the
abnormal experience is typically beneficial to the individual, cognitively and
affectivly: he is regarded as one with expanded consciousness. In a culture that
does not provide referential guides for comprehending this kind of crisis
experience, the individual (schizophrenic) typically undergoes an intensification
of his suffering over and above his original anxieties (Silverman, as cited in
Campbell, 1970, p.163, parentheses in original).

Spaniol (1998), who did her ethnographic art therapy research with a psychiatric
population stated that these people are “experts who can teach us about their
condition” (p.32). She stressed that “becoming a participant observer does not
leave room for power differentials but calls for sensitivity, respect and humility
when entering the unknown” (p.32). In giving equal authority to the client, Spaniol
challenges and “reframes the presumption of authority on the part of the
therapists” (McNiff, 1998, p.89).

Hallucinations are sensory perceptions that are imagined. Most commonly these
perceptions are auditory, where the person reports on hearing voices that are
imagined. Other types of hallucinations can include seeing, feeling, tasting, or
smelling things that are very real to the person but which are not actually there
(http://www.openthedoors.com/english/02_01.html, Retrieved, April, 2002).

Other positive symptoms in schizophrenia are thought disorder, where people
have confused thinking processes, or where the train of thought is interrupted.
There might also be bizarre thoughts that only seem to make sense to the
person who holds them.
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Negative symptoms

Negative symptoms of schizophrenia are blunted emotions, loss of drive, social
withdrawal, and poverty of thought. People diagnosed with schizophrenia can
seem emotionally flat and unresponsive to things happening around them. They
may be unable to show emotions and may have facial expressions or gestures
that seem inappropriate. Reduced motivation and social withdrawal can all be
part

of

the

symptoms

(http://www.openthedoors.com/english/02_01.html,

Retrieved April 24, 2002).
The DSM-IV (1994) states that a number of factors may contribute to negative
symptoms

of

schizophrenia

including

environmental

under-stimulation,

depression, and demoralization. The side effects of medication can also
contribute to these problems, and it may be difficult to separate negative
symptoms from other related causes.

Strauss (1985) proposed that negative symptoms may arise as responses to
extremely difficult psychological and social situations. These symptoms may
even serve to help the person with schizophrenia to survive, and may reflect
active coping on the part of the patient … and provide some psychological
solutions for the problems patients encounter (p.128).

As mentioned before, in the DSM-IV one of the characteristics of schizophrenia
is the disturbance of the sense of self. One of the crucial aspects of the self is an
individual’s view of him/herself, and “schizophrenia challenges not only a
person’s capacity to discriminate fantasy from reality, but also one’s ability to
maintain a cogent and articulated sense of who one is” (Kronengold, 1999, p.2).

Many contributors have explored these disturbances of the self in the literature
on schizophrenia, for example Eugen Bleuler, Manfred Bleuler, Benedetti, Jung,
Freud, Jaspers, Arieti, Laing and others. Laing (1967) for example believed that
a split happens between the false outer self and the true inner self. When that
split reaches the point when it can no longer be tolerated, a psychotic break can
occur. Behind this ‘false sense’, the real person – the ‘true inner self’ – remains
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(Laing, 1967). In this hidden inner world, despite the outward madness, the
schizophrenic individual still retains hopes and aspirations.

Watkins (1996) made a relevant statement when he pointed out that we all
choose at times to hide what we really think and feel. He went on to explore why
people with schizophrenia may choose to hide their inner world.

One common reason is related to their fear of being misunderstood or rejected.
This fear may lead to one of the most painful dilemmas experienced by anyone
who has been psychotic. In order to feel understood such a person needs to be
able to tell their personal story; to also feel accepted and respected, however,
they may need to conceal certain things that others might not be able to
understand (and may even judge or mock) (Watkins, 1996, p.110, parentheses
in original).

According to Benedetti (1976) if we neglect to take into account the lived
experience of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia, then they are again left
with their traumatic isolation with which the suffering began. Manfred Bleuler
(1978) pointed out that in the worst chronic cases of schizophrenia there still is a
rich, active inner life, and the ability to experience emotions and feelings.
Watkins (1996) compared negative symptoms and Jung’s theories of the
dreamstate. Watkins wrote that “Jung pointed out that, whilst such an experience
can occur in a particularly intense way as part of schizophrenia, to one degree or
another everybody may be susceptible to the lure of this kind of ‘psychological
seduction’ “ (p. 113, quotes in original). Watkins cites Jung:

Anyone who observes himself, carefully and unsparingly, will know that there is
something within him which would gladly hide and cover up all that is difficult
and questionable in life, in order to smooth a path for itself. Insanity gives it a
free hand. And once it has gained ascendancy, reality is veiled, more quickly or
less; it becomes a distant dream, but the dream becomes a reality which holds
the patient enchained, wholly or in part, often for the rest of his life. We healthy
people, who stand with both feet in reality, see only the ruin of the patient in this
world, but not the richness of that side of the psyche, which is turned away from
us. Unfortunately only too often no further knowledge reaches us of the things
that are being played out on the dark side of the soul, because all the bridges
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have been broken down which connected that side with this (Jung, cited in
Watkins, 1996, p.113).

Laing (1967) suggested that the treatment of schizophrenia then should focus
less on removing ‘symptoms’, and more on finding a path into the true inner self
to help the individual regain a sense of wholeness.

PSYCHOSOCIAL REHABILITATION

For an individual with a psychiatric illness in these times of deinstitutionalization,
regaining a sense of wholeness needs to address more then just symptom relief.
The recovery of the individual may require residential, vocational, educational
and other social services. In the mid-1970s the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) created the idea of a Community Support System (CSS), a
concept of how services should be provided to help people with long term
psychiatric disabilities (Anthony, 1993). The aim of the CSS was to provide “a
network of caring and responsible people committed to assisting a vulnerable
population meet their needs and develop their potentials without being
unnecessarily isolated or excluded from the community” (Turner & Schifren, cited
in Anthony, 1993, p.12).

Anthony (1993) pointed out that the emphasis of this psychosocial rehabilitation
service was on treating the consequences of the illness rather than just the
illness, and that this new service contributed to a more complete understanding
of the total impact of mental illness. Not unlike the concept of the therapeutic
community in the 1960s, the service categories included treatment, crisis
intervention, case management, rehabilitation, enrichment, rights protection,
basic support and exercising a voice and a choice in one’s life within the context
of the community (Anthony, 1993). He spoke of the aspect of recovery where the
need of the person within the community support system is to be in the presence
of people who believe in and stand by the individual. The need for others to “be
there” with them. “People who are recovering talk about the people who believed
in them when they did not even believe in themselves, who encouraged their
recovery but did not force it, who tried to listen and understand when nothing
seemed to be making sense” (Anthony, 1993, p.18).
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Benedetti (1987) wrote about the development of psychosocial treatment which
he said came out of the psychological concern for the schizophrenic. Benedetti
however made a very valid point when he said that
individual psychotherapy, which in the last two decades, has been increasingly
called into question, nevertheless retains fundamental importance. It offers us a
treasure chest of psychological insights into the kind of suffering that leads to
the disintegration of the personality which can also be seen as an expression of
potential growth (p.xvi).

ART THERAPY

Art therapy is an encounter with the image and the psyche, our inner world
represented outwardly by our creative expressions. Throughout history people
have been exposed to the power of images and recognized their capacity for
healing.

Art therapists such as Collis, (1996), Rubin, (1998), Wadeson, (1980), and
Wilson, (1987) believe that every mark making is symbolic and reflective of
aspects of the self. Art therapy allows the creation and exploration of visual
images and symbols. This exploration can create a visual language in which the
individual can learn to communicate aspects of their experiences with the art
therapist. The ability to communicate with visual imagery may increase a sense
of self as themes emerge and a story unfolds. Visual expressions may lead to a
gradual recognition of their meaning, and may lead to a consequent ability to
differentiate reality from fantasy.

Art

therapy

is

informed

on

different

theoretical foundations such as

psychoanalysis, analytic psychology and many other humanistic approaches.
Humanistic psychology offers a ‘wellness’ model of change, as opposed to a
medical model of ‘illness’ (Rubin, 1998). Wadeson (1987) makes a valid point
when she says that none of the founders of these theories, such as Freud or
Jung, completed their theories and then went into practice. “Rather the evolution
of their concepts derived from observations from their ongoing work in
conjunction with deep introspection” (Wadeson, 1987, p.14). While an
understanding of these theories is fundamental, “and the complexity of the
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human psyche can be viewed from many vantage points, all of which may be
correct … these concepts are ways of structuring understanding rather than
ultimate truths” (Wadeson, 1987, p15). The synthesizing of these theories, in
conjunction with our clinical observations as well as our own life experiences
must bring about our own view, which through experience and learning will form
and create our own individual way of working as an art therapist (Wadeson,
1987).

Jung (1957) was intrigued with the inner world of an individual and its symbolic
content and believed that the unconscious has a creative and compensatory
component. Jung asked his patients to draw, write, paint, or even dance the
images and stories that surfaced from the depth of the unconscious. Jung
believed that creativity is a basic instinct and that the releasing of creativity and
creative energy is essential for mental health (Waller & Gilroy, 1992).

Art therapy is about using this creativity. The aim of art therapy is not to produce
art, but to use that which comes from hidden sources – which can be brought to
light through art media - to promote understanding, consciousness, growth and
transformation (Wallace, 1987). It is a process, for the artist/client, and the
healer.

In 1958 one of the pioneers of art therapy, Margaret Naumburg, defined the
process of art therapy as being “based on the recognition that man’s most
fundamental thoughts and feelings, derived from the unconscious, reach
expression in images rather than in words” (Naumburg, cited in Waller & Gilroy,
1992 , p.7). Naumburg assumed that every individual has the capacity to project
their inner conflicts into visual form, and once these conflicts are made concrete
they can be more easily understood and can assist in their resolution.

ART THERAPY AND SCHIZOPHRENIA

The connection between art and the mentally ill has a long history, and many
publications

have

described

and

reviewed

the

visual

expressions

of

schizophrenics (Anastasi & Foley, 1941, Billig & Burton-Bradley, 1978, Plokker,
1965, Prinzhorn, 1972).
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Psychiatrists became interested in the spontaneous art produced (Rubin, 1998),
and started collecting works of the mentally ill, mostly done in asylums. “People
caught up in the turmoil of a psychotic break, threatened by the loss of contact
with reality, frequently felt compelled to create something as a way of coping with
their confusion“ (Rubin, 1998, p.90).

Lusebrink (1990) makes an interesting point by saying that the art that was
described by these authors, was “produced outside the therapeutic session“
(p.205), yet there seemed to have been some sort of awareness that the
patient’s art product was related to their conflicts (Rubin, 1998). It was from those
early days that the interest in the psychopathology of expression, and the
relationship between creativity and madness emerged (Lusebrink, 1990).

Collis (1996) has written about the importance of art as a channel for
communication in schizophrenia. “When one’s verbal coherence is lost, art
becomes a vital channel … thus, experience and knowledge in the visual
language of schizophrenia create an important link to a mind locked in a
terrifying struggle to remain sane“ (p.10).

The use of communication through art with psychotic patients as part of
treatment is documented in case studies by clinicians, such as Marguerite
Sechehaye, Ralph Pickford, Marion Milner and others (all cited in Rubin, 1998).
Rubin points out how these case studies demonstrated the clinicians capacity to
‘hear’ their clients’ ‘symbolic speech’, and how crucial this ability was to their
success in treatment (Rubin, 1998).

Margaret Naumburg was one of the art therapists who “saw art as a form of
symbolic speech, coming from the unconscious like dreams, to be evoked in a
spontaneous way and to be understood through free association, always
respecting the artist’s own interpretations“ (Naumburg, cited in Rubin, 1998,
p.98).

Jung (1961), in Memories, Dreams and Reflections refers to his book Dementia
Praecox, where he tried to show that delusions and hallucinations were not just
specific symptoms of mental disease but had human meaning.
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Wadeson (1980), an art therapist, worked with people suffering from
schizophrenia and described how approaching this population with humane-ness
helped her to reach them. She tried to “understand the reasons for patient's
bizarre behavior, and tried to identify with the feelings expressed” (p.114).
Wadeson said that her “approach was to convey my genuine interest in the
patient's experience without trying to change it and to empathize with the
patient's feelings. … As a result of this acceptance, interest, and empathy
patients came to trust me” (p.114). Wadeson was interested in exploring the
subjective meanings expressed in the artwork of people with schizophrenia.

Lusebrink (1990) discussed the visual expressions of this population and said
that “the schizophrenic does not have much choice in his expression because his
work expresses emotions and experiences which he cannot adequately express
in words, often because of the strange or novel quality of his experience” (p.210).
Collis (1996) wrote about witnessing the gradual disintegration of the mind and
the loss of self-identity as pictures, images and symbols emerged while working
with people diagnosed with schizophrenia.

A characteristic in schizophrenia is the loss or difficulty with reality function.
Wilson (1987) described the malfunction of the symbolic process as a loss of the
capacity to recognize and differentiate between the real object and its
representation (Beres, cited in Wilson 1987). Having the opportunity to make
visual images can be a way of reality testing. To be able to symbolize can
increase a sense of reality and often “there is repeated expression of key
symbols, with a gradual recognition of their meaning, and a consequent ability to
differentiate reality from fantasy” (Wilson, 1987, p.52).

McNiff (1992) points out how once an image is created one has the ability to step
back, reflect and dialogue with the image. We then become aware not only of the
figures, forms and materials used, but also of the varied aspects of our thoughts.
“Virtually every person who uses art in psychotherapy believes in the ability of
the image to expand communication and offer insight outside the scope of the
reasoning mind” (p.3).
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Killick (1987) emphasized the use of image making as a means by which the
client can control the degree to which the content of his communication is
revealed to the therapist. Through the experimentation with “the image making
process the client can form a language of structures, which mediates between
the concrete and the symbolic, and with which he can experiment as a medium
for the communication of content and meaning to the therapist” (p.5). When
words are difficult to find, when the psychosis prevents coherent thoughts and
hallucinations and delusions make it hard to know one’s reality, the non-verbal
approach of art therapy can help the client to express some of the inner turmoil.

NON-DIRECTIVE SPONTANEOUS ART MAKING

The non-directive spontaneous approach to art making means that there is no
particular directive or theme given, and that images are created without any
preconceived notion of what one is going to make (Malchiodi, 1998).

Spontaneous art making has been influenced by Jung’s method of active
imagination and the psychoanalytic technique of free association, and these
influences became “fundamental to the process of art therapy, because they
encourage both uncensored symbolic communication and authentic expression”
(Malchiodi, 1998, p.104).

Spontaneous art making can be a valuable tool to access the patient’s inner life
(Kramer, cited in Waller & Gilroy, 1992), and Naumburg believed that these
images, with the help of the therapist, could serve as a vehicle for selfunderstanding (Naumburg, cited in Malchiodi, 1998). Lyddiatt (1971) described
spontaneous art making as an “introverted activity, a way of linking the conscious
and the unconscious so that a new attitude can come into being. It is a deliberate
effort to let a mood speak without seeking to control it” (p.36).

One art therapy technique to elicit uncensored, unconscious material is the
scribble technique. The client is encouraged to scribble without consciously
planning to create anything specific. Once the scribble is finished the client is
asked to look at patterns and try to discover a design, shape, object, person,
animal, or landscape to identify an image, which is then developed.
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The process of art making may help people confront emotions and may help
integrate traumatic experiences. They might find relief and resolution of grief and
loss. Art can be used not only to “alleviate or contain feelings of trauma … and
loss … but also to repair, restore, and heal” (Malchiodi, 1998, p.134).

Malloy (1984) says that “spontaneous artwork can recreate childhood memories
in a most vivid and evocative manner. Fragmentary and vague recollections that
are difficult to fuse into a coherent verbal narrative can find expression through
subtle shades of color, textures or direction of line and movement” (p. 3).

In this study, the use of individual art therapy in the treatment of a 37-year-old
man with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, who lives in a psychosocial rehabilitation
service, was investigated. The study looked at the images produced in the art
therapy sessions and how the images create the emergence of a story. It
explored and inquired into the visual and verbal self-expression of the client.

The study was not about finding the cause of the illness, but about exploring the
human experience. It was neither about the symptoms, nor, as Laing (1967)
says, removing the symptoms, but finding a path into the inner self to help the
individual regain a sense of wholeness. It was about ways in which art therapy
might help in the exploration, integration and healing while working with this
population.
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CHAPTER TWO
METHODOLOGY
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative methodologies describe the way phenomena are experienced in
order to illuminate the totality of how some event or human action can be
perceived and described (McLeod, 1994, Polgar & Thomas, 1998, Junge &
Linesch, 1993).

Mc Leod (1994) states that “the task of the researcher is to define or delineate
the phenomenon to be studied and then to facilitate the exploration by the
participant of what this phenomenon means to him or her” (p.80). The focus of
the researcher is then on exploring and describing what something is, rather than
what it is caused by (Junge & Linesch, 1993).

Qualitative research is concerned with making sense of the stories that people
tell us about aspects of their experiences through their behavior and verbal
communication. In art therapy this includes the individual’s images which ‘speak’
in and of themselves, as opposed to being reduced to quantities and compared
to a pre-established system (McLaughlin & Carolan, 1992). Unique to art therapy
is the presence of the art object and the actions of creating visual images that
can be used both as objects of inquiry and methods of investigation (McNiff,
1998).

Art therapy professionals have debated and discussed the issue of research in
art therapy for the past decade. Being a young profession, art therapy has had
the need for recognition and validation by other professionals, and using
research methods in art therapy practice has been an important aspect of
increasing the credibility of our profession.

Using research methods of other disciplines, where the valued model of inquiry is
quantitative, it seems that the qualitative approach to inquiry is more ‘in sync’
with art therapy’s emphasis on ‘creativity and subjective ways of knowing’ (Junge
& Linesch, 1993). Spaniol (1998) suggested that art therapists are “intuitively
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drawn to qualitative methods because they seek a fuller, deeper understanding
of people’s inner lives and their creative products” (p.29).

McLaughlin and Carolan (1992) suggest that “art therapists are challenged by
quantitative methods which require a hypothetical, deductive, and outcome
oriented process” (p.51). Not all art therapists agree with this statement. For
example, Gilroy (cited in Waller & Gilroy, 1992) described several empirical
studies in the United Kingdom that used methods of experimental psychology
that did adequately address research questions relating to art therapy. Kaplan
(1998) also commented on the benefits and contributions that scientific art
therapy research can have. Such contributions included “providing an empirically
verifiable foundation for art therapy, strengthening the field by expanding its
knowledge base and insuring socially responsible art therapy practice” (p.93).

Quantitative research tries to understand facts from the outsider’s perspective
and the researcher tries to maintain a detached, objective view. Qualitative
research concerns itself with the changing or dynamic nature of reality, while
quantitative research accumulates facts and causes of behavior, believing that
the facts gathered do not change (Leedy, 1993).

Leedy (1993) points out that qualitative research is a person-centered approach
using human relationships to gather data, and focuses on the perspective of the
insider by observing and talking to individuals who have firsthand experience of
what a researcher wants to investigate. Qualitative research looks at the
researcher inquiry from a holistic view, while quantitative research identifies and
isolates specific variables and uses specific measurements to gather information
on these variables. Qualitative research is flexible and discovery oriented,
focuses on subjective data, and wants to understand the meaning people have
of events. Quantitative research is usually structured, focuses on objective data
and is collected under controlled conditions (Leedy, 1993).

McNiff (1998) points out the diversity of approaches to research within art
therapy, and suggested that this diversity might be the strength of our profession.
He encouraged art therapists to continue the ‘creative interplay’ and Junge and
Linesch (1993) suggested that art therapy research will always involve a
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‘complex interplay’ among clinical, personal, artistic and scholarly factors which
requires an embrace of many goals and methods.

Ultimately, the decision to choose research methods should be based on the
view that there is “more than one truth” (Waller & Gilroy, 1992). As art therapists
we may have differences in our approaches, educational backgrounds and
ideologies. However “there are some things on which we agree, and one of
those is that we need more research in our field” (Rhyne, 1992, p.15).

NARRATIVE CASE STUDY

Historically case studies have informed much of the field of psychology and
psychotherapy. With roots in the traditional studies of psychoanalysis, case
studies have been used by key figures throughout the history and the
development of psychology and psychotherapy, to describe and demonstrate
core assumptions and techniques used in the therapeutic process (Aldridge,
1994, McLeod, 1994). Being an effective way of communicating and teaching
concepts and methods of therapy, the case study has the potential to contribute
knowledge and understanding to a wide range of issues related to the practice of
psychotherapy and counseling (McLeod, 1994).

Often the narrative case study has been used in research to document the
process and dynamics of work with an individual client, yet it can also be applied
to understanding the operation of groups, or the functioning of agencies
(McLeod, 1994). Rosal (1989) points out that the narrative case study provides
the opportunity to follow the process of therapy from the initial contact to
termination, allowing a global view of the therapeutic process.

The nature of therapy is to explore and understand the inner world of individuals
who come to us with their story. Lieblich, Tuval and Zilber (1998) write that
“stories provide coherence and continuity to one's experience and have a central
role in our communication with others” (p.7). Verbal accounts and stories
presented by the individual narrator give us an insight into their lives and their
experienced reality.
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Art therapy has an added dimension in that the process of the art making and the
pictures drawn create their own visual story. The pictures form a concrete
representation of the client’s thoughts and feelings, and the opportunity exists to
reflect and revisit the images over the entire course of therapy (Junge & Linesch,
1993). Tape-recorded accounts of sessions and reflection on the images created
can add yet another aspect of data collection; a verbal interpretation of the client,
by the client, in his own words.

Narrative case studies are ultimately concerned with making sense of the stories
people tell about aspects of their experience (McLeod, 1994). The researcher is
concerned with describing the way phenomena are experienced, in order to
illuminate the totality of how some event or human action can be perceived and
described (McLeod, 1994; Polgar & Thomas; 1998; Junge & Linesch, 1993).
They mirror the process of counseling itself (McLeod, 1994), and the descriptive
information is collected through listening, watching, and observing and
empathetic understanding of another person and their art products (Junge &
Linesch, 1993). The information obtained from this type of research can assist
therapists in better understanding the complexity and contexts of the client and
their experience in the therapeutic process (Junge & Linesch, 1993; Rhyne,
1992). McLeod (1994) says that “the analysis of the data relies on the ability of
the researcher to hear and understand the meaning of what has been said to
him/her” (p. 107).

Stake in his chapter on case studies in Denzin and Lincoln’s (2000) Handbook of
Qualitative Research makes a valid point when he says that “one cannot know at
the outset what the issues, the perceptions, the theory will be. Case researchers
enter the scene expecting, even knowing that certain events, problems,
relationships will be important, yet discover that some actually are of little
consequence” (p.240).

Strengths

The ability to capture the richness and uniqueness of human experience is one
of the major strengths of the case study (McLeod, 1994). Mearns and McLeod,
(cited in McLeod, 1994) have suggested that counseling can offer an effective
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basis for qualitative data gathering. Narrative case studies can be adapted to
new circumstances and experiences, allowing for flexibility in methods and
procedures (McLeod, 1994). Aldridge (1994) discussed the benefits of narrative
case studies. “The use of exploratory studies and the descriptive data ... allow for
the modes of creation ... to dictate form and content” (p. 340).

Case studies allow the art therapist to gather important information from the
client in the sessions using the individual’s story for data collection. Case studies
have been used to validate treatment approaches, and Junge (1989) pointed out
that it is a more people sensitive method of conducting research. Dalley (1979)
supported the use of the narrative case study as an approach to art therapy
research and suggested that the case study is a useful way of promoting fuller
understanding of art therapy and its effects in psychiatric treatment.

Diamond (1992) pointed out another strength of the narrative case study by
writing that “it is good for developing an understanding of the processes involved
in the therapy and for developing hypotheses about what might be the curative
factors in treatment” (p.98). The case study as a research method in art therapy
allows an expression of the creative process, and McNiff (1998) believed that
“images can never be given objective and definite meaning outside the realm of
their expressions” (p.119).

Weaknesses

Much has been written regarding the subjective nature of narrative case studies
(Diamond, 1992; Rosal, 1992; McLeod; 1994). Bromley (cited in McLeod, 1994)
states that subjectivity emerges because the case study is selective in its
approach.

Narrative case studies are however a subjective approach, and are designed to
be such (Aldridge & Aldridge, 1996). They are designed to gather descriptive
information, are exploratory in nature and aimed at discovering new information
rather than measuring variables. The data gathered is a reflection of the human
experience and therefore cannot be objective.
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McLeod (1994) notes that it is always possible to generate alternative
interpretations of a life or case. However, the appeal for art therapy lies in the
subjectivity of the experience, and the case study allows this subjective process
to be viewed and understood via the descriptive method. Allowing the art to be
expressed via the case study permits the outsider to view the therapeutic
experience and may identify the uniqueness of art therapy (McNiff, 1998).

Lieblich, Tuval and Zilber (1998) point out that “clinical psychology uses the
narrative in the context of therapy. Restoration, or the development of the life
story through psychotherapy, is considered the core of the healing process”
(p.5). As previously mentioned stories provide coherence and continuity and aim
to explore and understand the inner world of individuals. Lieblich et al. said that
“one of the clearest channels for learning about the inner world is through verbal
accounts and stories presented by individual narrators about their lives and their
experienced reality” (p.7). Narratives can allow an individual’s story to unfold and
speak for itself, and it can express the unheard voices of minorities (Lieblich,
1998 et al.).
In this research study I was interested to listen, to hear and to see the human
story unfold with the hope that it might allow for the inner reality of my client to be
presented to the outside world.
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SETTING – PSYCHOSOCIAL REHABILITATION SERVICE

This study was conducted at one of the psychosocial rehabilitation services of
The Richmond Fellowship of Victoria (RFV), where the researcher was
completing her placement. The RFV was established in the 1980s along the
principles of the therapeutic community. It strives to

create a culture that is supportive of its members and appreciative of the
complexity of living in relation to others. Living in relation to others offers
residents an opportunity to examine communal living, limits and boundaries,
interpersonal relationships, family relationships, and respect for and by the
community (RFV 1997, p.16).

The specific setting of the RFV where the researcher completed her placement
was an old mansion surrounded by spacious grounds, which provides a
residential psychosocial rehabilitation program for fifteen men and women who
have experienced serious psychiatric disorders. The age of the residents range
from thirty to fifty five. The residence is transitional, and residents may stay for up
to 18 month or longer. The residence is staffed Monday to Friday from 8:30am to
5:00pm. This specific RFV program (name withheld due to confidentiality)
defines their purpose as follows

To assist people who have struggled with psychiatric disability in a way which
supports, challenges and resources them. The program aim is that clients will
gain social and independent living skills and confidence. They are supported in
gaining and maintaining involvement with community based services, in
pursuing their own goals and in reaching their potential. (Pamphlets of specific
programs can be obtained from the RFV).

The program aims and goals are stated in a pamphlet prepared for this specific
service of the RFV. These are:

To foster a sense of community that enhances a sense of belonging. To
increase a person’s sense of self-confidence, self-approval and skills in social
relationships. To offer individuals the opportunity to develop skills required for
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independent living. To facilitate client access to appropriate community support,
services and resources. (A Pamphlet can be obtained from the RFV)

PARTICIPANTS AND SELECTION CRITERIA

Potential participants in this study were residents at the specific program of the
RFV, mostly with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. Potential participants were
obtained through referral from the program manager and the key staff. Upon
referral, the researcher approached potential participants, explained the project,
and invited them to be involved in the research. Five people expressed interest,
and case notes were collected on all of them. However the aim of the research
was to examine and report on the findings of only one participant for this single
case study. The first participant who signed the written consent form was the one
whose data was used for this thesis. Participants were informed of these criteria
in the consent form. While research data was collected on two participants (to
ensure the successful outcome of this project), data on only one participant will
be presented in this thesis. Individual art therapy sessions continued to be held
with all interested residents.

My first task at the program was to introduce art therapy to staff and residents,
and to get to know the community. Because of the RFV’s emphasis on
community, time was spent establishing relationships with residents before any
art therapy commenced. The only available and suitable room in the residence
that provided adequate privacy was a room that had served as the storage
space. It is important to mention here that the residence of the RFV is also the
home of these individuals. With the help of some of the residents we went to buy
art materials, and once the room was finished and set up, I started seeing all
interested residents for individual, one-hour, weekly art therapy sessions.

BRIEF CASE HISTORY OF TIM

The name “Tim” is a pseudonym, however, as will become apparent in chapter
three, the details of Tim’s delusional world readily identify him to anyone who
knows him. Tim has given verbal permission to describe details which may
identify him, however, whenever possible other identifying information has been
avoided. Tim was the first to sign the written consent form. He signed the
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consent form after our second session; therefore the first two sessions were not
tape-recorded.

Tim is a 37-year-old man who is the youngest child and only boy of four children.
He was diagnosed with childhood schizophrenia at the age of eight, shortly after
his father died. His mother remarried and her second husband also died. Tim’s
mother has a history of depression and has been seen by a psychiatrist. Tim has
had a long-standing psychiatric history, and was institutionalized during his
formative years. His case file states the following:

At the age of eleven Tim was admitted to Travencore where he spent the next
five years as an inpatient in Travencore’s special education school. Following
Travencore, at the age of 16, Tim was transferred to Plenty Hospital and spent
the next five years of his life there with intermittent brief discharges, either to the
family home or various alternative accommodation options, which all failed. In
1985 Tim went to live with his mother and her de facto partner and never went
back to a psychiatric hospital. He also stopped taking any sort of medication at
this time.

Tim attended a mental health service from 1991 to 2000, and in the summary his
case-worker notes that while reviewing his file from the first presentation in 1973
through to the present, there is no evidence of psychotic symptoms other than
his delusional system. This complex delusional system is well developed and
consists of another land called “Fernaokiya”, which sometimes appears more
real to Tim than this world. The land “Fernaokiya” has its own people who also
have their own verbal and written language.

Tim came to the psychosocial rehabilitation service of the RFV in August 2000.
He had been living with his mother who seemed to have been over-protective
and the need arose for Tim to learn to live independently. His main rehabilitative
goals were towards achieving greater independence. Specific areas included
cooking, cleaning and shopping. Tim was also interested in expanding his social
network. His vocational goals were in the area of creative expressions. One of
the major challenges for Tim, as identified at intake to the residence, was
establishing meaningful interpersonal and therapeutic relationships. Tim was
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aware that his long history of institutionalization had left him with numerous
deficits and emotional difficulties.

ART THERAPY ROOM AND ART MATERIALS

The art therapy room had a very big table that could be moved to the center of
the room to allow access from any direction. The shelves provided for storage of
materials, as well as for work in progress. The walls could be used to draw
standing up, or for hanging work for reflection. A window allowed for natural light.
Access to the room was limited to the art therapist and staff of the residence.

The art materials provided were different size drawing-paper, ranging from A5 to
A1, as well as watercolor paper. There were newspapers and magazines
available for making collages. The materials that were provided were oil and
chalk pastels, watercolors and watercolor pencils, lead pencils, charcoal and
charcoal pencils, and textas. Different size brushes and some oil paints were
available as well as very small tubs of finger-paints.

Art therapists believe that the materials offered promote a wide range of
expressions and may evoke different emotions (Malchiodi, 1998). Sensitivity is
essential when using different media, as well as knowledge of how art media can
hinder or enhance creative expressions. Art therapists are aware of how different
media can allow control, while others can lead to a loss of control which can
result in unwanted regression (Virshup, 1993).

Lead or colored pencils, textas, and paper collages are considered to be more
resistive, therefore allowing for a more precise and detailed expression. These
materials permit for greater control (Virshup, 1993). In contrast there are
materials like watercolors, soft chalk pastels, finger-paints and clay that are more
fluid. While they are easier to manipulate, they are harder to control and contain
because of their watery or powdery consistency (Malchiodi, 1998).

Different media might be relevant at different stages of therapy, and sometimes
changing the medium can facilitate change for a client who is ‘stuck’ (Malchiodi,
1998). The art therapist however has to make sensitive choices.
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PROCEDURE

Eleven art therapy sessions were held with Tim. Eleven sessions were chosen to
allow for the establishment of trust and to create a therapeutic relationship. Each
session lasted approximately an hour and Tim was seen on a weekly basis.
Detailed case notes and tape recordings of the sessions were kept and the
artwork created was photographed for documentation. As mentioned before, the
first two sessions were not tape-recorded, neither was our last session dealing
with issues of termination. However, the art work will be discussed.

Each art therapy session was mainly structured in a non-directive manner,
allowing Tim to engage in spontaneous art making, as well as working with
whatever he brought to the session. Tim explored and inquired into visual and
verbal self-expression.

As previously discussed, a non-directive art task means that there is no specific
subject matter or a particular way of doing the task (Malchiodi, 1998).
Spontaneous art refers to drawings, paintings, or other that are created without
any preconceived notion of what one is going to create. Spontaneous, nondirective art making encourages both uncensored symbolic communication and
authentic expression (Malchiodi, 1998).

Through the creation of a safe and supportive environment by the art therapist,
Tim was encouraged to explore his images both visually and verbally, and he
was given the opportunity to express himself through his own creative and
symbolic language. Tim was then encouraged to reflect upon the images and
symbols he created in the art making. Together with the art therapist he explored
the meanings and how the images were relevant to himself and his world. The
focus then was on what parts of the inner world Tim visually represented in his
art making, what symbols emerged, and how these symbols represented and
communicated the way Tim felt about himself; what themes surfaced, and how
they told his story.
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As a member of the staff, the researcher had access to individual case files,
however, as a principle, the case files were not read until well into working with
Tim. Only then was any relevant information gathered from the case files.

This chapter has described the methodology used in this qualitative narrative
single case study and provided details about recruitment of the participant,
information regarding the setting, materials involved and how data was collected.
The following chapter describes the individual sessions with Tim.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS
INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the eleven art therapy sessions with Tim are described. When
appropriate, quotations are given from the transcripts and these are presented in
bold and italics to make them stand out from the researcher's comments. Full
transcripts are available in the appendices. Many complex issues and responses
emerged in this study, and it was not possible to address them all due to the
limitations of this thesis. Major themes of loss, grief and bereavement as well as
Tim’s exploration of anger and sadness were chosen for a more in depth
description of the process and procedures of the art therapy sessions.

Tim came to the sessions wearing casual clothes, mostly shorts and thongs. He
always wore his sunglasses on top of his head, and brought a plastic bag with
his song title book to the sessions. His speech lacked intonation and he made
many repetitious sounds and syllables while trying to express his thoughts and
ideas. It was also noted that Tim’s use of language at times was unusual, for
example rather than saying this specific thing “makes” me… he said that this
specific thing “brings” me…

Tim had difficulties making eye contact and often he would lower his gaze or look
away while talking. Tim also often held his breath, and at times needed to be
reminded to take a deep breath, specifically when accessing difficult emotions.
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FIRST SESSION
27/2/2002
The first session with Tim was intended to introduce him to art therapy and to
inform him of the research project and the guidelines for his participation.
Tim was invited to use the art materials provided to create anything he wanted
to. The materials available were oil and chalk pastels, watercolor and watercolor
pencils, lead pencils, charcoal and textas. Different sized cartridge and
watercolor paper, as well as material for collages were provided.
Tim had trouble coming up with an idea and after 15 minutes he was asked if he
would like some instructions. He liked that idea and the suggestion was made to
start with a scribble (as previously mentioned in non-directive spontaneous art
making p.14). Tim chose lead pencils to draw the scribble and when asked to
find an image in the scribble it did not take him long to find one. He drew a shape
that looked like a funnel. Tim’s drawing for the first session is shown in Figure 1.
Asked to emphasize the shape and the feeling of the image he used lead pencils
to reinforce the sides of the funnel, and then changed to watercolor pencils and
drew a spiral (inside out) on top of his image. Tim colored the inside of the funnel
with watercolor pencils, then used the brush and water to finish the inside of his
image. He then continued to use the watercolors provided to finish his picture.
The colors Tim used were all shades of blue, and the background, described by
Tim as the sky around the whirlwind, was drawn in deep ultramarine.
In his reflection, Tim searched for a description of the image of a funnel, using
the word hurricane, cyclone, tornado, until he settled on whirlwind, which is the
title he gave his image.
Tim pointed out that one could look at the image as a metaphor, and in passing
mentioned that the swirl on the top was drawn as if one could peek inside.
He also spoke about his fascination with the space a whirlwind seems to create,
and the opportunity it therefore has of exploring the heights of the universe. Tim
was impressed at the power and strength of a whirlwind, and shared his view
and concept that the universe was funnel-shaped.
When asked to point out where in the image he would be, he pointed to the
bottom left, “in the disturbed side of the whirlwind, where the whirlwind has
caused the most damage”.
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SECOND SESSION
6/3/2001

Tim came to the session with something in mind, chose the lead pencils and a
piece of paper (A 3) and began by drawing a mushroom shaped form. He drew a
tall building on the far left-hand corner and next to it another house with smoke
coming out of the chimney that reached above the other tall building. A huge dog
almost the size of the house is standing next to a hydrant lifting his hind leg. A
kite is connected to the hydrant and is flying towards the mushroom-shaped
object. Tim’s drawing is shown in Figure 2.
In his reflection Tim identified the mushroom-shaped object as the spaceship
from Fernaokiya. Fernaokiya is Tim’s world. He believes that he has come to this
world as an alien from the world of Fernaokiya. Although this session was not
tape recorded, Tim had brought some written reflections to our next session from
which the following quotes of this session are taken.
Talking about the spaceship he said “the vehicle, the spacecraft looks to me
like the business end of a baby’s dummy”. Tim described his picture as “ a
bleak, deserted urban streetscape, with the tail of a kite representing my
mind, wrapped around a fire hydrant on which a dog was….well, what do
dogs usually do to fire hydrants”.
When asked about the placement of the spaceship on the top left-hand corner of
the paper and where it was coming from he said that it came from Fernaokiya.
The suggestion was made for Tim to attach another sheet of paper (A 3) to show
me the world of Fernaokiya. He liked that idea and after attaching the other sheet
of paper with tape he continued to draw. There is part of a tree on the left hand
side of the paper, some grass, a house where someone is reading a book while
sitting at the window, and two figures playing what looks like musical
instruments. There is a big sign next to the house with some writing in a foreign
language. The only media used here were lead pencils.
In his reflection Tim describes the second picture as “a somewhat Edenic
landscape with a pleasant looking house and people inside and outside it.
The person in the house was reading, and the bods in the street outside
were making music with a dhablo, a large barrel-shaped drum with two
heads of unequal size, rather like an Indian mridanga and an amestra, a
long necked fretted lute with four wire strings, a flat back, and a cylindrical
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steel auxiliary resonator that doubles as the instrument’s bridge. This all
showed that I find Fernaokiya a delightful and admirable place, where even
my own creativity would mainly be sparked by joy, rather that by pain as it
is in this world”.
Tim’s world of Fernaokiya is a complex world with its own language that Tim has
created. The sign next to the house reads Fernaokiya, written in the Fernaokiyan
language.
In titling his pictures Tim captures very well the duality of his rich inner world of
delusions and the outer reality the way he perceives it.
He titled the depiction of his world of Fernaokiya as “A place I’m already
hooked into”, and the first picture as “A world I’m trying to hook into”.

THIRD SESSION
13/3/2001

This was our first tape-recorded session and Tim joked about it at times and
made references to the tape recorder, but after a while he got used to the
recording. Tim brought to this session his song title book. He said that it
contained song titles that he had collected over the years. He brought it to share
with me as well as to gain inspiration for his artwork. He spent some time looking
through the book before he chose lead pencils and began drawing. He started
with a face and then used the colored pencils to finish his image.
More historical background was revealed through the art making process, as well
as through the verbal communication while producing this first image. While
drawing Tim asked for an eraser.
Tim: Do you think I can use the eraser?
YH:

I am not sure if the eraser is going to work with these pencils. Let’s
try.

Tim: Well, it looks like it’s supposed to, at least.
YH:

Is it doing the job?

Tim: A a a little bit. It needs a fair bit of pressure to get it to work. People
often think that about me (laughter).
YH:

That you need a lot of pressure to work?

Tim: Yeah.
YH:

What does that mean?
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Tim: That means that I get pushed to do things that I’m not always apt to
feeling like doing.
YH:

Can you give me an example? Just from the top of your head?

Tim: Uh, um, yes, uh, uh, uh, showering regularly (takes a long time to
answer).
YH:

Is that difficult to share?

Tim: Slightly, because uh, people are generally expected to wash far more
often than I do, and uh, and I’m not really a rater (sic), I just have my
head in the clouds.
YH:

Now that would be an interesting picture (laughter). So has that
caused you problems or just expectations from others?

Tim: Sometimes I wonder if there’s that much difference between the two,
but it depends on who I have to deal with. What their personality is
like.
YH:

Well…

Tim: If it was when my step-dad was alive, because he was very into
putting the pressure on, not just about showering, but about uh. He
seemed to have a knack of uh, uh, uh, seizing on things that I uh, uh,
which I did not have the energy to do and demanding that they be
done yesterday.
YH:

So where was your real dad?

Tim: Hmm, he uh, died, uh, uh, soon before my eighth birthday
As Tim continued drawing I asked him if he was able to talk to others about his
father’s death and if there were people available for him.
Tim: Uh, there were but somehow I never seemed to get round to it.
YH:

Have you in later years talked about it?

Tim: Yeah, I’ve given myself very odd colored lips
YH:

Did you speak about your father’s death in the family, with your
mother and sisters?

Tim: Yeah, I might just change that moustache. My upper lip looks very
thin.
Tim only answered with brief ‘yeahs’ and continued to refer back to his drawing
rather than to my questions. Just as he finished his image he commented that he
should have drawn his face looking more like his inner self. This led to the
suggestion to make another drawing of his inner self, but first he titled his
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finished picture “Axial Kosmanschauung” (See Figure 3), and went on to explain
and reflect on it. In Tim’s reflection he explains that axial means “like a hub or
type of thing to aviate from”.
Tim: …It is derived from the same root as the word axle, and
Kosmanschauung is an invented German word. It’s an extrapolation
from Weltanschauung, which means view of the world, so
Kosmanschauung means a view of the cosmos.
YH:

Hmm

Tim: I have eight spokes coming out of that hub and they are meant to
extend infinitely because I had eight spokes coming out of that hub
because eight is symbolic of infinity. You may have noticed that
when people want to write infinity they frequently do an eight on its
side.
YH:

I have seen that, yes. So this is you radiating from the cosmos?

Tim: Well, its uh, my uh, uh, view of the cosmos forming a hub or an axle
or other view of it. Something I’d like to see happen
The image is very much a self-portrait of Tim. He used red pencil to encircle his
face and to represent the eight spokes extending from the middle. The hair and
beard are brown and his eyes are colored blue.
Tim then started to work on his image of his inner self (See Figure 4). He chose
lead pencils and then used yellow pencil to draw the hair, red for the bow in the
hair and blue eyes. While drawing Tim said that the picture spoke for itself. This
picture did not resemble Tim and I asked him why he said it spoke for itself.
Tim: Uh, because, uh, uh, because, uh, uh, if my outer appearance
reflected my inner life, uh, uh, there would be a lot more visual
indication of what my inner life is. Uh, not the sort of thing you uh,
uh, would pick up by just getting to know me, but I’m always looking
to speed up that process.
Tim had finished drawing and I asked him if the picture was finished or if there
was more.
Tim: Well, I, I guess there’s more to it but uh, but if it’s uh, uh, uh, uh, but
if it is what’s inside, if I’m doing a picture only of my inner life, it
needn’t have any tattoos there, etc. to show other people what it’s
like because it’s inside. It’s not outside.
YH:

There are internal tattoos?
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Tim: Um, uh, well, lots, but not ones even I myself like to see. So I’ve just
shown you what I find there is to like about my inner self, and that’s
mainly things in the head, which is why I have drawn the head only. I
am not Asian, even if the nose I’ve drawn does look Asian (giggle).
Tim titled his image “What there is to like about my Inner Self”, and in
reflection he talked about his creative talents and ambitions. This is why his
picture of his inner self looks more like David Bowie, who Tim admires. Tim
however acknowledged that there were issues that he needed and wanted to
address in due time like the internal tattoos. He added, “ there are emotional
things to apply about my inner self as well. I didn’t feel I could draw the uh,
uh, draw the good feelings without drawing the bad ones too. And it’s
taking me a while to work up to facing those”.

FOURTH SESSION
20/3/2001

Tim referred back to the previous session when asked what he wanted to do. He
mentioned that there was something we had wanted to explore further. I
reminded him of the image of the inner self and the tattoos. He had brought his
song title book again, but said that he probably did not need to use it today for
inspiration.
Tim decided to use A2 size paper. Tim chose the lead pencils again but once he
knew what to draw he used the oil-pastels instead.
Tim started to speak about a lot of things being “stuck in there”, referring to
himself. He had difficulties knowing how to start. He was encouraged to not put
any sort of pressure on himself and to take it at his own pace.
Tim: I am not sure where all the different pains are in my body”.
YH:

What about the emotions below the head, because remember last
week we were talking about the picture that you drew of your inner
self.

Tim: Yeah
YH:

You said you did not put a body to that, because you did not know
where to put the tattoo.

Tim: Yeah
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YH:

So do you want to stay in the head or do you want to go to some
other pains?

Tim: Uh…(silence) how about we start with the head and work down.
But I am still not sure where in my body, uh, uh, my more purely
emotional pains live.
YH:

Maybe I can make a suggestion. Maybe we can just focus more instead of the entire picture - on one emotion. You can choose
whatever that is and you can try to draw that emotion, however you
want to express it creatively.

Tim chose two emotions that often come together. They were anger and
sadness. While he had many ideas how to express them he decided to depict
them as a “landscape of sorts” (See Figure 5).
Tim chose oil-pastels and started with grey on the right hand bottom corner of
the page and followed on by using deep blue on the top right hand corner. Tim
continued with black on the bottom left hand side of the page, while the top left
hand corner he colored in red. He mentioned that it was “easy to see which
side is meant to be which”. The right side was meant to be sadness and the
left side anger. Tim used strong pressure in this picture with vertical and
horizontal movements. The black part of anger had pointy ends. While sadness
was represented in blue and grey and anger in red and black, Tim pointed out
that there were other meanings he attached to those colors. “Red for strength
and vitality and black for understanding” as well as “blue is sadness or
indeed grief in the most general sense and grey boredom”.
In the reflection Tim was asked whether he expressed his anger or sadness or
boredom. “I am not usually that well placed to” he responded. He did say
however that he was able to express some of these emotions in his creative
endeavors. Tim had an insight when he said that “I think one thing that would
uh, uh, that would give me less reason to feel sad and angry is if I made
more of a point of telling people what I want and why I want it”. Our
conversation then drifted more into creative endeavors and Tim had difficulties
coming back to reflecting on his image.
Tim was asked about the pointed shapes in the black part of his picture and he
went on to explain that:
Tim: Anger feels spiky to me. I am not sure why I think of anger as black,
perhaps because when I find the outlook is a bit gloomy, I don’t only
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get sad, I also get angry and either way I’m in what you might call a black
mood- it just feels dark somehow.
YH:

Does it also feel dark when you look at this picture now?

Tim: Yeah, I guess the darkness- the black is more a brooding kind of
anger, uh, uh, red is uh more of a type of anger that brings me to
want to speak disrespectfully to whoever has brought me angry.
YH:

And do you get to do that at times?

Tim: Not very often directly.
Tim was asked if he felt safe to share these disrespectful words in the session.
Tim: Yeah, uh, uh, it uh, varies uh according to why I feel the need to say
them, but uh it’s uh mainly a matter of uh imputing bad motives and
low intelligence to the person.
YH:

So what would you say?

Tim: For example, ‘you mean fart head’.
YH:

Hmm, what else?

Tim: And uh then I’d explain why.
YH:

Hmm

Tim: Uh, that’s a common uh uh habit of mine, uh, uh, using an insult to
open a dialogue rather than to shut one off.
When Tim was asked if there was someone specific that he wanted to say things
to he again moved into the impersonal. Redirecting the conversation I asked Tim
about the deep blue part of his image that he said related to sadness.
YH:

What’s the saddest thing that’s happened to you, if there is such a
thing as the saddest?

Tim: Well, I find it difficult to pick up one thing and say that’s the sadness.
I know there’s a lot of things that have brought me particularly sad,
whether it’s my dad dying, or uh, uh, or uh, uh, uh, being seen
differently by some other people than how I see myself.
YH:

Hmm- that makes you sad too?

Tim: Yeah, because uh, uh, uh, it wouldn’t be such a problem if they still
liked me, but generally I find that when people see me differently
from how I see myself, they don't like me.
Our conversation continued about the ability to let others see us for who we are,
and Tim spoke about his book and how writing his book will let others see who
he is.
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Tim: Um because uh, uh there’s a lot I, there’s a lot I have bottled up
inside, and the more I touch on it in conversation the less
comfortable I am at keeping it inside.
YH:

And the more you need a way of expressing it?

Tim: Yeah, and a way of uh, uh explaining my inner life to other people.
The last color Tim talked about was the ‘leaden grey’, representing boredom. He
titled his image “Anger and sadness”.
Tim: Yeah. I said earlier that uh, grey to me, particularly that kind of
leaden grey, represents boredom. Uh uh I get uh bored and
frustrated with not being able to well, with uh not being very well
placed at least to do what I want with my life, and uh that includes uh
being loved, understood and uh valued by others.

FIFTH SESSION
27/3/2001

Tim struggled with what he wanted to do in this session and spoke of his lack of
energy to do anything. We decided that we would first look back at the work we
had done so far, and all his images were hung on the wall for reflection. He was
asked to share what he saw.
Tim: Uh, yes, it uh, I feel there’s a bit of a progression there.
YH:

How so?

Tim: Well, in terms of uh, in terms of exploring my feelings, I’m going
deeper and deeper in.
When asked to point out in which of the images he “went the deepest” he said
that it was the most recent one, the one about anger and sadness. Tim wanted
to continue “to look at some of the things that bring me angry and sad”.
Tim chose lead pencils and said he had a vague idea of what to do.
Tim: “Well, I’m thinking of drawing a bunch of little things that relate to,
that relate to, to the feeling I have, that the people who create most
of the trouble in this world, whatever reason they may think they
have for causing that trouble, are ultimately just doing it for the sake
of doing it.
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Tim started by drawing the outline of Australia and Asia (See Figure 6). He was
not happy with the way it turned out and kept on being critical of himself.
Encouraged to be creative rather than accurate he got upset and said:
Tim: There’s a difference between creative and sloppy.
YH:

I’m not here judging you for sloppiness. This is a place (Tim
interrupts)…

Tim: I often judge myself.
YH:

Yes, that’s a very good point. Are you your worst judge?

Tim: One of them.
YH:

Who are the others?

Tim: When my step-dad was alive, he judged me pretty harshly.
YH:

Is that one thing that makes you angry?

Tim: Yeah
Tim continued drawing and also talking about his step-dad and how hard it was
“not being able to get any approval from him”. Tim spoke about his
difficulties to keep up to the standards of his step-dad regarding hygiene, and the
conflicts they had about that.
Tim changed art materials and drew a dollar sign with a golden crown, a
Cyclops, yet he was not content with his drawing and decided to continue by
drawing symbols. The next symbols he drew were hearts.
Tim explained the one eyed Cyclops to be a symbol of someone who is very
fanatical, therefore one-eyed. When speaking about the hearts he said “one
heart wields the saw; cuts its connection with other hearts”. Around the
symbol of the earth Tim wrote “Dritemi Dtirzha” which is the Fernaokiya name for
our world and means “third dimensional earth”. While all these things make Tim
angry and sad, they are more global rather than personal. It was difficult to
engage Tim any further, in fact he started packing up the art supplies and said
that he wanted to “finish things up here, so that I could go back in my room
and uh, have a lie down for a bit”. Tim’s gaze kept returning to the images that
we had hung on the wall while thinking of a title for his picture. Tim titled his
picture “Slings and arrows of outrageous fortune”, and I asked him if there
was a relationship between the title he chose and the images on the wall.
Tim: Uh, uh, yes, uh, well, uh those pictures are all different responses of
mine to bad hurts I experienced both on my own behalf and through
empathizing with others.
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We finished the session with Tim explaining more about the Fernaokiyan
language.
Tim: The Fernaoki don’t customarily use the roman alphabet as you can
see there, but I use it, partly through force of habit and partly
because I thought it would bring it easier to read.
YH:

I appreciate that. So this Fernaoki alphabet, is that something you
made up yourself?

Tim: Uh, well, it’s something that I rediscovered.
YH:

But if one would look in ancient languages, would one find
something similar?

Tim: Uh, well, a lot of people I know reckon it looks like Greek or Cyrillic,
or a mixture of the two. The Fernaoki have a logo graphic script as a
font, which they use in the same contexts where we would use
gothic lettering, because as you might expect, their logo graphic
script is older than their alphabet.
They developed their alphabet about 5000 years ago….and they have
logographic script from about another 5000 years before that.

SIXTH SESSION
3/4/2001

Tim brought his song title book to this session “because I figured I needed it
for an external source of inspiration and I was right”. Tim however did not
find any inspiration in his book. I suggested a scribble but this time with his nondominant hand. Tim did not take up the offer to use a different medium and
chose lead pencils again. He was silent for a long time while completing the
scribble. He saw hills and people in his scribble and sang while drawing a man
and a woman whom he named Mr. and Mrs. Hill (See Figure 7). “They kind of
merge in to one another” he said. Then Tim started to talk about being
concerned with his chronological age and all the things he would like to do, like
being a rock star. Once he completed his drawing I suggested extending the
image with another sheet of paper to see what would emerge. Tim had trouble
with the extension and asked
Tim: How do you draw something that’s part of a very structure of the
earth?
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YH:

What do you mean? What is part of the structure of the earth?

Tim: Well, the lower bit of Mr. & Mrs. Hill.
YH:

I will leave that up to your creativity. I trust your creativity. However
and whatever. (Long silence and loud drawing/scraping noises).
What’s happening?

Tim: This is what they come up from
YH:

And what does that represent?

Tim: Uh, a huge rock outcrop. It’s getting back to music I guess (loud and
nervous laughter).
Tim then wrote something in the Fernaokiya script and I asked him whether it
was the title of his drawing.
Tim: It’s not a title, it’s just a description of uh why I make music, as well
engage in other cultural endeavors, such as writing and drawing.
And I wrote that in Fernaoki; yeah it means creating good order.
In reflection Tim spoke about male and female dress codes and expressed his
view that essentially the distinctions between male and female dress codes were
artificial. He titled his picture “Good order re-creating itself (Mr. & Mrs. Hill).
After Tim finished with this picture I suggested for him to explore the chalk
pastels. He became frustrated because the chalk pastels kept breaking from the
pressure he was applying. Yet he continued and used brown and green pastels
to draw a shape that looked like a funnel (See Figure 8). Without being prompted
Tim indicated in his image where he thought he was (in the very first session
when he drew a funnel shape I had asked him to point out where he was in the
picture). Tim titled the image “Tied to the cosmos by the heartstrings”.
YH:

It seems very metaphorical and symbolic. I don’t understand it. Can
you tell me a bit more about it? …What is the form?

Tim: Well, I think of a cosmos as being funnel shaped with heaven at the
top and sort of overflowing, and gradually getting narrower as it
goes down.
When asked what the brown shape inside the funnel represented he said:
Tim: This is what I drew as an arm of sorts, but it’s obviously my
heartstrings.
YH:

And they’re going towards?
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Tim: Well, heaven’s up there (pointing to the top of the page), so it’s
trying to reach up and also trying to put myself into the structure of
the universe.
YH:

Is there something you are trying to; you said before with an
outstretched hand – Is there something you are trying to contact in
heaven?

Tim: Uh, well, I don’t feel that I’m in very good touch with God.
YH:

When someone dies and people say they go to heaven (Tim
interrupts).

Tim: Yeah. I miss my dad.
YH:

Do you sometimes try to reach out to him?

Tim: Well, I think about him a fair bit.
YH:

Are you feeling sad right now?

Tim: Yeah
Tim was able to acknowledge his sadness and we explored at what age he
started to think and believe in the concepts of space and cosmos.
YH:

Can you remember how old you were?

Tim: Well, I think it goes back as long as I can remember in my present
incarnation at least.
YH:

Sometimes we have early memories. What’s your earliest memory,
where you remember yourself sitting and thinking about cosmos and
universes? Do you have a memory?

Tim: Ah, I can remember thinking about it when I was about six years old.
When Tim was asked if he was happy where he had drawn himself to be he said
that “it is necessary for what I want to do, but I’d prefer to be a bit further
up in some less cosmic prospect”. We spoke about his very first image in our
first session and how there he had put himself outside the funnel shape, “in the
disturbed side of the whirlwind, where the whirlwind has caused the most
damage”.
Tim: Yeah, I felt I had already been hit by uh, some kind of tornado.
YH:

Meaning what?

Tim: Meaning that uh, uh, a lot of things have, uh, that, well I just seem to
get thrown by lots of things and I take a long time to recover from
that.
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YH:

think it’s a difficult situation to be in, to be a little boy and have your
father die.

Tim: Yeah, but it wouldn’t have helped that I tried to tough it out.
YH:

No, it wouldn’t have helped.

Tim: Even if it was rather expectable for a lad of not quite 8 years old, to
try to do that.
YH:

To tough it out?

Tim: Yeah
YH:

It’s a big thing to expect from a little child.

Tim: But I expected it of myself
YH:

Did you?

Tim: Yeah
YH:

What did you expect?

Tim: To take my dad’s death as calmly as I could.
YH:

But you didn’t – inside you didn’t?

Tim: Not inside, but externally I took it calmly.
YH:

Right – you pretended?

Tim: Yeah
YH:

But what happened to the inside?

Tim: Well, I’m still suffering internally, because of my dad’s death and for
other reasons.
The decision was made to use our next session to visually explore some of the
suffering Tim had spoken about.

SEVENTH SESSION
17/4/2001

The previous session was briefly touched upon and Tim was ready to draw a
picture of his suffering. More fluid art materials were offered to Tim in this
session, to allow him the expression of his emotions. Tim was only offered oil, or
chalk pastels and watercolors. Lead pencils were not offered as a choice here
and in subsequent sessions. He chose water colors and asked for watercolor
paper and started to paint in blue. Tim painted a stick figure on the right side of
the paper with broken lines going from the right side to the left-hand side and
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added an arrow on the last broken line (See Figure 9). Tim seemed to measure
the page and started to mumble to himself. Asked if he was ok he responded:
Tim: I haven’t even seen my dad’s uh, uh, memorial, marker or whatever
the term is for the visual plate that someone dashes behind.
YH:

Someone dashes behind – do you mean when they are buried?

Tim: Burnt – uh cremated I mean.
Tim spoke about not having been to the cemetery where his father’s memorial
plaque was and I asked him if he wanted me to speak to his key worker about
going there one day. Tim agreed to that and we explored how it would be to
finally go there for the first time in his life.
YH:

You think going there – what will it do to you when you go there?

Tim: I’ll be able to uh, I’ll be able to uh, get some things off my chest I
didn’t get much of a chance to when dad was alive.
YH:

Hmm – do you want to talk about what that is?

Tim: Yeah – uh, he, uh, yeah uh, uh, the, yeah there was something he
had made for me once that meant a lot to me, it meant - when I
brandished it at someone else he uh, confiscated it, sawed it up and
it was part of the firewood that evening.
Tim spoke about the spear his father made him, actually he felt it was more of a
shield and about how sad he had been because that spear meant a lot to him.
Tim continued by writing underneath the spear using the paintbrush “I haven’t
even seen my Dad’s memorial plate – I know it’s in C…cemetery, but that’s
about all….”
Tim needed a lot of reassurance using the brushes and watercolors, doubting his
ability to use them appropriately.
On the top part of the first image Tim wrote some more. It reads there “Never
mind Carmen Sandiego, where in the cosmos is my dad’s subsequent
incarnation?”.
YH:

In the cosmos is your dad’s subsequent incarnation?

Tim: Yeah (long silence while drawing).
YH:

Is that how you connected with him?

Tim: I’m not really sure how to connect with him, I feel very isolated from
him.
YH:

Well, but you have a lot of imagery of the cosmos, so how does your
imagery in your – how does it relate to your father?
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Tim: Well, he’s out there somewhere.
YH:

So there’s a connection there with him?

Tim: Well, uh, it’s quite conceivable his subsequent incarnation might be
Fernaoki, but I haven’t made a point of finding out.
YH:

How old were you when you started with Fernaoki?

Tim: Uh – well I’ve had, I’ve uh, uh, what I now see as substitutes for it, for
Fernaoki before I. before I found out uh, about uh Fernaoki itself.
YH:

But you remember those substitutes, what they were and how old
you were? So how old were you?

Tim: Um – I think I developed the first substitute not long after my dad
died, so I would have been about 8 years old.
YH:

Hmm – did you understand death then when you were 8 years old?

Tim: Well, I understood it meant that uh, it meant that uh my dad left and
and left, uh, left the – his family and his friends, and uh, uh, if ever he
came back, it would be in a different form, even if it was immoral
(sic) in the same form, while still human, it would be a different
person.
Tim spoke some more about his father and then titled his image “Incomplete
sendoff”. (Figure 9, previous page). Asked what that meant Tim said
Tim: It means that uh, I haven’t yet fully come to terms with my dad’s
death, and I think I will once I’ve uh, said what there is left to say to
him and visited his memorial plate or whatever the term is.
The second image that Tim painted in this session was of his father. While he
said that he did not have a picture of his father he related that his mother says
that Tim looks like his father. Tim seemed moved and sad and did a lot of
swallowing while painting his father. He wrote “Gone but not forgotten” which
is the title for this image. When dating the picture Tim said that it was not
coincidental that the zeros on the date looked like teardrops (See Figure 10).
Tim was very sad and I suggested doing a third image that would contain his
sadness. He used the color blue again and spoke about the murkiness of the
color and how he felt sadness had a murky feel to it too. When Tim titled this
third image he asked for a pencil. The title of the image is “Sad with Dritemi
Dtirzha (third dimension earth) and about my dad being dead” (See Figure
11).
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EIGHTH SESSION
24/4/2001

Tim brought his song title book to the session as well as some pages of the book
he is intending to write. He briefly spoke about last weeks session, shared that
he had talked to his key worker about visiting the cemetery, and how last week’s
session had left him feeling drained. Tim then continued to talk about all his
creative endeavors and dreams for quite some time. He seemed to use his
humor and ‘cheekiness’ to avoid getting into more personal issues. I suggested
to Tim to maybe do a picture of his inner self that was more realistic then the one
he had done representing David Bowie, and to maybe incorporate the tattoos
and scars he had spoken about then. Tim used A2 paper and watercolors and
drew very slowly and seemed immersed in the process. He worked in silence,
and only started talking when he made critical comments about the way he
represented himself, and his use of the art materials, or when he wanted to be
funny.
Tim: Yeah, that’s not really the right shade of brown.
Tim: Uh, well it’s a bit difficult to – yeah I think I need to change colors for
some things….
Tim: Yeah, (long silence), I forgot to delineate the cleft in my chin, but I
can still do that. Might as well be as realistic as I can and paint some
hairs in my ears.
Tim: I probably put my elbows a bit far up – license to lean them on the
table perhaps (laughter and long silence).
Tim also realized that the way he had painted his image he could not fit the
entire body on the page and we extended the image by adding another sheet of
A2 paper. Tim had so far only drawn his upper body without any clothes on. After
we extended the paper, Tim sat in silence for a long time and did not continue
painting.
Tim: I have a bit of a hang up about painting my privates
YH:

Well, you don’t have to paint your privates, you can just put on a pair
of pants….

Tim took up the suggestion and continued his painting. Tim used brown color to
outline his body and for the shorts, and blue to indicate the “stored pain” (See
Figure 12). Tim identified the sites of his stored pain as underneath the place he
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keeps his sunglasses (on top of his head), “the back of his neck, the
shoulders, the chest, the abdomen, both knees, the soles of his feet, the
toes, the calf muscles”
Tim: …and that’s it. Uh, oh I also get it in the touches.
I asked Tim if they were also physical pains and he answered:
Tim: Well, they manifest physically and some of them were physical to
begin with.
YH:

Hmm – so the ones that manifest physically, where do they come
from before they manifest themselves?

Tim: Uh, well uh bad experiences I’ve had in the past, being dist (sic) in
word or in deed.
YH:

Being what?

Tim: Dist – treated disrespectfully
YH:

Which ones are the ones that you’ve been treated disrespectfully,
can you point them out?

Tim: I haven’t analyzed them that much, but uh, I would think all of them.
Tim titled his painting “Storehouse of horrors”. There was no time left to reflect
on the image and we agreed to talk about it the next week.

NINTH SESSION
1/5/2001

Last week’s session was discussed, and while Tim initially said that he did not
want to go back and explore his image from last week, questions led us back to
last week. Tim spoke about not having slept well the past week and complained
of being tired.
YH:

Do you think it has anything to do with what we did last week?

Tim: Ahhhhh – well it’s probably got no direct connection with us talking
about it.
YH:

But?

Tim: It might have something to do with stored uh, uh pain from the past.
I acknowledged that last week’s session was intense and that it must have left
Tim feeling pretty vulnerable.
Tim: Uhh, I feel vulnerable most of the time anyway.
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I reassured Tim that it was up to him whether we explored some more of the
issues or whether he wanted do to something else.
Tim: Well, if we postpone it, I’m not sure what else I feel like doing.
As we looked at Tim’s painting from last week, I invited him to talk about “the
manifestations of pain where he had been treated disrespectfully”. Tim had
difficulties knowing where to begin and the suggestion was made to start with
what felt the least threatening to talk about.
Tim: Well, when I was at primary school I got teased a lot because I had a
speech impediment, and also because of my uh, uh what I call my
Kosmanschauung, - my view of the universe being so different from
that of the other youths.
Tim said that he was called a “spastic” and other things. Referring back to his
painting I asked Tim where he thought this painful experience had manifested
itself. Tim held his breath and said that it was mainly in his chest. When I told
Tim that sometimes children could be really cruel, he spoke about the other
children and their responses to him.
Tim: I think it uh, I think there’s somehow a link between that and them
being naturally relaxed when they notice something about someone
that brings them to feel less than relaxed, they respond negatively.
YH:

That’s an interesting concept. Do you mean when something is
around that makes them less relaxed, or someone that acts
differently than them?

Tim: Yeah, and uh, uh, uh brings them nervous because they uh, because
they maybe don’t know what to expect from that person, or seeing
someone act like that is a new experience for them.
Tim spoke about his “usual response of anger and sadness” and was asked
to use the art materials to represent his feelings about being teased.
Tim chose A3 paper and was looking through the oil pastels. Picking a blue oil
pastel he said
Tim: I’m not sure if it’s the right shade of blue, hopefully we’ve got
something that looks a bit sadder than that – this looks like the right
one – now that’s a real sad shade of blue.
Tim became sad while drawing a blue shape and then chose red oil pastel to add
a red shape to his image. (See Figure 13). While he spoke about having found a
way to put his anger and sadness in his art, Tim did acknowledge that he learned
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that much later in life. We went back to explore how Tim, the little 5-year-old boy
dealt with his anger and sadness. Asked what he physically did when he was
being teased Tim said that he cried a lot. That is how he expressed his sadness.
YH:

Yeah, and – and what did you do with the anger?

Tim: Well, uh, I wasn’t all that aware of the time of feeling angry, I was
more conscious of feeling sad.
Tim was asked to represent that in his drawing and he extended the blue shape
by encircled the red shape with a blue line. Tim explained himself.
Tim: I put a shell of that sadness around the anger to indicate that I wasn’t
conscious of the anger at the time so much - I was mainly aware of
feeling sad.
Tim titled his picture “Misperceived, part one”, and added some writing which
explained his “long delayed response to being teased at primary school”
I pointed out to Tim that the emotions in the picture were very close together,
and whether he wanted to do another image where the emotions were
separated.
Tim:

I’m not sure off hand. I mean it’s worth trying but uh,..I’ll give it a go.

Tim took A3 paper, the blue and red oil pastel and using strong pressure he drew
vertical and horizontal lines on the separate sides of the paper. (See Figure 14)
Tim seemed to free some sort of energy when he said that he “felt better
already”. I suggested using bigger size paper and do another image. Again he
used blue and red oil pastels and did the same thing on the A2 paper (See
Figure 15).
Tim said that he felt better after drawing the two pictures. Looking back he felt
that his pictures looked like cages, in fact he said that he felt caged by not being
understood by others.
I asked Tim how he felt when changing to bigger size paper.
Tim: Well, I was able to, well, I felt a bit freer on the big page because I
had more room to uh, uh to make uh, uh uh long strokes.
We took the three pictures Tim had drawn and I asked him what the difference
was between the three.
Tim: Well, with the way I drew the sadness in particular in the first picture,
I made the shape a bit symbolic like teardrops, and the anger felt
like, felt a bit like flames, so I drew it in flame-like shapes, but it also
felt spiky so they are a bit spiky as well. And the shape they form
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with uh, uh part of the sadness which isn’t just a shell around the anger, it
does look a bit, as you said, like a heart shape.
YH:

And how did this picture – how is it different from the second and
the third picture, if it is at all?

Tim: Well, I was thinking of the different aspects of how I felt.
YH:

Meaning?

Tim: In the first picture I wasn’t thinking of how restricted I felt. In the
second and third I was. When I was doing the second and third
picture I also felt the sadness and anger were exploding out of me,
but explosions can create restrictions of their own.
YH:

If you restrict them. What do you mean – “explosions can create
restrictions of their own”?

Tim: Uh, well the part when it comes back to people just looking at
surface appearances and not thinking all that much about the
reasons you do things.
We spoke about the importance of communication so that others understand
what we are all about.
Tim: Well, I was uh, well I was a lot younger back then, and when and –
yes I guess I have a long time expectation that when people can’t be
bothered answering – yeah – asking me how I feel, uh they should
therefore uh, this is going to sound really insane (giggle).
YH:

That’s ok, you can be as insane as you want to.

Tim: Uh, the – if they don’t want to find out how I feel, they should get to
know it anyway telepathically.
YH:

Ok, I understand what you are saying, but you see some people are
not on your wavelength.

YH:

And what you then do, because you have an expectation, your
expectations don’t get fulfilled.

Tim: Yeah – uh, I’m uh, I uh, I’ve uh, resigned myself since a few years
ago now to needing to communicate with people, uh, and to try and
spark their interest in being communicated with.
We then spoke some more about the need for communication and expression of
one’s emotions and feelings, and I asked Tim to do a final picture of something
that could heal his emotional pain (See Figure 16).
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Tim chose A2 paper and used black and green oil pastels to draw. His picture is
about his dreams of making a video; a CD with his group “Pygarg Helots”; his
book,- that he was actually working on-; and the earth. He described the part
about the earth as follows:
Tim: The earth that with combined peace and law and scales of justice,
are superimposed on it, and this Fernaoki words up here have to do
with uh, uh one of the means for making sure that uh, uh there’s a
fair go for all, which is what I mean when I say justice usually. That’s
what I call antelope schools or in Fernaoki Paigi Cirikasza Khi.
I asked Tim to explain the antelope schools to me.
Tim: …well the uh antelope part of the term is a metaphor, it means
someone yeah, it means a good hearted person because antelopes
generally act fairly good-hearted most of the time. So it’s schools
where people learn how to be good hearted.
Tim also spoke about he colors he used:
Tim: And the colors I chose were for uh, uh development, which is green,
that’s a sense of development in a natural sense that works in with
nature; and black for understanding.
Tim titled his second image “Caged in misperception, part one”, the third
image “Caged in misperception, part two” and his final image he titled
“Instruments of understanding”.

TENTH SESSION
15/5/2001

When Tim came to this session he looked at me and actually established eye
contact. I complimented him on that and we spoke about the difficulties he has
looking at people. Interestingly while talking Tim started staring and we joked
about it.
This session also addressed issues of closure and termination since my
placement was to end soon. We spent some time reflecting on the work we had
done in our sessions and I asked Tim if he could describe what had happened
for him in the past months.
Tim: Yes, we’ve been exploring, or at least we’ve started to explore the
hurts from the past that are stored in my body.
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We reviewed the last session and since Tim had said that he felt freer when
drawing on bigger paper, I had prepared an even bigger sheet of paper by taping
four A2 size sheets together. Tim spoke about his anger and about having acted
out in anger by hitting others.
Tim: That’s what I did when I was a kid when I got angry.
Tim agreed to go back to the feelings of anger and sadness and use the bigger
sheet of paper. I gave Tim the choice to work on the table or the floor and he
decided to work on the floor. The art materials that Tim was offered in this
session were water colors, water colors in tubes, chalk and oil pastels as well as
a medium I had never before offered Tim. While I was aware of the danger of
using finger paints, due to their potential to enhance regressive responses, and
being aware of Tim’s vulnerability, I did trust him. The finger paints I offered him
were however in very small tubs with not much paint in them.
Tim chose the finger paints and I joined him on the floor while he painted his
picture. Tim started out with the red paint on the left side of the paper and then
the blue sadness on the right. At one point Tim said that “although I paint
sadness and anger separately, I feel them very much together” and I asked
him to try and represent that in his painting. Tim started to bring the two colors
together by mixing them in the middle of the image (See Figure 17). Tim got very
involved working with the finger paints and had space to do big movements that
also required him to physically move his entire body. He seemed to enjoy getting
himself messy. The rest of the time, while completing his painting Tim was silent.
Once he finished I asked him how he felt.
Tim: Uh, I feel a bit cleaner inside than I was before.
YH:

Cleaner inside than you were before?

Tim: Yeah
YH:

What does that mean?

Tim: That means that some of the sadness and anger has come out.
YH:

Hmm, well often you know, when we are hurt often people cannot, or
don’t dare to express their hurt, and the only way they can express it
is by getting angry.

Tim went to wash his hands, and when he returned he said:
Tim: What you were saying before I went to wash my hands reminds me
of how there’s a lot of people who, uh, like make out that uh, they’re
invulnerable.
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YH:

Yeah

Tim: I think they’re scared that if they show vulnerability uh, uh someone
else might seize on that as provocation for hurting them more.
Tim started cleaning the floor and I asked him to stop and rather think about a
title for the painting. After a long silence Tim titled the painting “Angry sadness
from hurt”
For reflection we hung the painting on the wall and Tim was proud and said that
he thought “it came out well”. Asked what he saw Tim said “a couple of
whirlwinds”.
YH:

Can you point them out to me?

Tim: Yeah, there’s one that comes down here (pointing to the left side), and
one in the middle.
YH:

What do they feel like?

Tim: Well, the one on the left uh feels uh, very angry, and the one in the
middle feels like there’s – well it still feels angry but it feels like
there’s quite a bit of sadness mixed with the anger.
When asked to point out where Tim would put himself in the painting he said that
he was on the bottom right hand side of the blue tornado. Tim also spoke about
the mixed red and blue colors and that it had created purple.
YH:

Hmm – that’s a color you never used before

Tim: Well, uh, that’s because up till now I’ve depicted uh anger and uh
sadness separately.
YH:

Mm, so how does purple feel?

Tim: Purple feels both angry and sad, but it also feels like a learning
experience.
At the end of the session we briefly discussed Tim going to visit the cemetery,
and how he could continue exploring his emotions and feelings with his key
worker once I left the RFV.

ELEVENTH SESSION
22/5/2001

This session dealt with issues of termination and was not tape-recorded. It was
our last session and we spoke more about his father’s death. I asked Tim if the
issue of his father’s death had ever been addressed or been dealt with when he
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was hospitalized. His response: “No, because they were busy with dealing
with my fantasy life”. Speaking about father’s death and the memories that
came up was difficult for Tim in this session. I asked him to draw a picture of
when he had last seen his father and Tim chose lead pencils and drew a hospital
bed with his father in it (See Figure 18). He drew the bed much bigger, but then
crossed out one part and wrote that it was “surplus to picture”. He also made a
note on the picture that read: “Not to scale”. I asked Tim if he was interested to
do some more work on issues of grief and bereavement with an agency that
dealt specifically with people who had experienced loss. Tim was very interested
and I gave him a contact number that he could call and make arrangements to
see a counselor there.
I asked Tim to do a healing image and he chose red and green colored pencils
and drew a rose (See Figure 19) He spoke about the fascination he had with the
many layers of petals a rose had. He titled his healing image “Refined, strong,
and transdimensional”.
For this last session Tim had brought some of his recorded music he wanted to
share with me. There were some very interesting experimentation with sound
and rhythm, and we spent the rest of the session listening to the music.
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FOLLOW-UP

I saw Tim casually several more times while finishing my placement at the RFV.
Tim had taken up my suggestion to see a grief counselor and had made an
appointment. He asked me to come with him for his first meeting with the
counselor, and after discussing it with his key worker I agreed, and went along.
Tim saw the counselor for several months.
One year later, in July 2002 Tim went - accompanied by a staff member -, to the
cemetery to visit his father’s memorial plaque for the very first time - 30 years
after his father’s death!
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION
I embarked on this thesis with a definite question and desire to explore how art
therapy could facilitate and tease out what lies hidden in our inner world or
psyche.
As an art therapist I was interested in what would surface from the depth of the
inner world if the verbal dialogue could be overridden by the art production. Often
our verbal interactions do not reflect what occurs in our inner world. At times
things are too difficult to share and we decide to hide in the inner world and not
reveal our pain. Watkins (1996) as mentioned previously, pointed out that we all
choose at times to hide what we really feel and think, but that ‘the most painful
dilemma’ for people diagnosed with schizophrenia is the fear of being
misunderstood. Watkins (1996) emphasizes that to be understood one has to be
able to tell one’s personal story and that people diagnosed with schizophrenia
might “need to conceal certain things that others might not be able to understand
(and may even judge or mock, p.110)”. So how would the story unfold if this
editing, that often takes place in verbal interactions, could be circumvented,
through using the non-verbal approach of art therapy?
In my research study I did not set out to measure anything, but was interested in
exploring that non-verbal approach and the process of art therapy. I wanted to
look at how art therapy can be used as a treatment modality in therapy with
someone with a diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Tim is a creative, intelligent man whose interests are in the area of creative
expressions. He has been taking classes in creative writing, computer and arts.
He writes well and has excellent language skills and has been working on a book
about himself and his life. He is also interested in music and has lots of dreams
regarding his creative endeavors.
An entry from 1991 in Tim’s case file inquires into some of his creative
endeavors, and the question is raised whether they are “features of grandiosity”,
and more “part of his fantasy world which provides him with a safe, colorful and
rewarding inner life where he can retreat to rather than dealing with the situations
life presents”. Only one report (1979) very briefly mentions his delusional system
having formed shortly after his father’s death, but it was clearly never followed
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up. Tim’s case file states that he was mainly treated by occupational therapists,
and nowhere is there ever any mention of Tim’s loss of his father being
addressed, nor the psychological impact that this traumatic event might have had
on him. Tim sums it up so eloquently in our eleventh session, when he said,
“they were busy with dealing with my fantasy life”. This raises the issues of
unrecognized trauma, which was not something clinicians and professionals
inquired much into in the 1970s.
Siebert (1999) wrote that
Some

psychotherapists

reporting

cases

of

successful

recovery

from

schizophrenia say that the symptoms often trace back to extremely traumatic
childhood incidents that created powerful, conflicting feelings of loneliness and
terror (Karon, cited in Siebert, 1998, p.6). What if some ‘schizophrenic’
conditions turn out to stem from some form of chronic childhood traumatic stress
disorder (Ford, cited in Siebert, 1998, p.6)?

In the 70s the ‘general’ belief was that children did not grieve, nor that a major
childhood loss would have any major developmental implication for the child’s
life. In the 1980s however this belief began to be challenged. For example
Osterweis, Solomon and Green (1984) wrote that
Psychiatrists and others have generally been struck by how often major
childhood loss seems to result in psychopathology…suggesting that such loss
may precipitate or contribute to the development of a variety of psychiatric
disorders and that this experience can render a person emotionally vulnerable
for life (p. 100).

Today it is understood that children do grieve. Perry (1995) defines grief as
the set of emotional, cognitive, behavioral and physical reactions that are seen
following the death of a loved one. There are sets of normal responses which
include denial, emotional numbing, anger, rage, rushes of anxiety (pangs),
sadness, fear, confusion, difficulties sleeping, regression in children, ‘stomach’
upset, loss of appetite, hysterical materialization’s (transient visual or auditory
misperceptions that you have seen or heard the dead loved one) (p.4) …
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Perry cautions us that these “hysterical materialization’s are common and often
mislabeled as visual or auditory ‘hallucinations’. … these visions are often
interpreted in context of a religious belief system – ‘they came back to tell me it
was ok – they are still with me’. These (materialization’s), can be important for
the child and there is no reason to undermine these feelings” (p. 5, parentheses
in original).

At a personal level, looking back on my work over the past 20 odd years with
people diagnosed with schizophrenia, I can recount numerous times where a
specific trauma seemed to have come before the first psychotic episode which
occurred in these people’s lives. In my work with this population I have often
found that the issue of trauma had not been addressed and often related to the
loss of a loved one.

One of the few comprehensive studies of the 70s that deals with the connection
between trauma and schizophrenia, as mentioned previously in literature review,
is by Manfred Bleuler (1978). Bleuler explored the significant role of what he
called ‘psychotraumatic’ experiences in schizophrenia and cautions future
researchers to recognize the dangers of these traumatic experiences in the
formation of schizophrenia.

Death is often explained to children as someone going to heaven. If we can for a
moment exchange heaven with cosmos, then it seems possible that Tim’s
fantasy world and his preoccupation with the cosmos and other esoteric
concepts could have been the way this little eight year old boy tried to make
sense of losing his father. Maybe this was Tim’s way to express his desire to
connect to and understand where his father had disappeared to. And maybe that
is the way he did make a connection with his father throughout the years.

At the beginning of this research study, the art therapy sessions as well as the
art making activities, set out to be non-directive and spontaneous to allow for
themes to emerge. The intention was to create a safe and empathetic
environment and to establish a therapeutic relationship. As the art therapy
sessions progressed more structure was introduced to explore some of the
emerging themes. While suggestions were made to Tim regarding how the
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emerging themes could be explored, the emphasis was on Tim’s choices and on
what he brought to the sessions. Suggestions were also made as his exploration
in the art making process revealed more of his issues and themes. The focus
was to enable Tim to access and express aspects of his inner world.

The art therapy process and the activities seemed at times to be an intense
emotional experience for Tim. He spoke about feeling vulnerable and exposed at
times. Notable was our eighth session where Tim stopped drawing and just sat
there because he did not want to expose his “privates”. Once told that he could
wear shorts, he was able to continue to paint his “storehouse of horrors”.
Tim was however willing and to contact and express his inner experiences. In the
first sessions his preferred choice of medium were lead pencils, which allow for
much greater control as mentioned previously. However, lead pencils were not
offered as a choice of art materials for Tim in subsequent sessions because it
appeared that the controlled media led him into more global aspects of his world,
rather than leading him to explore his personal, emotional issues. Tim seemed to
draw what he thought rather than what he felt. In the subsequent sessions more
fluid art materials were offered to Tim which seemed to allow him to stay more
focused and in touch with the pain of his early traumatic experiences rather than
returning to the safety of distancing himself by ‘globalizing’. When Tim
‘globalizes’ he expressed his idealistic and idealized view of the world, how he
thinks things should be, rather than focusing on how things are and how things
were in the past. Globalizing allows Tim to distance himself and withdraw
emotionally. It seems likely that this withdrawal might have been a way for Tim to
cope with his traumatic experiences in the past.

In the art therapy sessions Tim was able to visually express and represent his
inner experiences, his emotions and feelings, his expectations and concepts of
his inner and outer world and the meanings they hold for him. The artwork of the
second session (See Figure 2) shows Tim’s place that he is “already hooked
into”. Tim represented there his inner delusional fantasy world of Fernaokiya,
which might have soothed him in his aloneness, isolation and helplessness as a
little boy of eight (and beyond). That place Tim is already familiar with and it
seems to be inhabited by people. The house looks inviting with someone reading
in the window and two people playing musical instruments on the streets. There
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is a tree and some grass. In contrast to the image on the right side, the place
seems to be alive and busy with activities. The world Tim is yet trying to hook
into, the outer world seems to look a little empty and the only sign of life is the
dog that is peeing onto the fire hydrant.

Through immersing himself in the process of art therapy and through allowing
himself to experiment with different art materials, Tim was able to create external
objects that related to his inner experiences. In art therapy the art work adds a
third dimension, a concrete object externalized from that which comes from
within our psyche, and which enables reflection at any time in the therapeutic
process. Using more fluid media Tim could allow his emotions and feelings to
flow onto the paper, without preconceived ideas of how to represent them.
I was very aware of Tim’s vulnerability and the potential for regression when
using more fluid media, particularly in our tenth session where I offered him
finger paints. But I trusted Tim and every time he allowed himself to go a little
further in his exploration he showed strength and stability to deal with his intense
emotions and was able to speak about being vulnerable.

Yet Tim also had the ability to ask for more controlled media when it seemed that
he needed to contain and control intense emotions and feelings and to protect
himself. An example is our last session, where Tim specifically asked for the lead
pencils even though they were not offered to him. The image he then drew was
of seeing his father for the last time alive in the hospital. In this last session it
also appeared that Tim was able to let go of his concern for accuracy in his
visual representation. When making a mistake he just crossed out what seemed
inaccurate rather than using the eraser.
In general Tim was confident in his creative abilities and took time to complete
his images, and while being critical of himself at times, more often he showed
contentment with the finished product.

It is important in art therapy to inquire into the meaning a person holds of the
colors they use, without making any assumptions. As we see, the colors Tim
chose in his visual representations had specific meanings to him. From time to
time during the sessions, he would elaborate on the meanings he attached to the
different colors. These are summarized below.
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Blue: “Blue is sadness or indeed grief in the most general sense. Deep blue are
the stored pain sites”.
Red: “Red represents strength and vitality. It also is anger, more the type of
anger that brings me to want to speak disrespectfully”.
Yellow/Orange: “Represents health and happiness”.
Black: “More of a brooding kind of anger; also for understanding”.
Grey: “Sadness and boredom”.
Green: “For healing and growth”.
Purple: “Feels both angry and sad, but it also feels like a learning experience”.
Tim also used brown as well as the lead pencils in his images, but said that lead
and brown did not represent anything for him in particular.

As Tim was given more space by increasing the size of the paper to explore the
theme of anger and sadness in our tenth session, it seemed that the physical
extension of the paper allowed Tim to extend himself both physically and
emotionally. While working on the floor Tim’s entire body was involved and he
moved and extended his body to explore the entire sheet of paper. His
movements became increasingly freer and bigger and he was less rigid. The
finger-paints appeared to encourage him in his exploration and Tim started to
mix the red and blue paint together, which created another image as well as
another color. The image he saw in his painting was of a couple of whirlwinds. In
reflection Tim said that he felt cleaner inside after having painted the image, and
that some of the sadness and anger had come out. The color purple, while still
feeling both angry and sad, felt to Tim like a learning experience. It seemed that
Tim had externalized some of the anger and sadness, and while his
representation of these feelings in previous images were separated, they
appeared to come together in this painting. Tim did introduce a different emotion
when he titled his painting “Angry sadness from hurt”. Tim’s immersion into
creating this painting and allowing himself to explore the space made available,
reminded me of our first session, where Tim spoke with fascination about the
space a whirlwind seems to create, and the opportunity it therefore had to
explore the heights of the universe.

Another interesting aspect that emerged in the art therapy sessions is Tim’s
apparent movement and progression around the images of the whirlwind. When
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asked to point out where in his images of the whirlwind he would be Tim, in our
first session, pointed to the bottom left, in the disturbed side of the whirlwind,
where the whirlwind has caused the most damage. In the sixth session (Figure
8), where another funnelshaped image appears, Tim visually indicated where he
positioned himself. This time Tim is inside the funnel. “This is what I drew as an
arm of sorts, but it’s obviously my heart strings…so it’s trying to reach up and
also trying to put myself into the structure of the universe”. The third whirlwind
surfaces in session 10. There, Tim pointed to the bottom right hand side of the
blue whirlwind. Tim has moved from being outside, - in the bottom left hand
corner of the whirlwind, to being inside the funnel shape whirlwind, and in the last
image of the whirlwind has moved himself to the right side of the whirlwind. Tim
has come through the whirlwind, and there appears to be much more light and
space and much more room to move and explore, when comparing the images.

The art making process allowed Tim to contact and connect with his early
traumatic experiences, to connect to times, people and places and objects
relating to his past. And in the art making process and expressions Tim could
transform and represent his traumatic experiences beyond intellect, beyond
words. In the 1970s losing a parent was not spoken about often, so Tim’s reality
WAS different, and the misconception that children were not capable of grieving,
and his speech impediment together with his behavior after his father’s death, all
made him subject to teasing. Tim wanted to be understood yet felt misperceived.
He said that when he tried to tell others that he was not how they thought he
was, they did not want to know. But Tim then still expected them to know (ninth
session) telepathically. When Tim shared this expectation - for others to know
telepathically - he prefaced it by saying that I might think he was sounding
insane, expressing the fear that Watkins (1996) speaks about of being
misunderstood, mocked or judged. I acknowledged that while wanting to be
understood, Tim as a little boy of eight, seemed to have no way of expressing his
pain and sadness in words and that his expectations then did not sound insane
but came from a place of wanting to be understood.

Tim never could grieve in an available, supportive and nurturing environment that
encouraged the expression of his loss, nor did Tim have the opportunity to
participate in the process of mourning. Perry (1995) said that
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Mourning is the formalized process of responding to the death. This includes
memorial services, funerals, wakes, mourning dress and so forth. These semiritualized approaches are very useful in organizing and focusing the grief
reaction in the immediate post-death period. It is important to allow children to
participate in elements of this process. A major healing element of mourning is
that it is one way in which someone can ‘have control over’ the way in which
they experience trauma. Rather than sitting alone with recurring intrusive
thoughts about the death, one can, in a controlled fashion recall the lost one
without focusing on the death event. The degree of control in coping with a
traumatic event is very important in determining how destructive the event
becomes over time (p. 4).

When Tim invited me to come along to his first meeting with the grief counselor
Tim told the counselor that he was sent away to relatives for two weeks when his
father died. Returning back home after the two weeks, he was encouraged to be
a brave boy. So Tim never participated nor was included in any rituals marking
his father’s death, and as was revealed in our seventh session, never visited the
cemetery for 30 years. Rutter (1966) spoke about multiple life-style changes
bereaved children experienced after a death of a parent. He pointed out that
some of the children were even being placed in institutions.

Tim said that his first contact with the Observatory Clinic in 1972 was several
weeks after his father died. His records state that he then was diagnosed with
“childhood schizophrenia with an encapsulated delusional system”. It would
seem that Tim was grieving then, and as mentioned previously, people were too
busy with dealing with his fantasy world to recognize his grief. Therefore Tim did
not have the opportunity to deal with or resolve his feelings and emotions around
his father’s death. The focus seemed to have been the symptoms rather then
inquiring into what caused the symptoms.

As Tim explored issues of grief and bereavement in the art therapy sessions he
seemed to be able to express some of his feelings and emotions. In our seventh
session Tim spoke about the things he wanted to “get off his chest”, things he
wanted to say to his father that he never got the chance to say when his father
was alive. Tim recalled an incident where father made him a spear that Tim really
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liked. Tim’s father confiscated the spear after Tim had used it to threaten
someone, and sawed it up and put it in the fire. Tim shared his disappointment
and the sadness he had felt then. The first image of his father (Figure 9) Tim
titled “Incomplete sendoff” and he explained that he had not fully come to terms
with his father’s death and that he thought that once he could say what he had to
say and visit the cemetery he might come to terms with the loss. I asked Tim to
draw a picture of his father (Figure 10) and encouraged him to speak to his
father. Dialoging with his father, speaking out loud externalized what must have
been for years an internal process for Tim.

Tim was moved and sad when exploring his loss. Maybe Tim finally had the
opportunity to reconnect to the little boy of eight who was grieving and trying to
make sense of life and death. I asked Tim if he understood death when he was
eight years old, and Tim said that he understood it meant that his dad had left his
family and friends, and if he ever came back, it would be in a different form, while
still human it would be a different person. It seemed that he then did not really
have a sense of the finality a death of a parent implied, and this also may have
been the beginning of Tim’s fantasy world, where his father could return, but as
Tim questioned in Figure 9, in a “subsequent incarnation”.

Tim was 37 when we started art therapy. Tim’s father was 38 when he died of
leukemia in January 1972. Grief therapy talks about reactivated grief and
bereavement issues. Worden (1991) stated that “mourning for a childhood loss
can be revived at many points in an adult’s life when it is reactivated during
important life events. One of the most obvious examples is when the child
reaches the same age as the parent who died” (p.125). Grief therapy points out
that if the loss of a parent is not adequately mourned, symptoms of depression
might occur later on in life. Worden (1991) stresses that “when mourning is
reactivated, it does not necessarily portend pathology but is simply a further
example of ‘working through’ “ (p.125). Tim wanted to work through his loss and
bereavement and showed tremendous courage in facing and expressing his
grief. He continued seeing a grief counselor after my placement finished and as
mentioned previously, finally after 30 years was able to go to the cemetery where
his father’s memorial plaque is. He finally had an opportunity to mourn.
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We all live in a world of dualities. What we represent to the world often is not
congruent with our inner world. The integration of these dualities is a struggle for
all individuals aiming for authenticity. Questioning these dualities and exploring
their meaning can lead us to the integration of our inner and our outer worlds.
Tim has lived in this world of dualities all his life. Externally he has longed for all
his potential creative talents to be manifested, yet maybe in participating in this
research study he has externalized some of his inner self and experienced the
incongruity between the inner and outer self. His pain has become
communicable. Tim has shared and externalized his pain. He has created
concrete objects in the art making which added a third dimension within the
therapeutic relationship. These images became representations of his inner
world that he can now look at from the outside in rather than the inside out.
Maybe this distance will be the challenge that allows him to explore more of the
world he is trying to hook into. Being able to be heard, finding a voice and telling
his story might lead Tim to regain a sense of wholeness that will facilitate
healing, resolve and growth.

Limitations of the study and suggestions for future research

General limitations and weaknesses of the qualitative narrative case study were
addressed in chapter two and here I will discuss issues related to this specific
study.
A limitation of a single case study is that it is an account of one person’s story.
Tim’s creativity and capability to express himself artistically may have made him
a particularly suited person for this research study. Its suitability for use with
others less artistically inclined remains to be explored in future research.
Another aspect of the limitations encountered was the unusual setting in that the
therapeutic environment was also Tim’s home. It is not known what impact that
had, and the process needs to be explored and other environments tested.
Often art therapy research with people diagnosed with schizophrenia focuses on
working within the context of a group. This study focused on working with an
individual, and future research in Australia, using art therapy with an individual,
could increase the body of knowledge, and needs to be explored.
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The themes that emerged in this exploration of art therapy with Tim were many.
This study was limited by time constraints, and therefore it was impossible to
address all the themes that came up. While the emphasis was on Tim’s choices
of what he wanted to explore in the sessions, I was aware of my own subjective
responses to the themes. I am also aware that as the researcher it was ultimately
my subjective choice and decision what part of Tim’s story I told. As a therapist I
have worked with issues of death, bereavement and grief and personally feel
‘comfortable’ and at ease to address the issue of death. Looking back it seems to
me that the theme of his father’s death was lying dormant for a long time waiting
to emerge and be explored.

Tim’s exploration of the process of art therapy, and his progression in his
imagery from chaos to serenity, - as seen in his last drawing of the rose titled
“Refined, strong and transdimensional”-, might have given us a glimpse of how
art therapy can be a useful modality to explore issues of trauma while working
with people diagnosed with schizophrenia.
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APPENDICES

TRANSCRIPTS
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Okay, what are we up to today?
I’m not sure if we were going to draw anything specific this week
Do you want to choose some paper and some material?
First of all, I’d like to figure out what I’d like to do a picture of.
Are you looking for inspiration in the book?
Yeah. For the benefit of the tape, which I am supposed to be ignoring,
(laughter), I’ve brought a notebook down with me which contains nearly all
my song titles.
You showed me that before, remember?
Yeah.
You were saying that you were working on a song called being hooked in.
Did you finish that or is that still in the making?
In the making. Most of my songs are still in the making.
So should we choose some paper? Do you have an idea of what you want
to go for? This size?
Yeah, fine. Even though I’m doing a painting that relates to this song title at
Second Story, I still like to do an interpretation of it with you.
Okay. So you have been doing an art piece on that title?
Yeah
Long time ago or now?
Now. I think I’ll use colored pencils.
Remember that those are the water color pencils.
Yeah
Do you want to use water with it, because then we’ll use the watercolor
paper, or are you happy to just use that?
I am happy to just use the matte pencils
(Background noises whilst setting up)
You can take them out to see the colors and put them on the table
Yeah. It’s a little odd having them in a lunchbox; it makes them seem like
food.
I would not recommend chewing on them.
(giggles) And I know better then to chew on them a a (stutter) anyway, but I
couldn’t resist making the observation.
Hmmm
Have you seen that ad for Zones Mints?
What is it about?
Its about these mints called Zones. Apparently they really freshen your
mouth out.
Have you tasted them?
Yeah, and they’re not bad.
Hum. I like Tick Tacks.
I like TickTacks too. I particularly like orange Tick Tacks.
(Background noises as setting up/drawing). But anyway, in that ad for
Zones, it features a bunch of a..a..(stutter) animated pens and an office
worker who keeps chewing on them as he’s working
Uh
There’s one in particular he’s been favoring, and towards the end of the ad,
you see it once more being shoved into the guys mouth and the pen saying
its still minty in here
Laughter
(background noises)
Now where do I start? That’s a bit more reddish than I thought.
(Noise and movement)
Do you think I can use the eraser?
I’m not sure if that eraser is going to work with these pencils. Let’s try.
Well, it looks like it’s supposed to, at least.
Is it doing the job?
A a a little bit. It needs a fair bit of pressure to get it to work. People often
think that about me (laughter)
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That you need a lot of pressure to work?
Yeah
What does that mean?
That means that I get pushed to do things that I’m not always apt to feeling
like doing.
Can you give me an example? Just from the top of your head?
Uh, um, yes, uh, uh, uh, showering regularly (takes a long time to answer).
Is that difficult for you to share?
Slightly, because uh, people are generally expected to wash far more often
than I do, and uh, and I’m not really a rater I just have my head in the clouds.
Now that would be an interesting picture.
(laughter)
So has that caused you problems or just expectations from others?
Sometimes I wonder if there’s that much difference between the two, but it
depends on who I have to deal with. What their personality is like.
Well…
If it was when my step-dad was alive, because he was very into putting the
pressure on, not just about showering, but about uh. He seemed to have a
knack of uh, uh, uh, ceasing on things that I uh, uh, which I didn’t have the
energy to do and demanding that they be done yesterday.
So where was your real dad?
Hmm, he uh, died, uh, uh, soon before my eighth birthday
And when did your step-dad come into the picture?
Uh, 1979.
How old were you then?
Fifteen. Other than the weekends, at least, when I got to stay with some of
my friends, I found that got quite enjoyable.
But you were living with your family then?
I was living at uh, uh, Travencore. You know what that is?
Yes, it belongs to the Royal Children’s Hospital, is part of their Mental
Health Service
It wouldn’t have then. It belonged to the Education Department but it was
basically for kids with mental health issues.
So how old were you when you started with Travencore?
Well, I was there the second time for longer than the first. Uh, the first time I
was there was from uh, shortly before my uh, uh, it was 1976, so yeah, so
shortly before my twelve birthday into just about the end of that year.
Was that your first hospitalization?
Yeah.
What did your dad die from?
Um, leukemia. The lymph modes.
So was he sick for a while?
Yeah, for a long time.
Do you remember how old you were when he was diagnosed with leukemia?
It would have been a couple of years before his death, so I might have been
about six or seven. Maybe a shorter time than a couple of years, but I would
have been six or seven anyway.
Were you close with him?
Yeah. We got on pretty well.
(background noises)
Did you speak to people about his death? Were there people available to
you?
Uh, there were but somehow I never seemed to get round to it.
Have you in later years talked about it?
Yeah. I’ve given myself very odd colored lips
Uh. Did you speak about your father’s death in the family, with your mother
and sisters?
Yeah. I might just change that moustache. My upper lip looks very thin.
This is where the main part of the picture starts once I color in my irises
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That’s where the main part starts? At the iris?
Uh, uh, well, I was just about to do where the main bit was when I was
distracted by the fact that I hadn’t colored in the irises yet, although for the
machine which I am supposed to be ignoring, the irises aren’t flowers – it’s
the eyes.
(background noises of very quiet singing and drawing)
That’s starting to look a little bit more like me. I should really have done that
with the face looking more like my inner self, but uh, I wanted to make sure
you knew it was me
Uh. Well, if you finish it…maybe you can draw a picture of your inner self.
Alright
I would like to see that
(noises of drawing, paper moving)
Lets look. What does this mean?
Axial Kosmanschauung
Does that mean something?
Yeah
What does that mean
Well, axial means uh, like a hub or type of thing to aviate from
A hub?
Yeah, it’s derived from the same root as the word axle, and
Kosmanschauung is an invented German word. It’s an extrapolation from
weltanschauung, which means view of the world, so Kosmanschauung
means a view of the cosmos.
Hmmm
I have eight spokes coming out of that hub and they are meant to extend
infinitely because I had eight spokes coming out of that hub because eight is
symbolic of infinity. You may have noticed that when people want to write
infinity, they frequently do an eight on its side.
I have seen that, yes. So this is you radiating from the cosmos
Well, its uh, my uh, uh, view of the cosmos forming a hub or an axel or other
view of it. Something I’d like to see happen.
Uh. Now is that the same picture as in the other group?
It’s the same picture I’m working on in the other group, so I might uh, uh, uh,
make up my face in the other picture that of my inner self, which is a bit
different. It has a lot more hair on the scalp and a lot less on the cheeks.
Okay, so is that what you are going to draw now?
Yeah.
(background movement and noise)
I’ve refused to draw my upper lip as small as it is. I just don’t like how thin
and angular it is.
Do you want to change it?
There are ways but they’re expensive
Plastic surgery?
Yeah. I think I’ve overdone it a bit with the shading. I’d consider it
The plastic surgery?
Yeah
Do you think your upper lip is so thin?
It looks very thin to me.
You have it covered by a moustache
Even so.
(Drawing noises)
And, eh…. And the rest of it looks much the same as I do already except its
more of an advert for itself.
I don’t understand. This is the picture of your inner self
Yeah
As opposed to your…?
Uh, uh, outer self
But why do you say it speaks for itself
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Uh, because, uh, uh, because, uh, uh, if my outer appearance reflected my
inner life, uh, uh, there would be a lot more visual indication of what my inner
life is.
Uh
Uh, not the sort of thing you uh, uh, would pick up by just getting to know
me, but I’m always looking to speed up that process.
Well, I think that’s a good way because I think it’s pretty courageous for you
to show me that picture of your inner self. Regarding the speed, you have to
find the speed that’s comfortable for you. No pressure.
Yeah
We were talking before about pressure, so I just want you to know that, you
know, speak at the speed that’s comfortable for you.
Some things I’m a lot more prepared to get around to briefly than others.
Are you finished with that picture or is there more to it?
Well, I, I guess there’s more to it but uh, but if its uh, uh, uh, uh, but if its
what’s inside, if I’m doing a picture only of my inner life, it needn’t have any
tattoos there, etc. to show other people what its like because its inside. It’s
not outside.
There are internal tattoos?
Um, uh, well, lots, but not ones even I myself like to see. So I’ve just shown
you what I find there is to like about my inner self, and that’s mainly things in
the head, which is why I have drawn the head only. I am not Asian, even if
the nose I’ve drawn does look Asian (giggle).
That’s okay, you know. That’s the way you express yourself creatively. So
these are the parts that you like, you said.
Yeah
(background noises of movement)
Creative _requisites are all in there, you know, but how far in do you want
me to go? (giggles)
Well, yes, like we said, we aren’t going to put any pressure here, but that’s
something we can explore in other sessions. Do you want to tell me a little
bit about the hair?
Yeah, let’s (explore it in other sessions). Uh, some people think of it as 80s
big hair but that’s not how I see it.
How do you see it?
Big punk hair.
And this?
Uh, it’s a uh, it’s a pony tail of sorts but its meant to be braided on the way
down.
Yeah
More like a pigtail. I don’t really know what it symbolizes for me
Are you sure about that?
Not off hand anyway.
Can we explore it or let it stand?
Uh, let it stand for the moment
Okay
I haven’t really thought all that much about what my ambitional pigtail means
to me.
Uh. Nice hairdo up there. Very funky.
Yeah
Should we look at them together?
Might as well
(paper movement noises)
There are emotional things to apply about my inner self as well. I didn’t feel I
could draw the uh, uh, the draw the good feelings without drawing the bad
ones too. And its taking me a while to work up to facing those.
Yeah, well that’s a difficult task to do. And maybe we should leave it at this
and do that next week, or do you want to work it out now?
Uh, it can wait.
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You worked yourself up to it?
Well, it’s a long term process, I think
Exactly. That’s what I said before. I don’t want to pressure you. You
showed me quite a lot here, and I think we have to leave it at that for today.
Yeah
I really do appreciate it.
There’s been another self portrait I have done on a similar thing to that left
hand one (the one of the inner self), but uh, uh, I uh, showed it to the visitor
I used to have from the Schizophrenia Fellowship, and he said you know
who that reminds me of? David Bowie
It does. I had that association when I looked at the bow.
(laughter)
Do you think it does?
Yeah
So does David Bowie represent your inner self?
Well, my creativity particularly
Okay, and that’s the part, that’s why you titled this picture what there is to
like about my inner self?
Yeah
Do you think we’ll get to continue the inner self next week?
Might as well
Okay, thanks a lot
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How are you?
Reasonable.
Number 5?
Yeah
Where did you go out to with Marianne?
First to my friend, because he had a David Bowie album she had not heard, and
uh, we tried to make a time to listen to it when we were up at Balmaring but it
did not eventuate. Then we went to this shop on High Street to check out these
medi balls, which actually are like orthopedic seats.
Did you end up buying one?
No, but we might get one somewhere down the track.
So what are we going to do today?
Well, I am not sure just yet, but I am sure I can think of something. Last week
you mentioned there was something you were keen to have us explore further.
That was the thing about the inner self, you were talking about the difference
between showing your inner self and about the tattoos. You were kind of
heading towards talking about not being able; that you only showed the head
part; because of the tattoos, and then you spoke about the wounds.
Yeah, yeah
Are you ready for that?
Yeah
I probably don’t need to get that out then, do I (referring to his song title book)?
I don’t think so, but that is up to you. Do you want to go on to bigger paper this
time?
Alright
Is this too big?
That’s about the right size. There is a lot in hearing.
What does that mean? There is a lot in hearing?
Yeah
I don’t understand that. Hearing, listening? What do you mean?
Not in hearing. In here in. As stuck in there.
Oh, ok well let’s go. Do you feel alright doing that? I just want you to remember
what we talked about last week, no pressure. So if you get to something were
your feeling you want to stop, you have the right to stop.
Yeah, ok
I just don’t want you to go too fast.
Yeah, ok. It’s difficult to know where to start.
Where do you want to start?
That’s it, I am not sure.
Is this the direction you want the paper to go?
I am not sure where all the different pains are in my body.
Different what are?
Pains are, and I have a sense that the ones associated with some of the
troubles I have expressing myself creatively. In my uh, up here a bit and around
the temples and a bit further back on the head as well, but.
That’s expressing your creativity
Yeah, and the frustration I have with not being well placed to get to do the
entire, to do only some of the entire range of things I want to do.
That’s regarding your creativity?
Yes, there are a lot of pent up ideas, especially musical ones.
What about the emotions below the head, because remember last week we
were talking about the picture that you drew of your inner self.
Yeah
You said you did not put a body to that because you did not know where to put
the tattoo
Yeah
So do you want to stay in the head or do you want to go to some of the other
pains?
Uh…(silence); how about we start with the head and work down.
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Ok
But I am still not sure where in my body, uh uh, my more purely emotional pains
live.
Maybe I can make a suggestion; maybe we can just focus more; instead of the
entire picture; on one emotion. You can choose whatever that is and you can try
to draw that emotion, however you want to express it creatively.
Yeah
Do you want to pick an emotion?
Well there are two emotions I often get together.
What are they?
Anger and sadness
Do you want to draw them together?
Yeah
Try to express it however you feel you want to. There are other materials there
for you.
Yeah. It’s just that I am not sure how to relate. I am not sure how to draw each
individual instance, but maybe I don’t really need to.
No, you don’t. If you want to do anger, then you can draw a picture just on
anger. If you want to do sadness you can. Then we can explore later on. We
can do another picture and look at them together.
Ok, but as I said I generally get them combined (sounds of paper and drawing)
Which one comes first?
Uh, you know, I have never really thought about that. I am so used to
experiencing them simultaneously.
(long silence)
I think I will turn this the other way (referring to the paper)
I have had so many notions of how to put this down on paper, just while I have
been here, so far today. First List then a Janus figure- and I don’t mean Janis
Joplin- I mean the roman god with the faces pointing both ways.
Maybe you can just do some sketches. Don’t let those thoughts and ideas go to
waste. It does not have to be the finished picture. It can be a work in progress.
You can just explore; you should just start exploring. Don’t think too much about
it. Like they say: Put pen to paper.
Well. What I think I ‘ll do is make it a landscape of sorts. (long silence, drawing
noises)
A lot of the music I like is sad or angry or sometimes both.
Give me an example of sad music.
David Bowie’s piece on ‘ Warszawa’ on low.
I am not too familiar with David Bowie’s music. Do you know the words?
Well. There’s a verbal that he got on for extra atmosphere, but the words don’t
make any sense. I should play you that piece sometimes, so you know what I
am on about.
That would be good.
(noises of pens dropping)
You can just dump all the crayons on the table if that makes it easier to find the
colors.
I might just use this one, that looks like black too.
Are you looking for black in there?
Yes, I found two black already, there’s not likely to be a third. But there might be
another bright red, if there is. Yep.
(silence and drawing noises)
I dare say that it’s already pretty easy to see which side is meant to be which.
Which side is which?
Well, this side is the sadness and the left side is the anger.
Sadness is blue and grey?
Yeah. And anger is red and black.
Ok
Although there are other meanings I attach to those colors.
Like what?
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Red for strength and vitality and black for understanding.
That’s interesting. Why black for understanding?
Well, if you’re somewhere completely dark and you don’t remember what it
looked like on your way in, you would need to develop a pretty good
understanding of the place, to know where the exit was. Or to know your way
around it.
Hmm
So red you said is strength and vitality and black is understanding, so what is
blue and grey?
Blue is sadness or indeed grief in the most general sense and grey is boredom.
Does boredom make you sad?
When I find that other people like things that bore me or vice versa it saddens
me.
Does it sadden and anger you at the same time like you said before?
It does anger me a bit.
So what do you do when someone…Do you express your anger or your
sadness or your boredom?
I am not usually that well placed to.
So where does it all go?
It quite often comes out in my music and my other creative endeavors.
That’s a good channel for those energies, for those feelings and emotions.
Yeah, you’re not wrong.
But what happens if you can’t contain that? Does it happen, has it happened?
Well, it has happened. There have been times where I have been at parties and
have had a few drinks and essentially used the alcohol as an emotional safety
valve.
And what did you do?
Uh, uh, I got angry at someone, then been really upset and had a crying fit.
Have you gotten angry and punched something or someone?
Well ones when I was still living with my mom I got my foot jammed under the
sliding door of the lounge room and I kicked a whole in the hallway wall with my
good foot.
I understand a little bit of what you meant when you said that sadness and
anger come together. You were talking about the party and then you got angry
and then you had a crying fit. So is that an example of anger and sadness
coming together?
Yeah
What is more dominant, the anger or the sadness?
I have not thought about it. (silence) Maybe I should get back to you on that.
Ok, I trust you will, when you are ready.
Yeah - I think one thing that would uh uh that would give me less reason to
feel sad and angry is if I made more of a point of telling people what I want and
why I want it
Right – that’s good insight there.
Do you feel you have the tools to do that?
I’m working on it
I see my book as a means of doing that, not this one so much as the one I’m
writing for publication.
And in that you’ll tell the world what you want or is it towards specific people?
Do you understand my question?
Well, I do have some requests to make of specific people, but I also have a lot
of desires that I want to put to this world in general.
Do I have to wait for the book for that, or will you share some with me?
I ’m not sure where to start? Uh, one thing is that I’d like to have at least
working access, if not uh uh to have it uh have it myself
Working access to what?
A wide variety of musical recording and other uh equipment that would suit my
needs as a uh creative artist, whether it be in music, films, graphics or whatever
else
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Hmm hmm
In that there are some uh uh musical ideas in particular that I have, that uh well
musical and coining a new word here – graphic–o-filmic ideas I have, that are
intimately tied in with using, uh with particular pieces of equipment.
Do you have any musical instruments?
I have an electric guitar
Here?
Yes, and several different effects boxes, an earphone and I’ve got uh a
synthesizer of my nephew Riley’s place, it’s a fairly old one, but it sounds quite
good
Do you play here? I’ve never heard you play
Well, I’ve played in my room and I usually record myself just on a visual
cassette recorder, not so different from that one, so mine is in some ways more
primitive and mine is more monorol
Monorol what?
More mono?
More mono not stereo?
Exactly
I bought this one when I went overseas
That model is available in Australia too
Is it? It’s not bad, this little one
Yeah. I’d like to be able to have a multi track recorder not particularly a multi
track tape recorder, I’d like one of those new uh digital ones, with loads of
virtual tracks
You’d better start saving!
(laughter) A lot of musical instruments I’d like to use are far from cheap
Like what?
Digital sound players, uh, uh and
All electrical equipment
And uh there’s a wide variety of musical instruments I’d like to use, everything
from a uh uh from something like a, uh an ensonic ASR 10 to a uh uh mandolin
banjo
You know you said last week that you’ve been in Travencore, that you have
been in the system for a long time. Have you at any stage met other people
who are interested in, did you do any recording with anyone else or has it
always been a solitary thing?
Uh it’s pretty much always been just me, although I’d like to collaborate with
other people
Because I was thinking you know, the Richmond Fellowship is such a big
organization and you know maybe we can put something on the web of the
Richmond Fellowship Maybe there are other people who are interested in
getting together. And maybe there is staff that might be interested in doing
something. That is something you should ultimately talk to James about. Maybe
that’s something that can be a goal. (silence) You finished with the picture.
What did you try doing?
Anger and sadness?
Can we look at it?
Sure
Can you tell me about it? Please
Yeah, again, I’m not sure where to begin
What do you see?
Well, again it’s difficult to know where to start
Should I point to a place where you should start? Would that make it easier?
Yeah – (laughter) – well, that’s
Actually, can I change that?
Yeah
The bottom left hand corner
Well, uh that relates to uh, I was thinking you might ask me about the pointed
shapes
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Well you tell me – so there are pointed shapes, so we see pointed shapes in
the black
Anger feels spiky to me, I’m not sure why I think of anger as black, perhaps
because when I find the outlook is a bit gloomy, I don’t only get sad, I also get
angry and either way I’m in what you might call a black mood – it just feels dark
somehow
Does it also feel dark when you look at this picture now?
Yeah, I guess the darkness – the black is more a brooding kind of anger, uh uh
red is uh more of a type of anger that brings me to want to speak disrespectfully
to whoever has brought me angry
And do you get to do that at times?
Not very often directly
So that’s when you start writing songs?
Yeah, and – even just the sound of my electric guitar can speak volumes
(laughter) can speak and make volumes
I use a fair bit of uh distortion too and that can be quiet satisfying
So you can translate it into music, but what would the word, what would those
disrespectful words be?
Uh
Do you feel safe to share them here?
Yeah, uh, uh it uh varies uh according to why I feel the need to say them, but
uh it’s uh mainly a matter of uh imputing bad motives and low intelligence to the
person
So what would you say?
For example, “you mean fart head”
Hmm, what else?
And uh then I’d explain why
Hmm
Uh, that’s a common uh, uh, habit of mine, uh, uh using an insult to open a
dialogue rather than to shut one off
That’s interesting because it’s a good concept. Do you always find that others
respond to it, or do they get offended by the insult?
It uh depends how well they know me
Is there somebody you can think that you would really like to say straight into
their face “you old fart head”?
You mean fart head
You mean, sorry (laughter) – just off the top of your head, don’t think too much
Probably John Howard
Ok. It’s pretty impersonal. Anybody in your closer surroundings?
Uh, no one around here has given me that much reason to get angry with them
Ok , shall we go on with the pictures , so we covered the black, and we talked a
little bit about the red
Uh, well uh
You said the black was more of a brooding and the red was what?
Uh uh, well I guess it’s more direct. Uh, the uh the deep blue uh of course
relates to sadness, and I’ve experienced quite a lot of that
Like what? What’s the saddest thing that’s happened to you, if there is such a
thing as the saddest?
Well, I find it difficult to pick up one thing and say that’s the sadness. I know
there’s a lot of things that have brought me particularly sad, whether it’s my dad
dying or uh uh or uh uh uh being seen differently by some other people than
how I see it myself
Hmm – that makes you sad too
Yeah, because uh uh uh it wouldn’t be such a problem if they still liked me, but
generally I find that when people see me differently from how I see myself, they
don’t like me
We touched on that a little bit last week and the thing is you see we all have
and you’re probably familiar with the word “persona”?
Yeah
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And what’s important, and I think everybody knows this part, is that you might
see yourself differently within, but you have to learn to let others see that and
sometimes we don’t; and it’s a risky business sometimes to show what’s really
inside, to show our sadness, to show our vulnerability, to show our anger, to
show
Yeah, because they might not understand our reasons for it
Yeah, but the thing is, you see that’s when it’s important to kind of like find the
courage to show who you are
Yeah, and uh uh that’s one reason I’m working on my book
We can you know, we can work on that here too you know
Yeah. In fact uh,uh a couple of conversations I’ve had just today with Mary
Anne and right now with you, are giving me more impetus to work on my book
How is that?
Um because uh uh there’s a lot I, there’s a lot I have bottled up inside, and the
more I touch on it in conversation the less comfortable I am at keeping it inside
And the more you need a way of expressing it
Yeah, and a way of uh, uh explaining my inner life to other people
I think that’s the first step and that sounds exciting to me. It might be scary, but
I think you have a support system here that gives you the opportunity to do that
Yeah
Well, keep on trucking (laugh) – shall we go into the grey, and then we’ll have to
finish up
Yeah. I said earlier that uh, grey to me, particularly that kind of leaden grey,
represents boredom. Uh uh I get uh bored and frustrated with not being able to
well with uh not being very well placed at least to do what I want with my life,
and uh that includes uh being loved, understood and uh valued by others
That is a very basic thing
Yeah, uh hopefully, the more I can uh uh get my creative endeavors happening,
the more first things will develop
Your creative endeavors and also to kind of reach what you were talking about,
you know to show others what’s really inside there
Yeah, well I find those uh quite closely related
Ok, regarding the creativity you were talking about before, about, the creativity
and I asked you whether there is something that you share with others or
whether it’s solitary, so you know there are little teeny steps I mean I’m not
saying you know all of a sudden you got to become an open book, excuse the
pun
(laugh)
(Laugh) – well you know little steps in communicating and daring to say what
really is happening, and if it’s calling somebody a mean old fart head, so be it.
Yeah, well yeah well I uh yeah well I uh probably didn’t use being old as the
basis for an insult though
Oh, I’m sorry, I again said old – mean fart head, right?
Yeah
Sorry (giggle). Well – I feel it’s an exciting time and a lot of what you said, you
know about the conversations that you’ve had. I think there’s a lot of things
bubbling
Yeah
So I’m looking forward to discovering them
Yeah
And discovering what’s beneath Tim, inside Tim, the slow unfolding. Ok, we
have to close. I have an appointment to go to.
Yeah
OK
Yeah
Thanks a lot
That’s alright
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Forget it is here
Uh uh I don’t mind being taped
I know you don’t. How are you going?
It depends with what
Well, tell me what could it depend upon
Well, uh, different aspects of my life are at different stages of development
Is there one specific aspect that you want to look at today?
Well, I don’t really feel like looking at one aspect. Then again, my energy drink
is still kicking in
Well, we don’t have to separate aspects. We can look at the whole picture
Let’s
You’ve got the material in front of you
Yeah
We can also, if you want to, start by looking back what you’ve done so far
Alright
Is there something you would like to do?
Yeah
Ok. Should we hang it on the wall?
Might as well
So this is our first session. This is our second session, third session, just for the
lack of space I will hang it up here
Yeah
Maybe we’ll have to step back, is it too close?
No, it’s all right, I’ll just have to crane my neck a bit to look.
Do you want to tell me what you see?
Uh, yes, it, uh, I feel there’s a bit of a progression there
How so?
Well, in terms of uh, in terms of exploring my feelings, I’m going deeper and
deeper in
Which one would you say is the one you went the deepest?
The most recent one – anger and sadness
OK. That also in a sense relates to what you were saying about your inner self
Yeah
Do you remember when you drew that picture?
Yeah
Do you remember what you were saying about what the tatoos?
Yeah
Is that something you want to explore today, maybe? We don’t have to, it’s up
to you
Uh
Or is there any aspect that you see in any of the pictures that you would like to
explore some more?
I’d like to look at some of the things that bring me angry and sad
OK. Should we leave those pictures hanging, or should we take them down
before we start?
Uh, might as well leave them hanging for the moment
Ok. Do you want to choose some materials and some paper? (silence) Do you
have something in mind? Are you going to do something specific, or you just
want to go ahead and do it?
I have a very vague idea of what I want to do this time
Do you think lead pencils are a good medium for you or do you want to
Well, I’m thinking of drawing a bunch of little things that relate to, that relate to,
to the feeling I have that the people who create most of trouble in this world,
whatever reasons they may think they have for causing that trouble, are
ultimately just doing it for the sake of it.
So you want to look at it as a global picture?
Yeah
Or on a personal level?
Well both really. They way you’ve described it has given me an idea of how to
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draw it
I shouldn’t have said anything
No, it’s all right. I was struggling with my ideas before that.
So it was helpful?
Yeah. I probably put that the wrong way around, have I?
I don’t know
I was trying to draw Australia and I transposed the Northern Territory and
Queensland
That’s Ok
I’m trying to correct that now. I might use something else as well as gray leads
You’re welcome
I should probably doesn’t go that far east, but never mind. It’s hard to
remember how things go
Well don’t get stuck on that. Remember we were going to explore some more
issues about sadness and anger
Yeah. Maybe I should just write across it, rather than trying to draw in
coastlines, because I am so bad at those
You’ve done pretty well for what I see
But have you noticed how far north I’ve put the Asian mainland?
Well, it’s OK. I mean, you know, you’re being creative here
There’s a difference between creative and sloppy
I’m not here judging you for sloppiness. This is a place (Tim interrupts)…
I often judge myself
Yes, that’s a very good point. Are you your worst judge?
One of them
Who are the others?
When my step-dad was alive, he judged me pretty harshly
Mm, is that one thing that makes you angry?
Yeah
Still? I mean, I’m not saying that judgmentally
Well, that does still bring me angry
Mm, hmm
Because it was so, is it, it was so wearing not being able to get any approval
from him
Mm Hmm
I think that was a major reason for me developing an energic disorder
How was that? How did that happen? How did it manifest itself?
Uh, I’m not sure if I’m answering your second question first here, uh, but, I, uh,
just never really had that much energy to begin with, but uh, during my, uh,
during my, uh, early to mid 20’s, I started getting so tired that, that I had
difficulty, uh, attending to my duties as a, as a, as a person, like I frequently
found I was too tired to, well, I don’t know if it was a matter of being too tired to
wash , but I just stopped to feel, I just
You stopped what?
I stopped
What were you going to say? I stopped feeling?
Yeah, but I didn’t quite stop. It just happened a lot less frequently that I felt
enough like getting myself clean to actually make a point of it.
And that was an issue, getting clean was an issue with your step-dad?
Yeah, uh, uh, especially since, since, uh, when I’d been, when I’d been
sweating, it would smell like beer, and, and, and uh, uh, he thought I was going
out and getting drunk all the time
Mm, so how did you respond?
Badly
What do you mean exactly? What did you do?
Well, it was more that he got angry with me about some other things, like if I’d,
like if I had things where he could trip over them. Incidentally, he was blind, and
stuff would frequently spill out of my room, but when it was really untidy,
because that was another thing I had difficulty finding the energy to do. I would
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tend to put things where I could see them and then they would get buried under
the next lot of things that would get put where I could see them, and it would
have been a lot easier if they were all transparent.
But they weren’t
No
So give me an example, so you left something’s lying around; and your
stepfather was blind?
Yeah
So then he tripped over something. What did happen
Well, he didn’t generally trip over things, but he would feel with his feet that
there was something on the floor and he would get angry that it was there
What did her do when he was angry?
Well, he’d grumble and I’d try and explain the situation and he’d get angrier and
he’d give me a right tongue-lashing
What’s a right tongue-lashing?
Well, it’s not like a left tongue-lashing which is on the other side
I don’t understand what a right tongue-lashing is
Well, there’s an equivalent term in the USA, I believe, he’d chew me out
What, did he scream at you? Is that why you’re saying a right tongue-lashing?
Well, he didn’t scream, but he did shout very loudly
Did he hit you?
Uh, no, but he might as well have done. I’m pretty sensitive
So his words beat you?
Yeah
Did you resent him coming into the family?
Well, not to begin with, but once he gave me a taste of his temper, I resented
his presence greatly
And your sisters?
They felt pretty much the same way, same way I did
Mm
And, uh, he used to drink a bit sometimes, and when he was drunk he would
get sleazy. My Mum got him off the booze and it was after that that he started
getting angry, that he started not liking the fact that I frequently came home
smelling like a brewery, ignoring the fact that it wasn’t from beer
What were you doing? How come you were so sweaty?
I used to walk halfway, yeah, about halfway across town to see some of my
friends, because I like long walks and I walk pretty fast, so I would get into a
lather. (long silence, sounds of drawing)
Are you getting anywhere with the drawing?
Uh, not so far. I thought that putting this there would somehow tie it all
together, but it seems to be further apart than it was.
Mm. Any suggestions how we can change that?
Well, I was going to put fairly figurative scenes around this. I think it would help
if I would use symbols.
Would it help if you use some other materials like oil pastels?
Yes, it would probably look like more of a statement with those and that is
something I like to do in art – make a statement
Mm – you could spill them out if that would be easier for you
Now where did I put that other one?
It’s Ok, we’ll find it
I found it, It’s just here
Thank you
That’s alright
Just turn it over. You can make as much mess as you want.
I don’t know which is silver, but …
I think it could be that one. It doesn’t look like silver, it looks more leaden, but
it’s probably suitable for the, uh, if anything, it is a bit silvery, come to think of it,
just that it looked leaden in this light
We have a gold one too
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I noticed that. I was going to use that for the crown I am going to put on this
next. And, now what other kinds of trouble can I draw symbols of? Hmm. I can
think of something else. You know why I’ve drawn a Cyclops?
No, you tell me
Because, I don’t know if you’re familiar with this expression, but when someone
is very fanatical about what they believe in, here in Australia, we say they’re
one eyed.
OK. That’s why you drew that?
Yes
Do you know that English is not my first language? Are you aware of that?
Uh, yes, but you, but you speak it pretty well
Yeah, but sometimes, you know, there are things that don’t understand. I just
want you to be aware of that, because you may say something that has some
sort of metaphor or meaning to you, which I might or should be understanding,
because it might be a pun or something, so I just want you to know that.
Yeah, well, people whose first language is English don’t always understand my
metaphors, etc.
That’s true, You know in German there is an expression, like you said one
eyed; in German there is an expression that when people are like that, they
wear what horses wear. You know what l mean?
Yeah, they have blinkers
Yeah
Uh, that same expression exists in English
So you call them blinkers – what you put on a horse so they can’t look to the
right or to the left?
Yeah, you can say in English that people with a very narrow outlook are
blinkered. Sooo…. what else?
Maybe we can go from the personal more into, uh the global more into the
personal and you can make symbols of things that get you angry
Well, these are things that bring me angry
Mm, Hmm
And I’m going to do something else that relates both to the personal and to the
wider Dritemi Dtirzh.
The what?
Third dimension earth…
Third dimension earth?
Yeah
OK, when you finish the picture we’ll talk about that and you’ll explain it to me
OK. Yeah. One heart wields the saw
One heart what?
Wields the saw. To, uh, cut its connections, with other hearts
You said, one heart …
Wields the saw
What do you mean? Wields the saw? Like when you have a sore?
No, this kind of saw
Oh a saw, OK
To disconnect itself from other hearts, so what I’ve drawn there is the lack of
empathy
Empathy or love?
Well, uh, well, if you don’t empathize with others, you wouldn’t love them either
Yes, but there’s a difference between love and empathy
That’s true. But I don’t know how to, I find it difficult separating the two when I
think about them
OK
Between those 3 evils, I think they’re the root cause of all the rest. I thought I
was going to need to draw a lot more things
You spoke about your, you know to get back to the personal part, you spoke
about your step-dad
Yeah, well he was pretty unempathetic
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But he’s also something that makes or that evokes anger in you, right?
Yeah
So maybe, would it be appropriate to add him to the picture?
Uh, well, well I think I’ve covered him already by drawing that – a heart
disconnecting itself from other hearts
You’re packing up?
Yeah, I don’t know what else I want to draw a picture of?
How are you feeling right now? What’s going on?
Uh, uh, well, I don’t feel confident to draw anyone accurately, which is one
reason I felt like working mainly on the symbols, but also with my energic
disorder, I’m particularly tired today and I’d like to, uh, finish things up here
reasonably quickly, so that I could go back in my room and, uh, have a lie down
for a bit.
Hmm, what did you do today so far?
Well, the uh, talking and body. issues group actually convened this week, I say,
actually, because it usually doesn’t end up doing so, because I’m usually the
only one who turns up and, uh, the idea was arrived at a while back, but there’s
no such thing as a group of one
So were you the only one today?
This time I wasn’t, that’s why it convened, but I usually am. I might just grab a
gray lead again …to
To be or not to be?
That wasn’t what I was going to say
Well, that was my association
I might just put this, …to take it up, to quote some more Hamlet. “Slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune”
What is happening with those pictures that you keep on looking at? Are you
referring to them, in a sense? (the ones we had put on the wall from the
previous sessions)
Uh, yeah. If I’d known I was going to do such a small picture, I’d have grabbed
one of the other pads
It’s perfectly all right. Maybe it’s a work in progress or maybe it just stands for
itself
Well, I would have thought the definition of a symbol is that it symbolizes
something else
Well, it’s interesting, you know, with a symbol, I mean, Ok, that symbol over
there, the dollar sign …..
With a crown on it?
Yes, can we look at it?
Yeah
That, I think, is a symbol that most everybody would associate with dollars
Yeah
Now, this, if you would take ten people and ask them what that symbolizes, I
would guess that you would get at least seven different responses of your
Cyclops and what it stands for
Yeah
And this too, I mean if you wouldn’t know, I mean, you would see, a heart is a
heart, but what is that in between? You probably would also find different
responses or different interpretations and that’s why it is so important, you
know, sometimes we use a symbol to stand for something else?
Yeah
Or like you were saying before, we were talking about metaphors, or even
colors, you know, some people would say blue is the ocean – it makes them
feel good, and somebody else might say, blue is how I feel when I’m depressed
Well, I tend to attach different meanings to different shades of blue, and I tend
to use dark blue to mean sorrow and, uh, uh, electric blue to convey a sense of
intense spirituality
So you see? Yes? Now when you thought of that title, you kept on looking up
to the other pictures. Is there a relationship? Or relatedness?
Uh, uh, yes, uh, well , uh, those pictures are all different responses of mine to
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bad hurts I experience both on my own behalf and through empathizing with
others
Now, what is this?
Dritemi Dtirzha, that is the Fernaoki name for uh, uh, our world
For our world?
Yeah, for the world that we, not the Fernaokis live in.
And what does this underneath mean? There?
Third or the dimensional earth
And that’s written in your?
That’s written just in my handwriting
Oh, dimensional, Ok, I can see that now, Ok, sorry
Yeah, uh, in fact the Fernaoki don’t customarily use the roman alphabet as you
can see there, but I use it, partly through force of habit and partly because I
thought it would bring it easier to read
I appreciate that. So this Fernaoki alphabet, is that something you made up
yourself?
Uh, well, it’s something that I rediscovered
But if one would look in ancient languages, would one find something similar?
Uh, well, a lot of people I know reckon it looks like Greek or Cyrillic, or a mixture
of the two. The Fernaokis have a logo graphic script as a font, which they use in
the same sort of contexts where we would use gothic lettering, because as you
might expect, their logo graphic script is older than their alphabet.
How much before Christ?
Well, their, well they developed their alphabet about 5000 years ago
About 5000 years ago?
Yeah, and they have logo graphic script from about another 5000 years before
that
OK, do you want to take that picture out of the pad?
Yeah
OK. Thanks a lot
That’s alright
And we’ll see you next week.
Yeah
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You didn’t have lunch?
I did have lunch, but that was my lunch. Not the energy drink, what I bought as
well as it, as well as it
How are you doing?
Reasonably
Doesn’t change, does it? From one to 10, where are you?
Still five (laughter)
I see you shaved your beard, what brought that about?
Well, I’ve been thinking of doing it anyway, and then my mum told me I looked
like Claude Greengrass in Heart Beat
Did you shave, or did she help you?
I shaved
It’s nice, one can see your face and your lips and they’re not too skinny
Well, the upper one looks extra thin to me
Where are we going today?
Well, I brought my song title notebook again because I figured I needed it for an
external source of inspiration and I was right
You have been bringing it every time.
Yeah
You just haven’t been using it every time
Yeah – not all of my song titles are that drawable.
Why don’t you try? If something inspire you
Well, some have more visual potential than others
Maybe that’s an emotion you want to explore. When we did the picture on anger
and sadness you represented it more with colors rather than; Well it still was
very visual.
Well, it’s still very visual
What we can also do again is start with a scribble
Yeah
And maybe that will be an inspiration for you
Umm, alright might as well try that again
Do you want a bigger paper? The big one?
Umm – this size will be fine
Do you remember the instructions?
Umm – not off hand
Actually maybe I’ll suggest something different today which is a scribble with
your non-dominant hand
OK
So the exercise is – close your eyes and to just make a scribble and when you
open your eyes see what form, images jump at you. And remember you can
toss and turn the paper around to see.
It looks like hills people or a bit of each
Try to bring it out – did you say hills?
Yeah (long silence while drawing)
Actually, yeah. I’m thinking of laser fine tuning this drawing, so to speak
Remember we have different mediums to work on
Yeah, I feel like mainly using grey lead and red for this
Ok
This is a bit like Mt Rushmore, except the people are the mountain
The people are the mountain
Yeah, I don’t know if you’ve heard the joke about as old as Mr. & Mrs. Hill?
No
It is a reference to the phrase “as old as the hills” – the a pun on it
What’s the pun?
Well, when you hear the expression “as old as the hills” you don’t generally
think of people. Not as the hills anyway. You think of mountains, only a bit
smaller
My association could be that hill is very still and kind of stony
And some people are like that as well
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Who was saying: “I am a rock I am an island ”?
Well, I don’t feel as isolated as all that
As the song?
Yeah
Good
Hey kind of merge in to one another
Yeah – the man and the woman
Yeah, and I’ll put a little here. And here a big treble clef
Are they into music?
You’d expect so – “The hills are alive with the sound of music “ (singing)
Are they 2 people from The Sound of Music, or who are they?
Mr. & Mrs. Hill. I’m concerned about my chronological age
How is that so?
Because some of the things I want to do with my life, people expect you to be
very young
Like what?
In your late teens probably
Give me an example. What would you like to do that you feel too old, but still
would like to do it?
Be a rock star
What else?
Well, there’s nothing else that has that much of an age restriction on it, that I
would like to do with the possible exception of acting in films
You know, it’s never too late. You are putting a restriction on yourself. You
don’t have to be a teenager to be a rock star
But having said that, it does help
Having said what?
That you don’t have to be a late teenager to be a rock star
You don’t, if you like music and you have something to say that other people
can relate to, then fame can come at any age and the same thing with movies.
Of course you have to do something, you have to set yourself a goal and see
how you go. Kind of like work on your dreams to make them real
I’d actually like to make my own films as well as acting in them
There are lots of possibilities to explore.
Yeah
You can take a course in screen writing. There are lots of things you can do
Yeah
Like I said, it’s never too late. We have these dreams; we talked about that
today. We have dreams as young people; we have aspirations that later on in
life we still feel connected to but have not achieved yet. I think it’s a
misconception to think that there’s no room for that, because if your way of
expressing yourself is through acting or writing or music and as I said before,
you have something to say, then you can say that when you’re older too
Yeah
There are not a lot of things that are bound to age, if you think about it. It’s a
perception that we have
Yeah, I guess. I just feel restricted by how others perceive me
And even that one can change
Yeah, well I’m working on that with my book, I haven’t devoted that much time
to working on that lately, perhaps I should make more of a point of it
Yes. Should we look at that picture?
Yeah
Are you finished with it?
Yeah
Or is it still in progress?
Yes, I’ve finished
Actually, what I would like to suggest to you – may I take it out? Remember
how we did the other one when we did an extension?
Yeah
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I would be kind of curious to see how this would extend. Do you want to try
that?
I’m not sure in what way I would extend it
Do you want to give it a try or not?
Uh, well, uh, well, I’d like to, but I’m not sure how to proceed
Well, just try – should we tape it?
Uh, alright
We’ll tape it from this side? (long silence)
How do you draw something that’s part of a very structure of the earth?
What do you mean? What is part of the structure of the earth?
Well, the lower bit of Mr. & Mrs. Hill
I will leave that up to your creativity. I trust your creativity. However and
whatever. (long silence and loud drawing/scraping noises) What’s happening?
This is what they come up from
And what does it represent?
Uh, a huge rock outcrop. It’s getting back to music I guess (loud and nervous
laughter)
Do you know the group Kansas?
No
They had a song where they sang “Cause rocking & rolling is only howling at
the moon”
Well, I’m always interested to know why people do things
Do you have a question?
Uh, well, not really, it’s just that I figured before you describe anything so dear
to many peoples hearts, including mine, as howling at the moon, you should
make a point of finding out why they howl at the moon
Ok, maybe I need to listen to the whole song, not just to the refrain
Yeah (scrapping noises of lead on paper)
Is that the title?
It’s not a title, it’s just a description of uh why I make music, as well engage in
other cultural endeavors, such as writing and drawing. And I wrote that in
Fernaoki; yeah, it means creating good order
Can you write that underneath?
Yeah
Are you finished with the picture
Yeah
Do you want to give it a title, date and sign it?
I might as well
Can we look at it?
Sure
It almost looks like they’re wearing a skirt together
Ha, ha! Well I don’t feel that a skirt is only a female garment
Have you ever worn a skirt?
Well I’ve got a towel around my waste after bathing
Have you ever worn a skirt or a dress?
Not as such
You have a smirk on your face. Is that something you would like to do?
Well, I feel that distinctions between male and female dress codes are
essentially artificial
The Scots wear skirts
Yeah and they’re called kilts
Looks like a skirt?
Yeah
What does the woman have?
A dress, but I didn’t draw it in that much detail.
No, on her face
I just wanted to give her face a bit more definition than I already had, so I drew
a bit of a contour around there
Oh, ok. You said before that they were merging?
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Yeah
Do you feel sometimes that the feminine part in you and the masculine part in
you are merging?
Well I’ve never thought of them as being all that separate to begin with. I was
brought up with and by my three older sisters, so I think of women as just being
people
Did they use to dress you up in girl’s clothes?
No. I like the variety and refinement of styling that female clothes have
Are you finished with this picture?
Yeah
I would like you to do, if you feel like it, something with chalk pastels. Just an
exploration. Do you want this paper or a bigger sheet?
Um, I’m not sure yet. Is there anything in particular you would like me to
explore?
No I’d like you to explore the medium. Have you done work in chalk before?
A very long time ago
Do you want to give it a try?
Yeah
Small or big?
Small. I might put that away first. That’s not how I expected it would be
Is this how you expected it to be?
I was expecting that part to be attached to this part
Oh, Did it break?
Yeah. My hands coming out to hold the rest of the universe to me
To haunt?
To hold
To hold?
The structural of that more obvious too. (drawing noises) These break so easily
It’s Ok, don’t worry about it, I don’t mind I hope you don’t mind. They are there
to be used
It’s just brings things a bit unwieldy when they’re broken
But you can still use them
Yes, it’s just a bit more awkward
So the title is?
Tied to the cosmos by the heart strings
It seems very metaphorically and symbolic. I don’t understand it. Can you tell
me a bit more about it?
Yeah
What’s the form?
Well, I think of a cosmos as being funnel shaped with heaven at the top and
sort of overflowing, and gradually getting narrower as it goes down
So where is the cosmos?
It’s that shape there
What does cosmos mean?
Universe
Pretty tight universe there
Well, it’s how I think of it as being structured
And this is where you are?
Yeah
Towards the bottom of the funnel shape
Yeah
And this?
This is what I drew as an arm of sorts, but it’s obviously my heart strings
And they’re going towards?
Well, heaven’s up there, so it’s trying to reach up and also trying to put myself
into the structure of the universe
Is there something you are trying to; you said before with an outstretched hand?
Is there something you are trying to contact in heaven?
Uh, well, I don’t feel that I’m in very good touch with God
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When someone dies and people say they go to heaven (Tim interrupts)
Yeah. I miss my dad
Do you sometimes try to reach out to him?
Well, I think about him a fair bit
Are you feeling sad right now?
Yeah
When you start thinking about the whole space and cosmos, do you remember,
and when did you started creating this – your language?
Well I had some version of these things
Can you remember how old you were?
Well, I think it goes back as long as I can remember in my present incarnation
at least
Sometimes we have early memories. What’s your earliest memory, where you
remember yourself sitting and thinking about cosmos and universes? Do you
have a memory?
Ah, I can remember thinking about it when I was about six years old
And what happened when you were 6 years old?
One thing I remember happening though I don’t think it relates to that, is me
climbing up on this windowpane that was waiting to replace one that had been
broken. It was leaning up against the side fence, in the driveway at my family’s
old home and I remember getting up on it and my leg going through it
How painful
Yes it was, I still have the scar
Did you have to go to the hospital
Yeah, and I think I must have gone into delirium, because while I was getting
the stitches, it took 4 brawny male nurses to hold me down.
Were you scared? Were you angry? What happened?
As I said I think I must have been in delirium, you know what that means?
Yeah, yeah. So 4 nurses holding you down?
Yeah
Was your father sick then already?
I think he was still reasonably healthy at that point
But did you have a diagnosis already?
No
Are you happy being where you are on that picture there?
Well, it is necessary for what I want to do, but I’d prefer to be a bit further up in
some less cosmic prospects – like I’d like to be better resourced financially
because being on a fixed income I’m not well placed to do what I want with my
life
It reminds me a bit of the water color painting you did
Yeah, I guess the shape is quite similar
It’s interesting because when I asked you in that painting where you were at, do
you remember where you said you were at?
No
If that was the middle you pointed outside
Yeah, I felt I had already been hit by uh some kind of tornado
Meaning what?
Meaning that uh, uh a lot of things have, uh that, well I just seem to get thrown
by lots of things and I take a long time to recover from that
I think it’s a difficult situation to be in, to be a little boy and have your father die
Yeah, but it wouldn’t have helped that I tried to tough it out.
No, it wouldn’t have helped.
Even if it was rather expectable for a lad of not quite 8 years old, to try to do
that
To tough it out?
Yeah
It’s a big thing to expect from a little child
But I expected it of myself
Did you?
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Yeah
What did you expect?
To take my dad’s death as calmly as I could
But you didn’t – inside you didn’t?
Not inside, but externally I took it calmly
Right – you pretended?
Yeah
But what happened to the inside?
Well, I’m still suffering internally, because of my dad’s death and for other
reasons
Do you know what you’re suffering? Maybe next week we can draw a picture of
that
Alright
Because we’re going to have to finish for today. Thanks
That’s alright
I won’t be in next week, I’ll see you in 2 weeks
Alright
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Do you remember what we did last week or was it two weeks ago?
I think it would have been two weeks ah ago, and I’m not quite sure exactly
Well at the end of our last session we were talking about your father’s death
Ah yes, I remember that
And you said you wanted to draw a picture of your suffering, that you’re still
suffering, so do you think you can create something that would represent that?
Yeah
This is what’s available today so I would like you to get into color, you can
choose precisely what
So, do you have any water color paper?
Yes, you have a choice, so you choose what you want
This one will do
Ok (noises of art material being prepared)
Are you ok? (very long silence and drawing noises)
I haven’t even seen my dad’s uh, uh memorial, marker or whatever the term is
for the visual plate that someone dashes to be behind
Someone dashes to be behind – do you mean when they’re buried?
Burnt – uh, cremated I mean
Oh he was cremated?
Yeah
So did you ask where that memorial plaque is?
I know it’s ah in Corryong Cemetery, but that’s all
Well maybe that’s something you can discuss with James and maybe he can go
and look for it
Yeah (silence as he paints) It beats me how the Chinese and Japanese
manage to write with brushes
They have experience
Which is more than what I’ve got
You’re doing well
Was it your father’s wish to be cremated?
Yeah (long silence) When two of my sisters went there they found the
memorial wasn’t very good so they made sure he had a better one
So your sisters would know where exactly to go
Yeah
I’ll mention that to James if you don’t mind?
I don’t mind. Writing with the brush is so different from using a pen
Mm – you’re doing very well because those brushes are very soft
So uh, probably a stiffer one would be more use for writing
Yes
So is that an aspect of your suffering?
Yeah
You think going there – what will it do to you when you go there?
I’ll be able to uh I’ll be able to uh get some things off my chest I didn’t get much
of a chance to when dad was alive
Mm – do you want to talk about what that is
Yeah – uh he uh yeah uh uh the, yeah there was something he had made for
me once that meant a lot to me, it meant when I brandished it at someone else
he uh confiscated it, sawed it up and it was part of the firewood that evening
Who was that?
Uh, my dad made this uh uh spear, uh uh for me.
Hmm – out of wood?
Yeah, it had a very large head on it, more like a shield than a spearhead
Hmm
And I really liked that but after I brandished it at someone else
After you used it did you hurt someone?
Well I didn’t use it, I threatened them with it
Aha
Uh – my dad confiscated the spears, saw it up and it was part of the firewood
that evening
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How did that make you feel?
Uh – sad, because that spear meant a lot to me at the time
Mm – so that’s one of the things that you would say to him?
Yeah
What would you say?
Uh, that the spear meant a lot to me and I don’t remember who I threatened,
but they were being pretty obnoxious, and that I want to tell him because it’s
been so long and the spear did mean a lot to me
Mm (long silence)
I’m not telling myself to hit the line this is going to be a cultural reference of
sorts
What does that mean?
Oh, it means I’m tapping into something I’ve seen in popular culture, and using
it to make a point, and ah amuse people, even if it’s only you and me I’m trying
to amuse.
OK – but – OK I’ll wait till you’re finished and then see what comes out of this
‘never mind’
Yeah
So that’s it?
There is more – never mind, Carmen San Diego, where in the cosmos is my
dad’s subsequent incarnation
In the cosmos is your dad’s subsequent incarnation?
Yeah (long silence while drawing)
Is that how you connected with him?
I’m not really sure how to connect with him, I feel very isolated from him
Well, but you have a lot of imagery of the cosmos, so how does your imagery in
your – how does it relate to your father?
Well, he’s out there somewhere
Remember the picture that you drew about the alien in the cosmos?
Yeah
So there’s a connection there with him?
Well, uh, it’s quite conceivable his subsequent incarnation might be Fernaoki,
but I haven’t made a point of finding out
How old were you when you started with Fernaoki?
Uh – well I’ve had, I’ve uh uh what I now see as substitutes for it, for Fernaoki
before I, before I found out uh about uh Fernaoki itself
But you remember those substitutes, what they were and how old you were?
Yeah
So how old were you?
Um – I think I developed the first substitute not long after my dad died, so I
would have been about 8 years old
Hmm – did you understand death then when you were 8 years old?
Well, I understood it meant that uh, it meant that uh my dad had left and and left
uh left the , his family and his friends, and uh uh if ever he came back, it would
be in a different form, even if it was immoral in the same form, while still human,
it would be a different person
Hmm
Well, maybe it’s pen time, this brush, it’s hard to write with. (Silence). I suppose
the Chinese and Japanese generally used bigger brushes than this to write, I
mean stiffer ones (long silence)
So can you read what you wrote?
Yeah – never mind Carmen San Diego, where in the cosmos is- that’s kind of
difficult (to read) I know it goes uh you have to go back to get to the next word-,
is my dad’s subsequent incarnation
And who’s Carmen San Diego?
There was a video game in the 80’s for kids learning Geography, uh that had a
character called Carmen San Diego, who’s, who was an international ah author,
and she would turn up in one city or country and then go to another
Interesting – so that’s how you learnt Geography?
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That’s not how I learnt Geography, uh uh I learnt Geography by reading Atlases
Are there other questions that you had then in regards to your dad? In regards
to him dying?
Uh, well I thought it meant it had happened
Very understandable
Yeah
But are there any questions that you might want to ask me?
None that I can think of off hand
Ok. Well who is this?
Me, I know I haven’t drawn myself very well, but I wanted to stylize it as is
What’s this?
The distance to, the distance to uh uh uh Corryong
The distance to what?
Corryong
Ok – the cemetery
And the town
Ok (silence)
Do you think you can ask that question directly to your dad?
Yeah.(silence) I’m not sure I can do that right now though
Ok – does it make you feel sad?
Yeah. He was a nice bloke my dad, even if he did burn my spear
I can imagine, he must have been a nice dad
Yeah
Do you think you can draw a picture of him?
Yeah
Shall we use a new page?
Might as well
Do you mind if I take it out
I don’t mind
I’m going to leave it here so that it dries and so the color doesn’t run
Yeah
I’ve been told I look a lot like him
Do you have a picture of him?
Uh, Uh no, but I think my Mum has
It’s not really the color I wanted (giggle)
Do you want me to change the water?
Yes please Thanks
You’re welcome
Would you want to have a picture of your Dad?
Yeah
Can you ask your Mum?
Yeah (silence whilst painting) I uh uh uh could get out the address, I might add
a bit more color to this. May be not that deep ….. can do with that brown in
there
You can do what?
That brown and blue to use up some of the extra color I made his eyes too dark
Did he have blue eyes?
Yeah. Uh they were a grayish blue like mine …… Leastwise I think they were,
it’s hard to remember after so long uh uh uh uh ago. Besides, uh uh I’ve been
told I’ve got eyes like my Mum .… This stuff spreads
I think you let it dry and then color over it
Well I like the idea of the whites of his eyes being a slightly different shade of
blue (giggle)
Why is that?
It just seems interesting.…… Some lighter brown for the lips, it’s a bit too deep
looks like he’s wearing lipstick
Do you want to dab it off?
Yes please I should have done that with the eyes too. Let’s see if I (……?….)
of a of a right eye came out well, uh uh I say the right eye because ah if it was
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the, if it could look back that would be the right eye
If your father would be looking at you
Yeah – from the paper (1 minute silence) His middle name was George
Hm – M…..George G….( name withheld for privacy sake)
Yeah
Is there a question or something you want to say to him? Do you want to ask
him something or say something?
That spear meant a lot to me, I wish you hadn’t chopped it up and burnt it
How does it feel talking to him?
A bit strange – I’m not really used to talking with the dead
Well, you said at the beginning that there were some things you wanted to say
to him
Yeah, well I didn’t say I didn’t like the experience, I just said it was strange
Hmm – well it takes a while you know, but in your own space do you sometimes
catch yourself, or have you over the years caught yourself talking to him?
No, oddly enough, I haven’t. I think that’s a measure of the extent to which I
feel cut off from him
Maybe it’s time to start some sort of dialogue
Yeah.
I mean dialogue, not that he will answer, you know
Yes, well I knew what you meant and that’s why I said yeah
Do you want to look at it?
Sure
Is it still wet?
In parts
It’s too wet to put upright – it’ll start crying
(giggle) – I uh forgot to put the dimple in his chin, That’s where I got it from
Ok
Then if there is a title to it – is there a title to it?
Uh (long silence) - Gone but not forgotten (long silence and mumbling)
Can you date it please?
Yeah – It is still April, isn’t it?
Hmm
It’s not entirely coincidental, I suppose, that those zeros look like teardrops
Are you telling me that you’re sad?
Yeah. I might as well date it on this one as well
And if it has a title
Yeah –
That’s the title “Incomplete send off”?
Yeah
What does it mean?
It means that uh I haven’t yet fully come to terms with my dad’s death, and I
think I will once I’ve uh once I’ve uh said what there is left to say to him and
visited his memorial plate or whatever the term is
How old is this man?
He was uh uh 38 when he died (long silence broken by something dropping
and laugh)
We have to finish off
Yeah
But before we do that, I actually would like you to use the big brush and just
draw just a color, because it’s been pretty sad, so I would like you to just do a
very very quick something to contain – Do you know what I’m talking about?
Yeah
What am I talking about?
Uh, something to uh show a general tone of my feelings about my dad being
dead.
Hmm – and something that will close today’s session so that you know that it
won’t be like an open wound. I just want you to draw a picture that will fill
Yeah, well, you see that color, that’s what I’m doing. Though this isn’t a very
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down beat looking blue, maybe if I grab some of another shade of blue and use
that I’m probably dirtying some of the other colors with this
That’s Ok
It doesn’t seem to be making much difference
Hmm
Maybe we could try this one, it looks dark enough. That’s not really blue but it
gives something like the right feeling
Hmm - It looks kind of murky
Yeah, I find that sadness does feel murky
Hmm
Yeah right it is blue, it’s just a different shade. A very suitable shade for
sadness too. Do you want me to put my name and date to this as well?
Yes please
Could I use a pencil or a pen for that this time? Thanks.
You title it – if it has a title to it. (long silence while titling picture and some big
sighs)
Thank you
That’s all right
Sad with?
Dritemi Dtirzha
That’s what it means?
Yeah
Sad with third dimension earth?
Yeah
I don’t understand
There is a lot about this world that brings me sad
There’s a lot about what?
This world that brings me sad
Hmm – and about my dad being dead
Yeah
Ok, thank you very much
That’s alright
I’m uh thinking about going back to my room and listening to some music, uh uh
not sad music though
Ok – do you want to leave the sadness in the room?
Yeah
OK – we’ll hold it here
Thanks
I’ll see you next week?
Yeah
And, on Monday I will see you at 09h30 and we’ll go together, OK?
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So what’s been going on? Specifically after last week, it was a rather intense
time we had, what do you think?
Uh – well it was a little – it was a little draining, but I felt a bit better after I
listened to this punk tape I’ve got
What punk tape was that?
Uh – just one I taped off the radio several years ago.
Do you remember the lyrics?
Well there’s a whole bunch of different songs on there
Was there any specific song that spoke to you more than others?
Well, uh, there, uh, there are but, uh uh uh none of them has very much to do
with uh with uh uh seeing someone, yeah, with having someone in your family
die
And did you speak with James about it – I told you that I was going to talk to
James?
Yeah
What came out of that? I mean did you, did you make any sort of
arrangements?
Well, I confirmed that I would like to visit my uh, visit my dad’s uh grave or uh
you know, whatever the champ rope (??) is the memorial plaque
So, hopefully he will be working on that and then hopefully you’ll be going
there
Yeah
I really would like you to go there, specifically after you said that you have
never been there. I think it’s important
Yeah
So what did you bring with you today?
I brought my map book with uh my uh song titles, then extra pieces of paper
which uh, uh, I had an updated version of some of my song title listings, and
my uh and some parts of my book.
And these are the things that you want me to look at?
I think I might have actually had them inside there, but no matter. No that’s
them
Where is the chapter 3, man of two worlds
There’s bits of it there, it’s quite multifarious
Multi what?
Multifarious
Don’t know what that word means
That means it manifests in lots of, that means it uh it uh there’s uh lots of
different uh aspects to it. I’m not sure of the exact uh meaning, but I like the
sound of the word, you know (giggle)
Yes. (noises of paper turning) Do you mind if I would make some copies of
this?
I don’t mind
Because it’s going to be, it’s going to be hard for me to just sit here and read
while you are sitting here. This is your time so, if you don’t mind?
I don’t mind
And I’ll give it back to you
Yeah
Um, Ok. So did you think of what you wanted to do today? Is there something
that you want to explore some more?
Haven’t thought of anything. Sigh
Tired eh?
Yeah. Is it just me or is it hot in here?
Yes it is, I’m going to open the window a little bit because I had the heater on,
so. Since the rain stopped, it also not as cold. These are just the song titles?
These are yeah, but I’ve got uh, uh attributions and some notes uh with them
as well. Pasc stands for Pygarg Helots side coject
What’s Pygarg Helots?
My ambitional band
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HM hmm hmm!! Catch 27 – Is that a catch on catch 22?
Yeah (long silence)
What’s that?
Adapted from Yazzus only you, I would have tried the note key of tones
Those are separate notes, they don’t run into one another
Ah – well this I don’t think I need to photocopy, so when its Pygarg Helots – it’s
songs that you wrote?
Yeah – or songs that I’m planning on writing, but only have the title of so far
Ok, shall we get into some art?
Uh yes, but I was going to use that for inspiration
Ok, here you go – be inspired. But be inspired in regards to something like
emotional qualities that relate to you, rather than being cheeky – Mr. Cheeky!
(laugh)
Because I really like, you know, like your way of expressing yourself creatively
in art – it’s very great, and I realize that sometimes you try to go somewhere
else by being cheeky or humorous. So maybe we can look at some other
aspects that you do want to explore here in these sessions. Actually, you
know what I would like you to ask, to ask you?
What
Maybe you can do a realistic self-portrait with watercolors.
Yeah
Not another David Bowie
(laugh)
Because we never went into that, did we?
No
About the feelings that you had and about the scars that you were talking
about that your inner self had
Yeah
Do you think you could draw a picture of that?
Yeah
Let me go get some water, Ok?
Ok
What size did you want to use?
Well you’ve already got this one out, I figured I might as well use this
OK – (silence whilst setting up)
Yeah, that’s not really the right shade of brown
What – do you want it darker?
Yeah (silence whilst working)
What’s going on?
Uh, well it’s a bit difficult to – yeah I think I need to change colors for some
things, like when my shades go across the top of my head, and …
Your shades being your glasses?
Yeah – and my facial hair (silence)
What’s the significance of your shades of your glasses?
Well, I feel like they’re some kind of shield for me
Shield against what?
Ah
Because I notice you always wear them
Yeah – shields against uh I uh feel a bit, well I’m not sure off hand, I just feel
that much more vulnerable without them.
Did someone give them to you?
I bought them at uh, uh I’m not sure if it was the reject shop, or, yes I think it
might have been the reject shop actually, for about 5 bucks, several years ago
Before you bought them did you wear some other glasses?
Yeah – they were similar in style to these though
What do you do at night?
Uh, well I still wear them while I’m uh uh, while I’m not in bed
And then, when you go to bed?
I take them off (silence) – this blue is a bit too inky for my eyes, it would be
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yeah the right color if I blot it. Now that wasn’t quite what I meant to do – that’s
even worse (giggle). Ah well, now it looks like I’ve just got out of bed, never
mind I feel that way anyhow.
Well, did you just get out of bed?
No, but I might as well just have got out of bed
Because your eyes are blotched?
And because I feel uh and because I’m really tired
Hmm – seems to be the day – you’re not the only one! Seems to be a lazy
day
Or a, uh, oh I wouldn’t equate laziness with being uh uh uh tired or vice versa
Ok
Not having energy doesn’t make you lazy
That’s true. Now in the office before, someone was also saying how they feel
so tired
Yeah (long silence) I forgot to delineate the cleft in my chin but I can still do
that. Might as well be as realistic as I can and paint some hairs in my ears
(giggle) Is that the blue?
No, that blue is the hollows of the ears
Now is there anything beyond the neck?
Yes, there is but I haven’t got to it yet. I should probably have turned the
paper up the other way so it gets all of me on it
Well, we can always extend it, so
Yeah, there’s some
Should we extend it now already the paper, or
I’d just like to paint some hair on my neck first
Ok (silence)
I probably put my elbows a bit far up – license to lean them on the table
perhaps (laughter and long silence)
Ready for the extension?
Yeah
Let me move some of those things away
Yeah (long silence)
What’s going on?
I have a bit of a hang-up about painting my privates
Well, you don’t have to paint your privates, you can just put on a pair of pants,
but whatever you want to do, however you want to show, whatever you want to
represent, that’s up to you (very long silence while drawing)
There’s a bit of hair on my arms as well
Now can you point out where those tattoos are? Remember that session that
we had?
Yeah – uh uh The way I uh think of tattoos is more as a way to show what I’m
uh about, than as a a a site that stored pain. So
But you were then, in that session; you were talking about sites of stored pain
and referring to them as tattoos, right?
Uh well I don’t remember referring to them as uh uh uh uh tattoos, I know I
mentioned tattoos, but
You were more talking about the site of stored pain?
Well
Can you identify those sites please?
Yeah – being as I’ve already used deep blue, I’m not sure what other color I’d
make them
Well, you have quite a big choice here, and if you want to make them in deep
blue, you can also make them in deep blue – The choice is yours
I think I will make it deep blue because I get some pain right under where I
keep my shades anyway. So that’s a stored pain site, also up here is - and the
back of the neck; the shoulders; the chest; the abdomen; both knees
All those are sites of stored pain, right?
Yeah
Ok
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The soles of the feet; the toes; the calf muscles, and that’s it. Uh, oh I also get
it in the tochus
In the tochus?
Yeah
What religion is your family?
Uh uh uh uh basically uh uh there is Uniting Church on my Mum’s side, and
my yeah on my Dad’s side I mean, and my Mum joined the Salvation Army a
couple of years ago
Ok, coming back to this stored pain sites – now are they physical pains?
Well they manifest physically, and some of them were physical to begin with
Hmm – so the ones that manifest physically, where do they come from before
they manifest themselves?
Uh, well uh bad experiences I’ve had in the past, being dist in word or in deed
Being what?:
Dist – treating disrespectfully
Which ones are the ones that you’ve been treated disrespectfully, can you
point them out?
Uh well I haven’t analyzed them that much, but uh I would think all of them
Ok So they manifested. We are going to have to finish for today, because I
have to go to supervision.
Alright
Otherwise I would continue. But I definitely want to continue talking about
them and talking about this picture next week
Alright
Ok. So can you give it a title?
Yeah
So, what did you call it?
Storehouse of Horrors
Oh –that sounds heavy – Ok, so I’ll see you next week
Yeah
Thank you very much
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Do you remember what you did last week?
Yeah
Do you want to go back there?
Not for the moment
Because I did have some questions, but that’s too painful?
Uh, I suppose we can delve further into that
Is it frightening?
Well, I’m well I haven’t slept too well that past couple of nights, so I’m pretty
tired
Do you know why you didn’t sleep?
Well, the night before last it was because I hadn’t had enough to eat in the
evening
Yeah, and uh I get nauseous when it’s nearly time for the next meal, or if it’s a
bit overdue
Do you think it has anything to do with what we did last week?
Ahhhhhhh – well it’s probably got no direct connection with us talking about it
But?
It might have something to do with stored uh uh pain from the past
Hmm. Because you know what you did last week was pretty deep and, you
know, it probably must have made you feel very vulnerable
Uh – I feel vulnerable most of the time anyway
Should we take that picture out and look at it, or
Yeah
But you know one can feel vulnerable, and that’s Ok, but one can also be in
touch with when you don’t want to be feeling that vulnerable. So it’s up to you
whether we go there or not
Well, if we postpone it I’m not sure what else I feel like doing
So, are you telling me we should do it?
I’m saying we might as well do it
Ok, so let’s do it
Yeah
Actually, I did not put it together yet, because I didn’t know if you wanted me to
put it together – do you want me to?
Yes please
Ok, let me get some tape. I want to try and get it together like this so that we
don’t see the tape in the front. It might be a difficult enterprise
Yeah
I’m going to have to cut – is that Ok?
Yeah – I uh uh thought you would need to do that, and I don’t mind at all
Ok, because it’s a representation of you, so I want you to feel Ok when I’m
doing this
Uh – well, as I said, I don’t mind
I’ll be very careful – maybe we don’t have to cut it we can just fold it over I think
we might have to put some tape on it
Uh, uh that looks about right. I generally use wider uh uh uh sticky tape
because it gives you more leeway when you’re doing things like this
You right, but the only thing I have is masking tape not sticky tape, and I don’t
want to put masking tape on it. One of the things that you said while you
identified the blue to be all this stored pain, you also said something that there
are manifestations of pain where you had been treated disrespectfully. Want to
tell me more about that?
Well, yeah but I’m not sure where to begin
Well what feels the least threatening to talk about? (long silence)
Well, when I was at primary school I got teased a lot because I had a speech
impediment, and also because of my uh uh what I call my Kosmanschauung, –
my view of the universe, being so different from that of the other youths.
So they teased you about that?
Yeah.
How did they tease you – what did they do?
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Well they called me a spastic
Hmm – pretty painful
Yeah
So where do you think you manifested that?
Uh (holds breath)
Watch your breathing and try to breathe through
In the in the chest mainly
Kids can be really cruel
Yeah – I think it uh I think there’s somehow a link between that and them being
naturally relaxed, when they notice something about someone that brings them
to feel less than relaxed, they respond quite negatively
That’s an interesting concept. – Do you mean when something is around that
makes them less relaxed, or someone that acts differently than them then, or
Yeah, and uh uh uh brings them nervous because they uh because they maybe
don’t know what to expect from that person, or seeing someone act like that is a
new experience for them
So if you go back to being Tim at that age (a lot of banging/background noises/
hard to hear)
Uh (lots of banging) – it’s my usual responses of anger and sadness
Ok – I think I want to as we go through this Storehouse of Horrors, I would like
you to draw a picture of how it feels being teased. So, you said something –
“your usual anger and sadness”
Yeah
Can you draw that please?
Yeah
Do you want bigger paper?
Uh this is fine
Ok (Over a minute of silence and lots of background noises/banging)
I’m not sure that it’s the right shade of blue, hopefully we’ve got something that
looks a bit sadder than that – this looks like the right one– now that’s a real sad
shade of blue
Are you feeling sad now?
Uh well drawing it does bring it back a little
It’s Ok to be sad, you know that
Yeah
It’s Ok to be angry too.
(lots of banging on this tape)
Yes, I find I often get uh uh uh uh inspired uh uh in my music and in fact in my
other artistic endeavors when I’m angry or sad or both
Ok let’s stay with this anger and the sadness. So as a little kid imagine yourself
being at primary school. What did you do with that anger and sadness? Where
did you put it?
Uh, well I didn’t always have the most - I didn’t - it took a while for me to think of
putting it in my art.
It took a while to put it into your art?
Yeah
So, what did you do with it when you were still a little boy?
There, well uh – actually there was some art I put it into, like when I used to
carve wood, or sort of engrave on it
That’s called expressing it into something that’s a piece of wood, when you
started with a piece of wood it has a form then you transform that form and put
whatever you need into it
Yeah
Did you respond to the children in any way
Uh – well I wasn’t sure how I could respond to them in a way that would be any
use
So, do you want to explore that now? What would you say to them? What
could you have said?
Well, most times when I tried telling people that I’m not how they think, they
haven’t wanted to know
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So that was some more sadness?
Yeah – and some more anger at their pig headedness
You put it in your chest
Yeah
Is there more about drawing it?
I’m not sure what else to put
Well can I show you something that strikes me?
Yeah
What does this look like when we turn the picture upside down?
Uh – a bit like a heart
Hmm – it looked to me too like a heart. When you said you put it in your chest
Yeah – so that’s kind of apt
Very apt! So what are you going to title this?
Uh
What are you looking for?
Uh – well right now I’m looking for inspiration
Do you want a tissue?
Yes please – I’ve got some in my pocket but they are hard to reach when you’re
sitting down when they’re in your pocket
Well that’s why we have a box of tissues here
Yeah (a big nose blow) – (long silence) – do we have anywhere to put this
You can put it over there, we don’t really have a bin
Where did you point?
Just chuck it over there
Right
Ok well this – you started talking about primary school and about being teased.
Well maybe as we go through this manifestation of pain, maybe we can title
them by that?
Yeah
So what would you title that? You were looking at the pen – do you want the
pen?
Yes please
Put it on the bottom because there’s nothing there
Yeah
I would like to know whether – do you want to go through – remember how we
did it with you know, talking to your father – would you like to say something to
those kids? Do you think if you give it a voice instead of storing it in your heart
and your chest, it might help
Yeah
So what would you say to those little pigheads as you called them? You can
also write it if
Yeah, that would help too
You write it but then I want you to say it
Yeah – (long silence) I know what brings me to act so unconventionally, yuz
don’t
What does “yuz” mean?
It’s for, yes, ah its not really standard English, it’s a plural form for you
You?
Yeah
You don’t what?
Know what brings me to act so unconventionally
Oh, so you’re saying to the children – na na na na na?
No – I just wanted them to make to uh try and understand me on my own terms
OK, but that doesn’t come out here or maybe you have to write that. Because
what you’re saying is that you know but they don’t know. How can they know if
you don’t communicate with them?
Well, I would have if they, if they’d made more of a point of asking me why I
acted the way I did, instead of just sounding off about it (long silence).Yeah, as
I’ve just written it, it’s very important to me to be accurately understood on my
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own terms. I don’t just want that for myself, but for everybody within reason.
Maybe I’d best write that down too.
No, I think I want to keep it personal, we’re not going to go globally, Ok? Right
now we are talking about Tim. How old were you in primary school? When you
felt they were teasing you?
From bugs grade, which is like 5 years old, to part way through grade 5
Ok, now I still want to understand something
Yeah
So there’s a group of children right?
Yeah
And they tease you – what did you do? I understand you put it inside of your
heart and your chest – but what did you physically do? Did you walk away?
Did you scream? Did you go quiet? Did you go outside to play in the
playground? What did you do?
I uh, I mainly just cried
Hmm – you just sat there and cry?
Well, uh well when I was being teased I was mainly standing up, so I stood
there and cried
So you did express your sadness
Yeah
Yeah – and? And what did you do with the anger?
Uh – well I was able to get a bit of it out when I was uh uh uh when I was
carving wood, or uh yeah, quite often I would carve mud stone as well or clay
stone really
Did you ever say to them “You make me angry”?
Well, uh I wasn’t all that aware of the time of feeling angry, I was more
conscious of feeling sad
So can we try and add that somewhere? You can also represent it with colors –
it’s up to you (silence) What did you just do?
I put a shell of that sadness around the anger to indicate that I wasn’t conscious
of the anger at the time so much – I was mainly aware of feeling sad
OK – now do you want to title this picture for me?
Yeah (50 seconds silence)
What did you call it?
Misperceived. Part I
OK. Now when you said that you weren’t aware so much of that anger, but you
did point before that the teasing, which is – maybe we can add that somewhere,
because that’s something you identified as people treating you disrespectfully
Yeah
Do you want to put that in parenthesis somewhere here, or do you think you
can add it somewhere?
Yeah
So what my question is (long silence) Ok, now while you did represent in that
picture of yourself, the blue and you talked about the teasing being manifested
in your chest
Yeah
Now if you would have to point where today – where is the anger? Where did
the anger manifest?
Partly in my chest, but also in my uh in my uh stomach, knees, shoulders and
head
Hmm – do you think we can add something to that picture – do you feel like
adding the anger to it, or is that too?
Well, I’ve painted the anger and the sadness together
Ok, I understand that, but is there part of you that wants to maybe also show
where the anger is in the color that you represented anger here or it’s Ok the
way it is.
It’s alright the way it is
Ok – well you wrote here that this is your long delayed response to being
teased at primary school
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Yeah
How could we work through that? Separate the emotions?
I’m not sure off hand. I mean it’s worth trying but uh
Should we do another picture about that? Do you think you can explore it by
drawing?
Uh-huh I’ll give it a go, I’m a good deal exhausted
Ok – we’ll finish after that
Alright
Just try and let it out, don’t
I feel better already
Are you just saying that to please me?
No
Do you feel better already?
Somewhat
Well, I want you to do it on a big piece
It’s just occurred to me those look like cages – I felt caged
By what?
Uh uh not not being understood
Hmm – I’m going to hold this here – Ok?
Yeah
Is there a difference between this one and this one? The little one and the big
one?
They look much the same to me
Well I mean more what was going on within you
Well, I was able to well I felt a bit freer on the big page because I had more
room to uh uh to make uh uh uh long strokes
Hmm – it would be great if we had like BIG paper
Yeah
Well, look how you represented it first – what’s the difference between the three
pictures?
Well, with the way I drew the sadness in particular in the first picture, I made the
shape a bit symbolic like teardrops, and the anger felt like felt a bit like flames,
so I drew it in flame like shapes, but it also felt spiky so they are a bit spiky as
well. And the shape they form with uh uh part of the sadness which isn’t just a
shell around the anger, it does look a bit, as you said, like a heart
And how did this picture – how is it different from the 2nd and the 3rd picture, if it
is at all?
Well, I was thinking of the different aspects of how I felt
Meaning?
In the first picture I wasn’t thinking of how restricted I felt. In the 2nd and 3rd I
was. When I was doing the 2nd and 3rd picture I also felt the sadness and anger
were exploding out of me, but explosions can create restrictions of their own
If you restrict them. What do you mean – “explosions can create restrictions of
their own”?
Uh well the part when it comes back to people just looking at surface
appearances and not thinking all that much about the reasons you do things
Well – if people see you responding – no let me step back – let me just think, I
have to think about how to make that clear. Understanding people has
something to do with communications
Yeah
So if we communicate, you know like lets go back to that picture or that
instance where you said people teased you and cause anger and sadness.
You probably also felt hurt
Yeah, well that’s what prompted the anger and sadness
Right, so do you tell them – you know, how do you – let’s bring it to the today,
lets say you are angry at me. How would you say it? What would you do?
Would you just have an expectation for me to understand that you’re angry? Or
maybe would I see?
Well I was uh well I was a lot younger back then, and when and – yes I guess I
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have a long time expectation that when people can’t be bothered answering –
yeah asking me how I feel, uh they should therefore uh – this is going to sound
really insane (giggle).
That’s Ok you can be as insane as you want to
Uh, the – if they don’t want to find out how I feel, they should get to know it
anyway telepathically
Ok – I understand what you’re saying, but you see some people aren’t on your
wave length
Yeah
And what you then do, because you have an expectation, your expectations
don’t get fulfilled
Yeah – uh I’m uh I uh I’ve uh resigned myself since a few years ago now to
needing to communicate with people, uh and to try and spark their interests in
being communicated with
So you say you’ve changed that expectation to more of the realistic thing of
trying to communicate with people
Yeah
Well that’s very good because one of the feedback I want to give you is that
they I am interested in how you feel and what you’re doing and what you’re up
to etc. etc. etc. but when you come in and I ask you, what do you always say?
Reasonable number
Five
(laughter)
Yes, so you can have the expectation of trying for me to try and find out what
this number 5 means, what does reasonable mean, and that’s why I’m exploring
with you you know, there are deeper levels of things that are going on that we
need to communicate, and one of those things is all this what we’re talking
about, the work that we’ve done today – about anger and hurt and pain, and
sometimes you know, when you’re angry you just have to scream
Yeah
And sometimes when you’re sad you just have to cry
Yeah
And maybe it’s not just a little cry but it’s a sobbing. So you know, it needs to
come out because otherwise we store it all in there, in what you called yourself:
Storehouse of horrors
Yeah, well. So now what could you do? You know like if a child gets hurt right?
Physically let’s say you know, and somebody comes in and puts a band-aid on,
because there’s a wound there. So if we say that this pain of being teased and
you carrying it in your chest. If you could put something to help it, what would it
be? And actually it will be the last picture we draw today. What can you do –
do you want to use a big one?
Yeah, might as well
Ok, so that will be our final picture for today
Yeah
Did you understand what I’m saying?
Yeah
What did I say?
Uh uh uh you said that if I wanted to uh uh apply something to try and heal the
pain of having been teased at primary school that’s stored in my chest, what
would it be
Good
(silence whilst drawing) That’s a nice shade
Remember you have a lot of space
Yeah
Go for it
(very long silence) However it goes.(silence) For me the personal and the
global are intimately linked
How did you know I was going to comment on that
I could see it coming (laughter and another long silence)
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(Big sigh)
That was a good sigh
Yeah
Are you done?
Yeah
Now how is that related to the healing of your own personal pain?
Well, it’s uh uh addressing the things that upset me, not just from when I was at
school, but generally
And what is this?
It’s a book and I have written first on it because it’s meant to represent the book
I’m working on at the moment which is my first one, the one I’ve been working
on for a fair while now
And this?
A video cassette
Hmm – and this?
A CD of my ambitional band – Pygarg Helots
And this?
The earth that with combined peace and law and scales of justice, are
superimposed on it, and this Fernaoki words up here have to do with uh uh one
of the means for making sure that uh uh uh there’s a fair go for all which is what
I mean when I say justice usually. Tapes, that’s what I call antelope schools or
in Fernaoki Paigi Cirikasza Khi.
And what does it mean in English?
Antelope’s schools
Antelope?
Yeah, antelope’s schools – that’s a bit of a metaphor
Antelope? I know what an antelope is, but schools?
Schools
Schools?
Yeah
I do not understand
Well But we are going to have to finish so we’ll have to talk about that next week
Alright
I just want you to title this
Ok
And this one too, and I want to say something to you Tim. While we have gone
here into your feelings, your personal feelings
Yeah
And I think I understood
Yeah
And I was with you, and I’m still with you here, but when you say here that –
you say here “the people YOU know but THEY don’t know” right? So you say
try to make a point of asking me because it’s important for you to be accurately
understood on your own terms. This, I’m starting now to understand
Well, those are various ways in which I’d like to try and ensure that I’m
understood on my own terms and the same for other people whithin reason
Ok, so like future goals?
Yeah
Ok – and now I understand a little better
And the colors I chose were for uh uh development, which is a green, that’s a
sense of development in a natural sense, and a sense that works in with nature;
and black for understanding
Ok – (very long silence) – so what is this group called?
Pygarg Helots
How do you spell that?
Pygarg Helots
Ok and what is this
In Fernaoki - antelopes schools
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Schools? Schools of antelopes – like lots of antelopes?
No, uh uh uh well the uh antelope part of the term is a metaphor, it means
someone yeah it means a good-hearted person because antelopes generally
act fairly good hearted most of the time. So it’s schools where people learn
how to be good hearted.
And in Fernaoki – what is – how do you pronounce it?
Paigi Cirikasza Khi
The Khi just means a tall range
Yeah
Ok, see you next week
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That was a nice look – you looked me straight in the face!
(laugh)
You don’t do that very often – is it hard for you sometimes to keep eye contact
with people?
Yeah
So – now you’re going to start staring, huh?
Giggle
It’s either or
It uh feels that way to me anyhow
What, either you stare at someone or you don’t look at all?
Yeah
There are a couple of things I wanted to discuss with you, one of them is you
know just to kind of like look back at the work that we’ve done and how you feel
about what we’ve done
I like it
Hmm – do you feel it’s touching things that you haven’t touched, I mean can
you describe what’s happened in the last couple of months?
Yes, we’ve been exploring , or at least we’ve started to explore the hurts from
the past that are stored my body
And one of the things that I’m sad about is that you know we’ll only have to the
end of June, beginning of July, and then my placement finishes
Oh!
Yeah – so I am feeling kind of sad that we cant continue the exploration and we
also have to look at the point that we are going to finish and therefore come to
some sort of closure, slowly but surely. I don’t want, you know, to open you
know, to open things up and then have to put a lid on them
Yeah
But I have been talking to James, you know, and Mary Ann, so they are aware
of what’s going on, in a sense, to the degree of what I you know without
breaching confidentiality, I was able to share with them and, hopefully, you
know, James told me that he started doing some different work with you
Yeah
And that you liked it, so you know hopefully the exploration can continue
Yeah
That’s one thing, the other thing that I wanted to catch up on is, did you do
some work on finding out where your father’s memorial plaque is?
No I haven’t
Ok, because that is something you know I have also talked to Harvey and
James about, so that that can be something that can be arranged. You said
you wanted to do that so can you ask your mother?
Yeah
Can you do that for next week?
Yeah
Do you feel comfortable asking her or will she say why do you want to know?
I feel comfortable asking her
So she has the exact details of you know normally the rows or you know like
once you come to the cemetery they normally have a book of who’s where and
what’s
Yeah
So if you can get that so we can work on that
Yeah
And the other thing that I was thinking – I just said before that I don’t want to
open up, while we did this, well you did this picture of where your hurts are
stored in your body. I was thinking, instead of going to something new, maybe
we should explore a little bit more the, the sadness and the anger. Do you
remember what you’ve done last week, the two paintings?
Yeah
Well two weeks ago
Yeah – I was going to say it was the week before
You’re very observant. So do you remember what we did there?
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Well, I remember I had to continue the figure of myself on a different piece of
paper because there wouldn’t otherwise have been room for all of that
Yeah, that was the big one – here. We did that, but 2 weeks ago we started
already working on one of the feelings – do you remember you said that people
have treated you disrespectfully?
Yeah
And hurt you? So, remember what you were you sharing about primary
school?
Yeah
Do you remember the pieces of art that you did?
I only remember the figure
So I’ll take out what you’ve done, just for you to have a recollection
I think I’m starting to remember now, the cages
Exactly. This was a picture of yourself
Yeah
And this was what we did, and do you remember what was going on there?
Reading what I wrote helps.
Yeah. But then I asked you to draw it here and then we went there and then we
went there – do you remember the difference between the little one and the
bigger one?
Well, I think you had the idea for me to use a large piece of paper so I could uh
, so I could uh scribble more freely
Right. And did you feel that you were scribbling more freely?
I did, but I also felt that specially once you mentioned what the lines or the
patterns and lines formed reminded you of, but uh
I mentioned it, or you mentioned it?
Well, you mentioned it first
Did I?
Yeah
Oh, I don’t remember that, that’s interesting. I think you talked about being
caged – is that what you’re talking about?
Uh, yes but I mentioned it after you pointed out what those lines looked like
OK. Because I remember you talking that it was much freer to have more
space to scribble
Yeah
And one of the things – what was it you said– you talked about explosions can
create restrictions – do you remember that?
Yeah
What did you mean by that?
Uh, I was uh uh referring to how people might respond to you acting out.
How have people responded to you acting out?
Uh
Have you acted out?
Sometimes
Because, remember this, this painting that we did initially, this blue and red one
Yeah
You were talking about the sadness, right?
Yeah
And I asked you, and you were also talking about anger, and I asked you how
did you express your anger, and you said that you didn’t, you said that you just
stood there and you cried, and that you didn’t really – I don’t know how you said
it, but what I understood was that you know it was all kind of like just covered in
sadness
Well, I acted out sometimes
So, can you tell me what did you do when you acted out?
Uh
And what did you act out?
My, well which question shall I answer first?
Well, first things first, the first question that I asked – how did you act out – what
did you do?
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Uh, I hit people
Is that what you do when you get very angry?
That’s what I did when I was a kid when I got very angry
Hmm
But I, but I generally uh uh picked people who weren’t likely to hit back
Hmm – did you ever hurt someone very bad?
Uh, uh no. uh I remember having having fits of remorse sometime afterwards
Well, sometimes you know when we have strong emotions or feelings, and it’s
hard to control them, a lot of people have regrets afterwards, sometime people
yell, scream or say something that they don’t mean, you know, and feel
remorseful afterwards, or they, I don’t know, I mean people do all sorts of things
– big rage you know, destroy things, hurt people with words, say something you
don’t mean, and then feel remorseful
Yeah
Were you able to then go back and say I’m sorry, or did you just sit on your
remorse?
Well, I wasn’t able to go back and say I was sorry because the people I hit uh
mostly didn’t know me well enough to to make a point of empathizing with me,
and uh I and I uh and the other thing was that I don’t really think that uh that uh
bursting into tears while I’m down the street and uh coming back home uh with
uh tears running down my face uh uh saying I’m horrible, uh constitutes sitting
on your remorse
Say that again – so, what I hear you say is that you didn’t sit on your remorse,
but you came home crying and you said that you were horrible
Yeah
So you took it in?
Yeah
You took it in and you used it against yourself in a sense
Yeah
A lot of kids, when they’re young do those types of things.
Are you saying that uh that uh not many kids would uh would uh turn it against
themselves?
Yeah, that’s what I’m saying – do you think that’s true?
I think that’s true
But you turned against yourself?
Yeah
Do you have any understanding why or how?
I, I think I was able to see, but uh but uh but uh, uh, uh but uh, uh but blowing
your top doesn’t make hitting people right, especially when you seek out soft
targets
But when you did that when you were young did you understand that?
Uh, I think I understood it when I thought about it, but if you had asked me to
explain it, I uh mightn’t have been quite so direct
Hmm
Because I haven’t always been as articulate as I am now
Mm
Even if I describe myself that way
Well you are articulate, you can be, and you know your writings, some of them
I’ve read, you can articulate yourself rather well, but that’s more in a, how can I
say this, um I think it’s more in the world that you are familiar with, including
your fantasy world. So you are very articulate because that’s something that’s
very known and familiar to you
Yeah
Where I think you might not be so articulate in, well, I don’t really know, I mean I
see a lot of articulation in your artwork of your emotions and feelings, but
maybe that’s something that’s not so normal to you and needs more exploration
Yeah
And that’s why I’m saying I sorry that you know, I won’t be here as an art
therapist anymore
Yeah
So, yeah. And that might not be true either, because you know you probably
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have your – how can I say – your internal world of all your emotions and
feelings, just the things you know – do you let others in there? Do you share
yourself in that respect? Or do you keep it all in?
Well, I think I do a bit of both
Yep
It’s just that uh uh it’s been my experience that when I acknowledge what I have
going for me people tend to regard it as a sign of egomania on my part.
Mmmmmm – depends what. Give me an example
Well, when I’ve when I’ve talked about being highly intelligent in the past,
people have taken it as a sign of egomania
What’s egomania?
Well, having an excessively large ego
Coming back to feelings, actually what I would like to do today, if you’re
interested, I’d like to go back to this – to the sadness and the anger – do you
want to go there?
Yeah
I’ll tell you what I want you to do. I’ve prepared something – which is even a
bigger piece of paper. Now, you can either – we can put it here and you can
draw like this, or we can put it on the floor and you can work on the floor. I don’t
think we’ll have much space to work here
That’s true
So, what would you prefer?
I’d like to work on the floor
On the floor – OK. Um – yeah move that chair a little bit up, and actually let me
see if there’s something I can put underneath
There’s old newspapers there
No, but those are just for you to sit on
Right
Well you can use them – a blanket would be nice. I know. So where do you
want to sit? Which way?
Over here a bit
Ok, and then put this down here?
Yeah
Well, it both has tape on it so I’m really sorry about that – here use that. As a
little chair. Now what material did you want? I have water colors, in tubes,
water colors here, chalk, pastels – oil pastels and finger paints
I’d like to try the finger paints
Ok (setting up). Should I put them right here or where do you want them?
Along the left hand side I think.
Ok – go, and if you need anything else – and there are tissues here. Do you
want me to bring you some water in case you need some water?
Yes please
Ok, you’re Ok to start – here you go (water)
Thanks
You’re welcome. I think I am going to come down here and hold the paper. Do
you want a brush too?
Yeah – Tissues please – Thanks
Do you like getting dirty?
Sometimes. I don’t always feel like getting dirty, but when I do feel like it I enjoy
it
Are you enjoying it now?
Yeah
Good
Although I paint sadness and anger separately, I feel them very much together.
Do you think you can show that on the picture?
Alright
Or does it help you to have them separate?
Well, there doesn’t seem like there’s much point in keeping them separate since
I already know what they are (long silence whilst painting)
How are you feeling?
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Uh – I feel a bit cleaner inside than I was before
Cleaner inside than you were before?
Yeah
What’s that mean?
That means that some of the sadness and anger has come out
Hmm. Well often you know, when we are hurt often people cannot, or don’t
dare to express their hurt, and the only way they can express it is by getting
angry
Yeah
But behind being angry, and I think that’s very true, at least you know in my own
personal experiences, I think it is true that if people were able to say – hey, I’m
hurt, you hurt me, or something you did or said, hurt me, then they wouldn’t
have to become angry.
Yeah
If you want to go you can go and wash your hands if you’ve finished.
Yes please
Are you finished with this image?
Yeah
Ok you can just go – but come back hey?
(disappears for over five minutes) What you were saying before I went to wash
my hands reminds me of how there’s a lot of people who uh like to make out
that uh they’re invulnerable
Yeah
I think they’re scared that if they show vulnerability uh uh someone else might
seize on that as provocation for hurting them more
Right – but you know there’s also a certain amount of vulnerability that we have
to acknowledge and allow to come out, because we are vulnerable creatures
Yeah (starts cleaning the floor)
That’s Ok, don’t worry about it, it’s just the floor
Some went on the edge of that cloth too
Don’t worry about it
Yes, I think it washes out pretty well anyway
Mm. Do you have a title for your picture? Or is there something you want to
add to it?
Alright
All right to what?
That there’s something that I might add to it
Ok – what medium do you want to use?
Well, I was thinking just in terms of putting a title to it
Ok, do you want to use a pen, or
Yes please
Why are you hesitating?
Because I’m not sure how to put uh what I want to say – I mean I might be
articulate but it takes work
Ok, so work on it
That’s uh what I’m doing
Good – and if you need to share with me first before you put it into words, I’m
here. (long silence) So what did you name it?
Angry sadness from hurt
Mm – very nice. I mean very nice – I like the title
Yeah (laugh)
So shall we look at it – hang it up and look at it?
Alright
Get it off the floor –(laugh)
(laugh
Can you make 2 out of this please? Is it the right height – do you want it higher?
A bit higher A flake of paint came away with it. (laughter)
Taking down the house
Almost
What’s on your mind? You look proud.
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Yes I do think it came out well
From an artistic point of view
Yeah
Do you see anything in it? Does it speak to you – what do you see?
Well, I see a couple of whirlwinds
Hmm – can you point them out to me?
Yeah – there’s one that comes down here, and one in the middle
Hmm – what do they feel like?
Well, the one on the left uh feels uh very angry, and the one in the middle feels
like there’s – well it still feels angry but it feels like there’s quite a bit of sadness
mixed with the anger
Mm. And you know how I like to ask where are you in the picture – where are
you in the picture?
UM – I’m about here
Ok. On the bottom of the on the bottom right hand side of the blue whirlwind?
Yeah, although being as it’s got the red and the blue mixed uh, it uh is uh
almost as much purple in there as blue
Hmm – that’s a color you have never used before
Well, uh that’s because up till now I’ve depicted uh anger and uh sadness
separately
Mm – so how does purple feel?
Purple feels both angry and sad, but it also feels like a learning experience
Mm – so you feel like you’ve learnt something?
Yeah
Could you put that in words what you learned?
Yeah – I’ve uh I’ve uh long made a point of uh learning from the bad
experiences I’ve had. I also learn from my good ones, but uh uh I don’t seem to
have so many of those that feel like they really count. The bad ones somehow
seem to outnumber the good ones
Hmm – now, in your world right now, or
Generally
Your whole life experience?
Yeah
So how would you rate this one – is it good experience or a bad experience?
Well the experience of this, I quite enjoyed uh actually doing this painting, and
uh I’m pleased artistically with how it came out
What about the emotional experience?
Well, uh I’m glad that uh some of the anger and sadness came out of me
And one more question
Yeah
You were talking that your bad experiences, there seemed to be more of those
than the good experience. In regards to anger and sadness, what made you
the most angry in your life? See if something comes up, and what made you the
saddest in your life? What is the saddest experience and what is the angriest
experience?
It’s uh, it’s hard to come up with an answer to those questions immediately,
because there’s been quite a lot that brought me very angry and there’s been
quite a lot that’s brought me very sad
Hmm – well off the top of your head that you keep on scratching?
(laugh)
Uh, nothing comes (snap)?
No – I’ll need to get back to you on that
Ok – I want to show you something. Do you remember our very first picture?
Remember our very first session?
Yeah
What did we do?
A whirlwind
Mm – here. Does that whirlwind still feel the same like this?
Yeah
Do you remember where you were in that picture?
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No
You were over here. Now you said you’re over here
Yeah
Where did you point out?
Yeah
Ok.You also said something about vulnerability
Yeah
Do you allow yourself to be vulnerable?
Well, I always feel vulnerable, but uh uh I don’t always let on when I feel hurt or
angry
Have there been times that I’ve made you sad or angry?
Not so far
But there have been times where you were sad or angry?
Yeah
In here?
Well there’ve been times when I’ve brought sadness or anger with me, that uh I
was feeling at the time
I think that when we were talking about your father and when you drew that
picture you were pretty sad
Yeah
But you didn’t let that on did you?
No
But I picked it up anyhow. How do you think it’s going to be when you go to
your father’s grave, or plaque?
Uh, I think I’ll be able to deal with a lot of unfinished business that I had with my
Dad
Will you feel comfortable to cry if you need to, or to acknowledge your
vulnerability or will you hide it?
Well, I probably wont cry right there in the cemetery, but uh maybe in the uh uh
hotel room afterwards
Even if you feel like crying in the cemetery, you wont?
Well maybe quietly
Maybe it’s also the time to bawl your eyes out. I think you know
It’s such a public place though
Sometimes it’s important to show the emotions when they happen, if you
swallow them, or you know try to suppress them and then re-invoke them in a
hotel room, it’s not the same as standing there, so I don’t think there’s anything
wrong to cry in a cemetery, because a lot of people cry in cemeteries. Because
it is, while it is a public place, it’s also a place where people do mourn and
grieve and cry and express their sadness towards the ones that you know are
gone. But you’ll see, but I just wanted you to know, I just wanted you to
understand, I mean it is an important thing that you said that it’s a public place
and you won’t cry, but I think if you feel like crying you need to cry, and not
keep on swallowing it. But you’ll see how it feels, I mean you know, you’ll be in
the moment – you’ll try to be in the moment
Yeah
Ok – is there anything you want to add before we finish?
Nothing that springs to mind
Ok – I’ll see you next week
Yeah
Thanks Tim
That’s alright Thank you Yael
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The notes and tape recordings of each meeting will be transcribed and transferred onto secure computer
files. These files will stay in a lockable filing cabinet with the researcher, and no other person will have
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access to the files. The art work will be kept in a lockable portfolio, which will be stored at
House.
To maintain confidentiality the researcher will use a pseudonym, and your name will not be recorded in
any documentation. At all times the list of pseudonyms will be kept separate from other records.
Following the completion of the study, you will have the option to have your original art work
returned. The photographs of the art work will be kept by the researcher, and might be used in
professional presentations or publications in the future; after all identifiable information has been
removed. All other documentation will be stored in a lockable cabinet at the School of Public Health at
La Trobe University for seven years and then destroyed.
The results of this research project will appear in a thesis written by Yael Hirschhorn. Confidentiality
and anonymity will be maintained at all times.
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to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research project, realizing that I may withdraw at any
time. I also understand that I have the right to withdraw, and require that all traces of my participation
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presented at conferences and published in journals, on condition that my name is not used.
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